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ABSTRACT 

This research presents a theoretical and descriptive case study in which I 

investigate the natiire of literacy competence in the life of Stuart Carter, an Englisl. 

speaking man who at the early age of thirty-six. suffered from a left cerebral hemorrhage 

resulting in expressive aphasia and right side hemiplegia. By using a qualitative data set. 

including videotaped interactions, docimients. interviews and fieldnotes. and qualitative 

data analysis strategies. I trace the evohition of Stuart's literacy practices and literacy 

process after the stroke that took place in April of 1994. identifying issues that shaped his 

literacy experiences over a lapse of seven years. The present study grew out of my 

concerns regarding the capricious ways in which portraits of competence get created, 

based on reduced and clinical images of performance. 

Three landscapes of competence emerged from the analysis; (a) Sockxrultural 

landscapes; (b) Transactional socio-psycholinguistic (TSP) landscapes, and (c) Affective 

and personal landscapes. I use the metaphor of'landscapes* as an interpretative construct 

that makes it possible to descnbe literacy competence as multidimensional, as dynamic, 

and as ck>sely tied to the overall structure of everyday literacy contexts. 

The first landscape presents Stuart's perceptions of his literacy practKes after the 

stroke, and offers a description of Stuart's uses of literacy as a window into his literacy 

practices. The second landscape describes his reading and writing processes. I expbre the 

contextual features that hinder/support his participatk>n in literacy events, and elaborate 

on the mediational purposes of his writing process. The third landscape relates to the 
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significant personal and affective tensions that fiame Stuart's literacy experiences as a 

reader and writer with aphasia. I describe the underlying strat^ies. inventions and coping 

mechanism he developed to deal with the transformations in his life after aphasia. 

What I illustrate throughout this study is that an alternative theoretical framework, 

one based on understanding literacy as both social {nactice and sociopsycholinguistic 

process, and an ahemative research methodology within the field of aphasiology. based 

on qualitative and ethnographic principles, provide a wealth of unexplored territory into 

the nature of literacy, language and learning in aphasia. 
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CHAPTER 1. -THE ELECTIC STORM:" AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 

STUDY OF LITERACY COMPETECE AND APHASU 

Stuart: I guess the brain... when that happens, is almost like an electric 
storm. I mean... it's just going wild (Transcript. August I. 2001). 

The stroke came with some warning as Stuart felt a strange and indescribable 

sensation that something was not well "^That was a Friday night... about 8:30 at home.^ 

Stuart remembered seven years after that night. "I was working on the computer in the ... 

the books for the &rm. I feh...something is going to happen.'̂  Stuart, who at that time 

owned a pecan &rm in the Southwest of the United States, got up from the computer, and 

walked towards the bathroom, feeling a strong need to remove his contact lenses. "^The 

one thing that 1 wanted to do is to get out, get my contacts off, because I dkln't want to 

have somebody else messing with my...my eyes,** he explained. Stuart had enough time 

to remove his contacts, but by then, he was already turning weak on the right skle of his 

body. Without delay, Stuart told Kathy. his wife, they needed to go to the hospital "We 

had some plan, especially with the &rm,'' he explained, lhat if somebody got in trouble 

and they needed to go to the doctor.. .you, you just pitch whomever in the car and go to 

town. Because the time it took to get the hos-...the ambulance there, it'll just be a waste 

of effort.'' This plan was particularly necessary because their house was approximately 

sixteen miles from the nearest town. 

Nevertheless, Kathy called 911 and informed them of the situatnn. think she 

said that, or I told her, 1 don't know wliKh one, that I was having a stroke," Stuart said. 

By then, Stuart had k)st his balance trying to get down the stairs going out of their mobile 
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home. "^Kathy was still on the phone with the 911 and I wanted to go out the door,"* Stuart 

continued, "Ihat was interesting because as long as I was leveled and the flooring is level, 

I was ok. Negotiating the stairs... there's three, well there might have been four steps. I 

probably flew the bottom three."' he said laughing. They couldn't lift me, so 1 crawled to 

the car. 1 don't exactly remember that... from that point." 

Kathy managed to get Stuait into the car with the help of their ten-year-old 

daughter, Caitlin and drove approximately ten miles towards town. Caitlin and their 

youngest son, Cameron, who was almost six at that time, drove in the car as well. Just a 

couple of miles before they arrived to town, the ambulance met them in the road. '̂ Right 

there on the side of the road, they got me into the hos- into the ambulance and they do 

the... the vitals and whatever...and 1 remember that, ** Stuart continued, trying to put into 

words as much as he could recall from that night's experience. He was admitted into the 

emergency room in the hospital in Willcox, from where he was transported through a 

helicopter ambulance to a general hospital in Tucson. Stuart woke up sometime the 

following morning after having gone through surgery to evacuate the bleeding caused by 

the stroke. He soon realized something had changed. ''It happened so quickly the way 

you... go down to nothing," he said. 

AdaiMiM to the Hoipital: Froa acdioil records dated April 4,1994 
[Note; * indicates a sectmn of report omitted] 
ADMITTED: 04/09/94 
This 36 year okl male was admitted through the emergency room by Dr. 
X. The patient is from Willcox and works on a pecan farm. He has been in 
good health, according to his wife, until earlier tonight when he started to 
have problems with nausea, vomiting and balance and then devek>ped a 
headache and inability to ^)eak.* A CT scan was performed and showed 
an 8x5cm intracerebral hemorrhage in the left temporal parietal area with 
a shift of the ventricular system across the midline.* 
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Because of the patient's progressive course and the size of the hematoma, 
as well as the amount of shift it was feh prudent at this time to do an 
emergency craniotomy to evacuate the hematoma and then work the 
patient up for possible etiobgy once he is stable. 
ASSESSMENT: I discussed with patient's wife. She is aware of the ri^ 
of the operation, as well as the antkripated results. 

The Unexpected Changes: Questwns about Aphasia and Literacy 

On April 8.1994, Stuart Carter, a thirty-six year old English-^)eaking man, 

experienced a left intracerebral hemorrhage resufting in a right skle hemiplegia and 

expressive motor aphasia. For the present research, aphasia is defined as an acquired 

disorder of prevk>usly intact language ability as a result fixim brain injury (Kirshner. 

1995). The most common cause of aphasia is a stroke, whkh results from disruptmns in 

the bkx)d supply of the brain tissue from bkxxl ck>ts, aneurisms, or trauma. The resulting 

affected areas of the brain vary depending on where the fk)w of bk>od was interrupted. 

Usually, receptive and/or productive language processes can be affected, whk:h include 

listening, speaking, reading, writing and signing. 

In additk)n, physical movement may be impaired depending on the k)catk)n of the 

brain injury. Due to the k)catk>n of his left hemisphere cerebral hemorrhage, Stuart was 

left with a right hemiplegia, which had inqwrtant consequences for his use of written 

language because he had to learn to write with his left hand after the stroke. A number of 

other related psycho bgKal and emotk)nal disorders, like depression, are commonly 

ejqierienced by individuals affected by a stroke. Furthermore, these psychokigkal 

disorders are usually faced by their &mily members and ck)se friends, as the k)ss of 
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language has significant in^iications for the overall structure of social and relational 

networks. 

There are a variety of language disorders associated with aphasia, many of which 

have been thoroughly described and classified throughout the past decades. Nevertheless, 

their description and classification are still a matter of great debate within the field of 

aphasiok>gy (Goodglass, 1993: Nadeau, Gonzalez Rothi & Crosson, 2000). Overall oral 

and written language are usually very much affected by the stroke. In some cases, people 

k>se the ability to comprehend oral language while maintaining the ability to produce oral 

language or to understand what is written. Other times, it is the inability to produce oral 

or written texts which is most evident, while maintaining the ability to understand oral 

language. In some cases, unfortunately, both receptive and productive processes are 

affected by the cerebrovascular accident. 

In Stuart's case, the type of trial and error evidenced in his oral and written 

language is most commonly associated with motor aphasia, or expressive aphasia. In this 

type of aphasia the ability to understand both oral and written language remains mostly 

untouched; it is the expression of meaning through oral or written language that is 

problematic as both productive forms of communication are altered. Stuart's speech is 

commonly characterized by numerous paraphasias, Ihe unintended use of another word 

in lieu of the target" (Goodglass, 1993, p. 78). These semantic, syntactic and 

phonok>gical oral 'miscues' are sometimes associated to either agrammatism, **3 

distinctive form of linguistic breakdown*^ within the grammatical dimension of language 

(Goodglass. 1993, p. 102); or with apraxia. a term used to identify disorders in the sphere 
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of purposeful moveTnenu which may or may not be related to oral language. Apraxia in 

Stuart's case meant he was left with a difficulty articulating sounds in order to form his 

desired oral messages. At the same time, a minor degree of agrammatism influenced his 

speech production and his construction of grammatically conventional structures. It is 

important at this point to mention that throughout this narrative I use quotations to 

indicate Stuart's speech as transcribed from videotaped interviews. All grammatical 

structures are represented as Stuart spoke at the time of the interview. The quotes have 

not been modified to reflect conventional grammar since it was important to leave his 

words as evidence of his recovery and devebpment across time, given that this research 

presents data collected at different moments in time since the onset of aphasia. In 

addition, when Stuart responded to drafts of this document, be made it very clear he 

wanted readers to know that the presence of unconventional grammatical structures is not 

representative of his underlying language competence. Even in the early weeks after the 

stroke, Stuart was able to tell right from wrong. However, the aphasia prevented him 

from correcting his unconventional granmiar, ^lecially in the months following the 

stroke. Within quotations, other transcription marks include hyphens to indicate partial 

attempts at a word, and ... to indicate a pause in Stuart's speech. 

The severity of any resulting communicatk)n problem changes with time. The 

most severe communication difficufties become evident in the days and weeks 

immediately following the stroke. Cases vary considerably frvm each other and there are 

some who believe that variability in aphasia is as broad as the diversity among 

individuals living in this world (Lesser & Miboy, 1993). 
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What happens when there is a sudden event that inevitably affects the structure of 

the human brain? What happens when someone suffers from a stroke, for example, and is 

left with an inability to communicate? How does a competent language user 6ce the loss 

of the ability to either produce or understand oral and/or written language as a result of a 

cerebral vascular injury? Ewing and P&lzgraf (1990) describe a stroke as a **swift. 

unexpected, and devastating" (P- H) event that most commonly causes k>ss of 

communicatk)n. When this traumatic event takes place, how is literacy affected? 

This dissertation research expires these and other related concerns regarding 

literacy with the overarching assumptions of conceiving oral and written language as 

sockxruhurally situated and as sock)-psychoIinguistk; in nature. The purpose of this study 

is to investigate the nature of literacy competence in the life of an English-speaking man 

named Stuart Carter, after the onset of the aphasia at the early age of thirty six years oki. 1 

use a qualitative case study research design (Merriam, 1998) to kx)k closely at Stuarts's 

literacy practkres and processes and to understand literacy in aphasia. My general 

questk)n is: What is the nature of literacy competence in Stuart's life, as an English-

speaking man with aphasia? The following five questk)ns gukled my e?q}k)ratk)ns: 

• What are Stuart's perceptions of his literacy practices and uses of written language 

following the onset of aphasia and how they changed? 

• How have Stuart's reading and writing ĵ ocesses evolved following the onset of 

aphasia? 

• What contextual features hindered or supported Stuart's transactions with texts 

immediately following the stroke and throughout his recovery? 

• How does Stuart construct his literacy competerwe while participating in literacy 

events? 
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• What are the significant issues that Stuart has faced being a reader and a writer with 

aphasia? 

Each of these questions brings to the foreground the possibility to explore literacy 

competeiKe in the life of one individual with aphasia from particular theoretical and 

research stances. In this introduction, 1 describe the constellation of personal and 

theoretical factors that shape this dissertation study. I begin with addressing the personal 

dimension of the research, sharing my personal history as related to the areas of literacy, 

competence and aphasia, and connecting my story with Stuart's story. A second section 

introduces the theoretical dimension of my work, grounding my inquiries within 

particular orientations to literacy and defining my understanding of the social 

construction of competence. I build in this section the theoretical framework that 

constitutes the context for the study as a whole, and which is ck)sely related to the 

research design choices 1 made in conceptualizing the study. Finally, the last part of this 

introduction presents and overview of the document, in which 1 set the context for the 

work to come in later chapters. 

Personal Dimension of the Research Story 

Qualitative researchers acknowledge that there is a subjective nature of their 

involvement with their fields of research "from deckling on the research topk; to selecting 

frames of interpretation" (Glesne, 1999, p.IOS). The intersectk>n of my life history and 

aphasia begim in 1994, while I was an undergraduate student in Mexico City, studying to 

receive a dual degree as a speech pathologist and a special educatk>n teacher. The 
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following narrative account of my personal story as related to my area of inquiry comes 

from a letter 1 wTote to Stuart in the summer of2001. when making the final 

arrangements for our interview. Even though Stuait and I had met previously at the 

University of Arizona, introduced by Ken Goodman. I found it necessary to write a 

personal narrative that would introduce me. my goals and my research purposes to Stuait. 

as I invited him to participate in the present investigation. I borrowed this suggestion 

from Glesne (1999) who recommends the writing of "^lay summaries." These summaries 

are "written or verbal presentations of your research that you give to research participants 

to help explain who you are. what you are doing, and what role would you like them to 

play in our research" (p.35). 1 chose to devek>p a letter approximately four pages k)ng. 

which was faxed to Stuart's home some days before our interview in August of2001.1 

have selected only the section of the letter where I trace the birth of my conceptual 

orientation towards literacy competence and the lingering questions that provide the 

personal dimension of this research story. 

From Letter to Stuart dated Jaly 27,2001 

1 got my B.S. as a speech and language pathobgist and a special education 

teacher in Mexico City. I partkripated in kind of a dual degree where I 

could work as both a ^)ecial educatwn teacher and a speech pathok)gist. 

Therefore, my experiences in Mexico involved working in clinical and 

educational settings with chiklren and adults who had a wide range of 

'language and learning disabilities.^ From early childhood kmguage 

interventk)n to speech and language rehabilitatk>n of adults with aphasia, I 

discovered through my studies a passk>n for language. I also learned a 

great deal about the impact of any type of "disability' in the life of 

individuals and their &milies. 



Specifically. 1 had the opportunity to learn about aphasia and its 

multiple consequences while I did internships in the Neurology 

Department of one the biggest medical centers in Mexico City. It was 

there that I first worked with people whose lives had changed after the 

onset of aphasia. The time I spent as an undergraduate student in this 

hospital has stayed with me ever since. Under close supervision of a 

professional speech pathologist and medical doctors. I got to go 'on 

rounds' and visit patients in their beds shortly after they had suffered a 

traumatic brain injury. 1 was trained to evaluate language loss using 

^)ecialized neurolinguisitc assessment tests, and 1 conducted 

neuropsychological evaluations to exptore areas of the brain affected by 

the injury. Twice a week. I woukl embark on a journey, discovering a 

medical worki 1 had not known before. Twice a week. I also got to work 

on a one-to-one basis with an assigned patient. 1 remember vividly those 

initial attempts to offer relevant support to Mr. Arturo. my first patient. 

Sitting in a small conference table in a room with 6 other people with 

aphasia, their relatives. 8 other students, and one supervisor was quite an 

experience. Linguistk: stress; a novice speech therapist; people in need for 

support and personalized attention; the big anile of Mr. Arturo as he 

entered the room with his usual ^jBuenos dias settoritas!*" and many 

questions about the relevance of my work: these are some of the 

experiences 1 remember the most about those days. 

Later on. I accepted a positk>n to work in a State Hospital where I 

stayed for almost three years. Within this context, I had *he privilege of 

working with remarkable people and discovered another skie to the 

clinical experiences Td h^ before. Through my professional aiKl personal 

work, I strengthened my &scinatwn with language, especially with written 

langiiage and with the amazing learning process through which young 

children discover the way our writing system works. I conducted research 
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about reading and writing with children who were struggling with written 

lar^uage in their general education classrooms. My inquiries forced me to 

begin questioning the many ways in which institutions —hospitals, clinics 

and schools— often seem to collaborate for the development of 

incompetent identities instead of advocating for the people they serve. 

Because of their theoretical orientation towards learning and language, 

many institutions perpetuate a "disahlii^ cycle^ of labeling people and 

using those labels as sole indicators to define what a person is and is not 

capable of doing. It was at that moment that my questions about written 

lai^uage, learning processes, and institutionalized constraints in special 

education led me to pursue graduate studies at The University of Arizona 

in 1997. 

My letter went on to describe other experiences from my early years of graduate 

study. But for the purposes of this discussion, it is important to connect my previous 

work with this particular research. My personal lenses for looking at language and 

literacy have shifted dramatically in the past five years from the early days of my clinical 

education, to my discoveries of the sockKuhural dimensmn of oral and written language. 

The training 1 received as a speech and language pathofogist and special education 

teacher introduced me to a clinical and medical per^)ective on language and literacy 

learning. But through my work, 1 encountered numerous instances in which my 

observatnns and transactk)ns with children and adults did not fit within the clinical 

profiles of incompetence I had constructed. Without knowing it, 1 became a 'icidwatcher'̂  

(Y. Goodman. 1985) and 1 used the knowledge gained fix)m my careful observations to 

inform my theoretical understanding of language and learning in social contexts. Ok! 
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lenses were replaced by new ones. This change allowed me to refocus my observations 

and to build on a sociocultural perspective of learning (Dyson. 1993: John-Steiner & 

Mahn. 19%; Vygotsky. 1978. Wells. 1999) and a socio-psycholinguistic framework of 

written and oral language (K. Goodman 1975/1982; Smith, 1983; Halliday, 1978). 

During my studies. I strengthened my understanding of the ways society deals 

with disabilities and the social construction of incompetence (Ruiz. 1995a: Ruiz 1995b: 

Varenne & McI>ermott, 1999). 1 studied Vygotsky's work with special learners and his 

research in defectok>gy (Rosa, 1997). Furthermore, I expbred the use of certain literacy 

instructional practices with children identified as learning disabled and the lived 

experiences of a young boy participating in a mainstreamed program in a public school in 

Tucson. There were numerous other powerful learning experiences which led me to my 

current interests on rejecting neurobgical profiles as samples of literacy or lai^uage 

competence. But one experience, in particular, deeply influenced the research I 

conducted for my dissertation. 

In the spring of 1998. while taking a course in Applied LinguistKs with Ken 

Goodman, 1 met Stuait Carter, a man with whom Ken had collaborated with in previous 

years. During the last section of our course. Ken shared videotaped interactions form his 

bngitudinal work with Stuart, which dealt with expbring aphasic literacy from a sock>-

psycho linguistic perspective (a richer description of this study is provided in chapter 2). 

That first encounter with Stuait marked the beginning of an interesting process of 

research and reflection about the nature of the learning experiences and the uses of 

language and literacy captured by the audiotapes. As I observed each videotape during 
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our class sessions. I was transported to my experiences in Mexico. During my work as a 

speech and language pathobgist, I became fiuniliar with "doing rounds'* in the Intensive 

Care Units within the Neurok>gy Department of multiple State Hospitals in Mexico City. 

Under ck)se supervision of medical doctors and supervising teachers, 1 conducted 

language assessment and standardized communicative testing only a couple of hours after 

"patients'* had suffered fix>m a stroke. After the evaluation sessions, I was always left 

feeling a lack of authenticity and validity from the experiences we used to determine the 

communicative competence and the linguistic damage suffered from the stroke. Even 

more striking were the biweekly one-on-one rehabilitatk)n sessions where 1 struggled to 

make the forty-five minutes worthwhile for the patients and for myself. But the results 

were fruitless. More often than not. I woukl end the sessktns with a feeling of despair, of 

knowing that the decontextualized nature of the activities and the type of drill exercises 

were not relevant to the life of my patients. 

For my final project on that course. I wrote a paper in which I contrasted my 

previous experiences working with individuals suffering form aphasia, and the work that 

Ken had done with Stuart In my paper, I addressed the foUowing questmns: "What 

language assumptions were driving my practices as a language and speech pathok)gist? 

What was my model of reading and its implicatk)ns in the field of language pathobgy?" 1 

contrasted my reductionist approach to language therapy with the more holistk; 

expk>ratk)n pnx)cess 1 kientified in the work of Ken and Stuart The last paragraph of my 

p^)er read as follows: 
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I still have many lingering questions about the powerful ways in which our 
brain works. But for now. I have been once again amazed by how the 
mpaning making process of language hokis true, even under the existence 
of a disrupting event like a stroke. (Garcia Obregon. 1998. p. 5) 

Following this experience. I b^an working as a research assistant with Ken in the 

&li of 1998. and I began to expk>re my many 'lingering questuns* about the reiatk>nships 

between the brain, language and literacy. Almost without noticing it, my theory of 

literacy had undergone another paradigmatk shift. The result of my past e?q)eriences and 

my professional and intellectual contexts allowed me to move in a certain directwn I had 

not previously considered: to partKipate in an in-depth exploration of the nature of 

literacy and aphasia. And so. the seed for the present study was planted. I contacted 

Stuart and asked him about the possibility of partkipating in this research study, which 

would concentrate on the understanding of literacy competence ever since the onset of 

aphasia, as well as in an exploration of his current literacy practkes and literacy 

processes. Stuart agreed to paitkipate and we scheduled our intervkw in the summer of 

2001. During that meeting, we discussed possible directions for the research study 1 

proposed and we bad a thought-provoking conversatkn regarding the overall purpose of 

my research. In this interactkn. Stuart's voice and my voke found a common space in 

which to address my proposed research questkns. I have reconstructed the following 

vignette fiom my fieldnotes from that meeting, and I offer this story to mark the merging 

of my personal and Stuart's personal story in this research. 
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Vignette 1. "I understand this one better than anything else'' 

It was a warm morning during a summer day in Tucson when 

Stuart and I had arrai^ed to meet at the University for an interview. It had 

been one year since we had last met and that gave the event a certain touch 

of nervous expectation. I came out of the elevator on the fifth floor 

carrying the video equipment and I could see Stuart at a distance walking 

to^ '̂ards the main office. ''Stuan,'' I called, He turned around and 

saw me walking towards him. We greeted each other and I asked him 

about parking, as it is almost impossible to park in the garage at that time 

of the day. *^I got great parking,'* he said laughing, ''that's one of the... 

good things." Stuart added with a huge smile. I smiled back as I knew he 

was referring to some of the "good things" that came into his life after he 

suffered a stroke in 1994. We walked towards room 502 and I tried 

opening the door but coukhi't do it. 1 turned around in search of help when 

Stuart sakl to me. "It's open." I k}oked back and asked him ^Was it open 

before?." thinking I might have missed it. **1 just pushed... here." Stuart 

replied while pointing at the new handicap access push button placed near 

the door. I woukl never had though of that but I feh grateful he did. We 

walked inside the newly remodeled classroom. It was a large room for the 

two of us. but we soon made ourselves comfortable between the new 

chairs and tables. 

Stuart toU me he had a pleasant drive from his home m Willcox to 

Tucson while I started setting up the video camera. Before I knew it, 

Stuart and I were actually setting the equipmem together. He was 

extremely helpful and connected the cables from the video to the VCR. 

We got settled and found our places in the table kxated in front of the 

camera. I double checked the video image and before recording, I sat 

down and went ova- some details regarding the research project. 



I began by asking if he had any questions about the letter I had 

faxed him some days before our meeting. In that letter I shared some 

aspects of my personal and professional history, as well as the type of 

questions I wished to e}q)iore through my dissertation work on aphasic 

literacy. Stuart had brought this letter with him. along with a small 

notebook and a cakrulator. As he took the letter. I suddenly realized it had 

red-ink marks, carefully underlining and marking particular sentences. 

Stuart had not only edited my writing, but he had underlined sectk>ns he 

wanted us to discuss. "^It is imeresting the way you... phrase certain 

things... but I understood it,*^ Stuait said. understood this one better than 

anything else. This k>ng one." Stuait pointed to a sentence I had written in 

the letter that talked about the construction of incompetent identities in 

connection to my past experiences. The semence read: 

\ty inquiries forced me to begin questioning the many woryj in which 
institutions - hospitals, clinics, caul schools- often seem to collaborate ftjr 
the development of incompetent identities instead of advocating for the 
people they serve. Because of their theoretical orientation towards 
leamin£ and lanfuaî e. many institutions perpetuate a "disabling cvcle " 
of labeling people and using those labels as sole indicators to define what 
a person is and is not capable of doine. 

Stuait feh a strong connectk)n with my writing and his personal 

experience after the stroke. He recalled a story about a psychok>gist who 

misrepresented him in the medical evaluation. There was this... 

psychok>gist from Phoenix who worked ...for the State for many years,'" 

Stuart began narrating. '̂ He said, weU. he dkin't actually said these words, 

but basically... he said that I was stiq>ki and that I wouki never get better. 

I read the report and knew that was not me... Who is that?... That's not 

me." At the time of that paitkular evaluatk>n, Stuait was already taking 

speech and language therapy. His therapists also read the report and knew 

there was something wrong with the repoit Stuait filed a lawsuit against 

the lawyer. ~1 fought the system and they... fired him", he continued. "If I 
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hadn't fought the system, this guy would be doing the same to other 

people... I know what I am capable of doing.'' 

Then Stuart pointed to another page where he bad also underlined 

another phrase I had written: 

As I have shared with you, through my dissertation research / am 
interested in understanding the role that reading and writing have in your 
life c^er the stroke, as well as the multiple ways through which you have 
continued to be a competent user of written language. 

"Well, that depends on who you talk to" Stuart said. Tor them." (meaning 

the doctors in the institutions, as he pointed to the paragrafrfi discussed 

before, and laughed). **they won't see that," Stuart explained. "Now. 1 am 

not interested in talking with anyone who is going to do that to me, I just 

say forget it..." 

This vignette was constructed from the fieldnotes of the final interview I 

conducted with Stuart on August 1.2001. seven years after sufTering the stroke. Stuart's 

provocative explanation about his experiences since the onset of aphasia capture the 

underlying purpose of the research I present in this study. 

Theoretical Dimension of the Research Story 

This research presents a theoretical case study of one individual over a period of 

his life: Stuart's literacy competence and his literacy practices and processes after the 

stroke. By k>cating the research focus on literacy competence, this research connects to a 

much larger context because it opens up the possibility of bringing into aphasiok)gy a 

transactional and socio-psycholinguistk model of literacy, and of redefining current 

understandings of competence within socially mediated contexts. Aphasiok>gy, ''the 
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study of acquired language disorders, their neuronal substrate, and implications for 

normal cogmtion*^ (Marshall 1988. p. ix). has only recently b^un to explore the 

possibilities these theoretical per^iectives offer for understanding the multidimensional 

relationship between aphasia and language (Parr. 1995). 

Two main driving forces construa the theoretical space within which I locate my 

research: (a) a social construction perspective of competence: and (b) an understanding of 

literacy as situated practice and transactional, sociopsycholinguistic in nature. These two 

conceptual spheres influence each other in powerful ways when dealing with language. 

literacy and aphasia because the unexpected neurological shifls after a stroke have 

important consequences on all of these planes: they affect language and literacy processes 

and practices, and they influence the social construction of a competent or incompetent 

identity based on the resuking communication difficulties. 

Specifically writing about aphasia. Parr et aL (1997) e?q>iain how. **Aphasia 

damages the lines of communication going in and out. not the thought, intelligence and 

experience of the person.. .this is hard to grasp, especially in a society that places value 

on the ability to communicate through ^leech and writing, and indeed which considers 

these skills to be signs of intelligence^ (p.5). Kovarsky, Kimbarow. and Kastner (1999) 

elaborate on this idea by writing th^t 

Competence with respect to language and cognition cannot be predicted 
simply by noting the presence of an internal, traumatic brain injury. The 
manner in which language disabilities are constituted in patterned ways 
through interaction should be a vital concern for both researchers and 
practitioners who seek to understand language disorders.. .Failure to 
recognize this can lead professionals to narrow frameworks forjudging the 
communicative abilities of those who are deemed as impaired. On a 
theoretical plane, models of language that do not address social 
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interactions as a primary concern do little to enhance our understanding of 
the human world (p. 309). 

These authors call our attention to the need to value the social and situated interactions 

that shape the experience of living with a brain injury, moving beyond the sole 

recognition of a neurological injury. 1 find their invitation to consider models of language 

that take into consideration the social sphere of these complex processes uplifting and 

necessary if professionals within the field of aphasiology wish to consider more recent 

definitions of language in the social sciences. Since aphasia is inevitably linked with 

language, definitions of aphasia go hand in hand with definitions of language. Joanette 

and Asaldo (2000) write in this respect that "over the past 1000 years, the concept of 

aphasia has stagnated by reference to the concept of language as it was understood in the 

early twentieth century^ (p. 106). 

In what follows, 1 introduce the two theoretical spheres that constitute the larger 

conceptual framework informing my inquiry, namely; (a) a social construction 

perspective of con^tence: and (b) an understanding of literacy as situated practk:e and 

transactional sociopsycholinguistic in nature. I begin by presenting an brief historic 

overview of the study of aphasia, and then discuss the currrat state of linguistk inquiry 

within the field of ^hasiobgy in order to contextualize my study within current 

expk>rations of language and literacy in this field. 

Aphasia: Historical Context 

Aphasia has been historically used to understand the way the brain deals with 

informatk)n (Jacyna. 2000). Throughout the decades, and even as back as the Id"* 

century, researchers have used aphasia as a source of clinical experimentation (Roth & 
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Heilman. 2000). Classic case studies go back all the way to 1864 when medical doctors 

described for the first time interesting patients who bad oral tangiiage difficulties 

following a cerebral lesion. Results fiom these studies led to the construction of models 

of language and learning that generally deal with the brain as a computer and present a 

sequential model of language processing. 

This highly descriptive medical arena was quickly filled with accounts that teU 

exceptional language stories. Most of them concentrate on the unique expressive and 

receptive lai^uage difficulties presented by particular individuals (Jacyna. 2000). Roth 

and Heilman (2000) provide an interesting review of the history of aphasia. They write 

that **the history of aphasia is revealing of how methodok>gies influence the course of 

science, and how political and social milieus can change the reception of finding and 

shape the efforts within a scientific field" Cp.3). The authors claim that even in those early 

years of the study of ^hasia. in the late 1800's and early 1900's there were some 

scientists who argued against the localization of specific behaviors in the brain. 

According to Roth and Heilman (2000). ''Henry Head (1926) strongly of^sed the 

way in which the k>calizationists. with their information-processing models divided 

language into particular centers and functions. He called them 'diagram makers.' and 

argued for a much broader view of language and its role in many types of mental 

functions'̂  (p. 20). Head wished to maintain a more holistK understanding of language 

processing, versus the reduced and fragmenatiUstic view that dominated the 'diagram 

makers' work. This resonates with more current critiques to this matter, like Kagan and 
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Saling (1992) who write that ^Localizing the lesion that disrupts speech and localizing 

speech are twx> different things** (p. 15). 

What became obvious with time was that no information processing model was 

ever able to account for the amount of clinical diversity found when dealing with 

patients. Models of language processing, at that time mostly of oral language, were 

continuously revised, adding new semantic routes, syntactic routes, etc. Alternative 

models emerged, and clinical descriptions of patients experiencing a multitude of 

symptoms due to brain injury were considered not to be reliable due the lack of 

replicability of exact observed symptoms and the wide range of variability of available 

descriptions. 

A complex theoretical framework has been deveteped in the field of aphasiok)gy 

in order to identify and classify the heterogeneous language difficulties associated with 

aphasia. Starting with the k)calizatk)nist theories of functions in the cerebral cortex, and 

continuing towards cognitive informatnn process paradigms, the literature is 

overwhelmingly technical and inundated with labels to identify specific symptoms and 

aphasic syndromes (Roth, & Heilman, 2000). 

Through my readings in this area, I have identified important arguments being set 

forth by clinicians and theorists who wish to move away from a stimulus-response model 

of language. This shift in the theoretical framework used to expfore oral language 

disorders has supported researchers who have begun to investigate and analyze oral 

language in context, to capture language in use, and leave behind the neurolinguistic 

assessment batteries usually used during the assessment of language impairment after the 



onset of aphasia (Armstrong. 2000: Blonder. 2000; Efanan & Berstein. 1999). This 

gradual change provides a more linguisticaily based explanation of aphasic disorders, 

currently represented by fimctional assessments and psycho linguistic therapy. 

Nonetheless. I agree with Blonder (2000) when he states that Ihe view of language as a 

socially embedded phenomenon that occurs within the context of interpersonal 

interaction has not yet fully penetrated neurobehavioral research^ (p. 285). Furthermore, 

there has been little or no consideration of the social and cultural aspects of literacy in the 

field of aphasiology (Parr. 1995). 

On Competence as Socially Constructed 

In the present study, a guiding argument is the belief that literacy competence is 

socially constmaed through our daily participation in multiple literacy events and 

practices. My use of the term competence in this research does not follow the classic 

distinction between competence and performance descnbed by Chomsky (1957). My 

understanding of competence is based on the work of and Hymes (1972) and it is also 

influenced by the work of Goodman (1975/1982. 1967/1982) and his description of 

reading competence aixl performance. 

Hymes (1974) describes the ethnography of communication as "a science that 

woukl approach language neither as abstracted form tior as an abstract correlate of a 

community, but as situated in the flux and pattern of communicatrve events" (p.5). 

Within this context, it is possible to k>cate literacy situated in the flux of literacy events 

and shaping literacy practKes. Hymes believes that knowledge about language does not 

include only knowledge about the underlying grammatKal structures. He criticized 
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Chonycy's definition of competence by statii^ that 'it is restricted to...knowledge of 

grammar. Thus, it leaves other aspects of speakers^ tacit knowledge and ability in 

coniiiswn'' (Hymes, 1974, p.93). According to Hyroes, communicative competence 

includes knowledge about the appropriateness and the rules of language use within a 

given sociocukural context. 

Halliday (1978) has raised some concerns about the establishment of a 

'competence-performance' dichotomy. He believes that Chomky's greatest achievement 

was to discover that natural occurring language could be formally studied. The problem 

arouse when he made the distinctk>n between an klealized language competence and the 

actual performance. According to Halliday, Chomksy took away all the complexity of the 

communicative experience and formalized the study of natural language robbing it from 

any referent to social context. As Halliday explains, ''Competence (in its original sense) 

refers to the natural language in its idealized from: performance refer to everything else. 

It is a ragbag including psychofogkral side effects... and various other things all totally 

unrelated to each other, as Hymes himself has pointed out" (p.38). 

Halliday believes that you can accept the distinctk)n and deckle to kx)k at 

performance, and thus, devefop theories of performance," which according to Halliday 

is reflected in Hymes use of "communicative competence" in order ^^o take account of 

the speaker's ability to use language in ways that are appropriate to the situation" (p. 38). 

This, Halliday continues, reflects more of a "soculinguistk: competence, as well as a 

linguistic competence" (p.38). Although I agree with Halliday's critique of the klealized 

dk:hotomy set forth by Chomsky, 1 do not share his thoughts regarding Hymes' 
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development of the notion of communicative competence. I think Hymes' (1974) 

recognition that any discussion of competence should take into consideration ~not only 

knowledge, but also ability to implement it'̂  (p. 96) is a powerfiil indicator of the situated 

nature of con^ietence. 

The conceptualization of competence delineated by Hymes is furthered devebped 

by Kovarsky. Duchan and Maxwell (1999) who argue for an interactive and 

contextualized understanding of competence, **a view that allows us to see and 

understand how competence gets constructed, evaluated, and revised in course of 

everyone's everyday life experience*^ (P-20). Writing about communicative competence 

within clinical discourse settings, these authors believe that ''displays of competence 

relay heavily on the conditions that prevail in particular occasions'̂  (p. 18). Their view is 

one that highlights the situated nature of competence and the influence of social 

interaction in the construction of a competent or incompetent identity. Kovarsky, Duchan 

and Maxwell's (1999) work resonate strongly with my theoretical orientation of the 

social construction of self and identity through practice and interaction. I k)cate my 

understanding of competence folk>wing this situated framework, where competence is 

not something static and quantifiable but a dynamic and complex display of abilities that 

emerge depending on the contextual features that frame social communicative 

interactions. 

This view is further supported by Strauss (1999). la his research with aphasic 

aduhs, Strauss writes that ''data fit)m aduh £^)hasic language provide striking support for 

Cioodman's notion that language performance is optimized in social contexts that involve 
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(p. 40S). Following the same line of ideas, Kovarsky, Kimbarow and Kastner (1999) 

explore how ''Speakers with severely impaired language abilities are able to 

communicate quite effectively, given the right interactional circumstances'* (P-291). 

Moreover. Simmons-Mackie & Damico (1999a) describe the inherent paradox of 

constructing incompetent identities in aphasia therapy. They ek>quently argue that even if 

the goal of therapy is lo build communicative competence... the assumptions required 

for treatment demand that the client be incompetent'* (p.313). They continue to write that 

"a paradox occurs when rigid compliance with designated roles (a) prevents the therapist 

from appreciating highly competent aspects of a client's communicative behavior, and (b) 

places the client in the position of adhering to the role of incompetent patient'* (p.314). 

All of these studies question the efficacy of traditional therapy sessions and provide 

valuable data to advocate for a more holistic and contextualized approach to speech and 

language ^rehabilitatnn." 

Literacv Practkxs and Literacy Processes 

Using my background experience as a former speech and language pathok)gist in 

Mexico and my stance towards language, learning and research, I constructed a parallel 

theoretical framework in which I deal with literacy in aphasia as both language process 

and social practice (Edelsky, 1996, Lytle, 1991/2001). Specifically writing about her 

research with aduh literacy learners, Lytle (1991/2001) creates a conceptual framework 

around the idea of dimensions of literacy, which might be related to Barton & Hamilton's 

(1998) rmtran of'domains' of literacy. In Lytle's words, "dimensrans of literacy 
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development are neither components nor continua. but rather more like complex 

interacting planes in time and space" (p.386). Lytle's k)ngitudinal work investigates four 

dimensions of literacy, which include belief. {H^ctices, processes/products, and 

goals/plans. For the purpose of my research, literacy practices and processes are two 

important dimensions to consider. "Practkxs refer to the range and variation of learner's 

literacy-related activities in their everyday lives. Processes mean adult learners* 

repertoires of ways to manage reading and writing tasks and the products of these 

transactions** (p. 386). 

Literacy as Sitxiated Practice 

Lytle (1991/2001) defines literacy practices as Ihe contexts in which adults 

individually or collaboratively use some form of written language: types and uses, 

settings, and modes of engagements** (p.390). She makes special emphasis on the need to 

understand practKes as dynamic and changing, in addition to culturally and socially 

situated. Street (1995) offers an alternative standpoim: "The concept of "Literacy 

practKes' is pitched at a higher level of abstraction and refers to both behavior and the 

social and cultural conceptualizatnns that give meaning to the uses of reading and/or 

writing" (p.2). 

1 believe that literacy practk^es and processes involve social and individual 

transactions and mediatk>ns within socially constructed contexts. As Meek (1992) writes, 

"literacy, now as always, is dependent upon coniexT (p.234). John-Steiner and Mahn 

(1996) point out that "learning and devetopment take place in socially and culturally 
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sbaped coiiiexts"(p. 194). Thus, every event in our daily lives represents a learning 

experience mediated by multiple sign systems. 

The New Literacy Studies (Barton, 1994; Gee, 1991; Street, 1995) help me 

understand the plurality of social and ideological &ctors that constitute ethnographic 

understandings of literacy. Barton (1994) explains how "people's literacy practices are 

situated in broader social relations. This makes it necessary to describe the social setting 

of literacy events, including the ways in which social institutions support particular 

literacies'" (p.34). Furthermore, the contextualization of literacy within social practices 

shifts the unit of analysis fix>m literacy per se, to the social institutions where certain 

types of literacy practices occurs. From this theoretical understanding, literacy practices 

are never something that can be isolated or dissected fix)m greater social practiccs that 

relate to structures of power and ideotogy. "The practices of... groups," Gee (1991) 

writes, ~ are never just literacy practices. They also involve ways of talking, interacting, 

thinking, valuing and believing" (p.41). In his work. Street (1993/2001) contrasts the 

perspective &vored by the New Literacy Studies, which he defines as an Mdeok)gk:al' 

model of literacy, with the taken for granted definitnn of literacy as an isolated skill 

which he klentiiies as the 'autonomous' model of literacy. Street writes that, ''The 

exponents of an 'autonomous' model of literacy conceptualise literacy as technical terms, 

treating it as independent of social contexts, an autonomous variable whose consequences 

for society and cognitk>n can be derived from its intrinsic character" (p. 431-432). In 

contrast, he believes that the *ideok>gk '̂ model of literacy offers a vantage point for 

understanding the relevance of literacy in people's lives within sociocuhural practices. 
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Literacy as Transactional and Sociopscvcholingiiisiic Pmcess 

Lytle's (1991/2001) description of the process dimension of literacy supports my 

goal for exploring landscapes of literacy con^ence at the practice and process level: 

If practices refer to the broad landscape of literacy activities that engage 
the learner in daily life, processes are 'micro-practices': the more specific 
moment-to-moment transactions learners have with texts (their own and 
others), which can be observed... or reported by the learners themselves 
(p. 391). 

I build my understanding of literacy processes fiom the transactional and socio-

psycho linguistic model of reading (TSP) developed by Ken Goodman (1994). By 

investigating the oral reading process of readers transacting with real texts, (joodman 

developed a comprehensive model of literacy. Through his careful investigation of 

reading miscues. unexpected re^nses to expected printed text. Goodman defines 

reading in terms of proficiency, which has at its center a concern with the effective 

construction of meaning through the efficient use of linguistic cueing systems and 

cognitive reading strategies. ^Effective reading is making sense of print, not accurate 

work identification.'' Goodman (1994) writes (p. 1094). He then elaborates, '̂ Meaning is 

in the reader and the writer, not in the text. The writer constructs a texts with a meaning 

potential that will be used by readers to construct their own meaning" (p. 1094). 

My investigation of literacy processes in this research relays on the *^opemican 

Revohition" (K. Goodman, 1994) started almost forty years ago, when Goodman first 

explained his conceptualizatun of reading as a ~psycholinguistic guessing game" (K. 

Goodman, 1967/1982). Goodman views reading as an active process of making sense 

during which a reader uses his ps>'cholii^uistk: reading strategies while transacting with 
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printed texts, and creates parallel text, a ""personally constructed reader text** (K. 

Goodman. 19%. p.91) which represents the personal experiences, background and 

personal understandings that coincide as the reader brings his past experiences to the text. 

Heavily influenced by Halliday's systemic-functional linguistics. Goodman 

(1994) describes that a ~model of reading >^Titing and texts, must be grounded in more 

general theories of reality, language, cognition, society, and human development^ 

(p. 1100). In this way. Goodman identifies the *^Vertical grounding."^ or theoretical 

grounding, of his TLP model of reading, writing and written texts as being based on: 

1) A sociocuitural theory of human communication, including field, mode, and tenor 
2) A social-personal theory of language development that accounts for the 

equilibrium between invention and convention 
3) A psycho linguistic theory of cognition, comprehension, schema theory and 

learning how to mean 
4) A theory of language that recognized the ideational interpersonal and textual 

fimctions of lai^ague. in addition to the symbolic, lexico-grammar and meaning 
levels of language (p. 1101). 

Goodman's TSP model provides an interesting framework to inform any study of literacy 

competence in aphasia that goes beyond e>q)lanations of the neuronal substrate of the 

brain, and that takes into account the sociocuitural worlds in which literacy is used. I 

believe that the theoretical perspectives described in this sectbn open-up new 

possibilities for conducting in-depth theoretical expirations of the intimate relationship 

between contextual and sociohistorical features of language practices and the 

devebpment of consent and unique literate identities. In subsequent chapters. I 

elaborate further on the kleas here introduced, establishing explicit connections with the 

interpretations emerging from my process of Hata analysis. 
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Overview of Document 

I concentrated in this introduction on developing the personal and theoretical 

dimensions of the research by introducing Stuart's story and establishing connections 

between my prior experiences and the overall purpose of my worL Likewise, 1 

introduced the theoretKal framework of the study which provides me with an opportunity 

to voice my dissatisfaction with a reduced view of literacy as a neurocognitive skill 

located within neuronal networks and easily localized during neuroimaging experiments, 

and to discuss different ways for approaching the study of literacy in aphasia from 

ahemative models of language and literacy. 

In chapter two. 1 include a detailed and comprehensive description of the research 

design and methods for data collectioa Primarily, this chapter concentrates on discussing 

the data analysis strategies used to respond each of the proposed research questk)ns and 

provides preliminary themes emerging from the process of data analysis. 

Since the process of writing is an intricate part of the research process, I debated 

over plausible ways for representing my research story; ways that allowed me to craft a 

cohesive text in which 1 concentrate on Stuart's voice and on his lived-experiences. As I 

engaged in the process of analysis, my writing began to take the form of a narrative 

account, which sh£q)ed my interpretations of Stuart's literacy experiences with aphasia. I 

decided to organize the document around the main questk)ns that guide my study, as they 

each raise different, yet related, issues regarding Stuart's aphasic literacy stories. With 

the exception of chapter two, which presents the research design of this study, each 

chapter is dedicated to respond to a specific research questbn, or set of questions. 
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Therefore, chapters three to five are orgaiiized around the emerging discoveries from the 

process of data analysis, presenting a discussion of related theoretical constructs and my 

interpretations and elaboration of insights gained through the ongoing analysis. 

In order to uncover the nature of literacy competence in aphasia. I found it 

necessary to explore three interrelated spaces; (a) literacy as a social and situated 

practice, (b) literacy as transactional and sociopsycholinguistic process, and (c) literacy 

as influenced by affective and personal issues following the onset of aphasia. Each of 

these spaces is fully elaborated in chapters three to five. I believe that only by looking at 

these coexisting dimensions of literacy was I able to search for the situated nature of 

literacy competence in Stuart's life. 

Chapter three is devoted to the investigation of the sociocuhural dimension of 

Stuart's literacy experiences by asking questuns about his literacy practices as related to 

the types and purposes of written language in his life. I begin by placing my study of 

literacy within the realm of socially constructed literacy practKes, and describe the 

situated nature of literacy competence. I then distinguish between two contrasting profiles 

of Stuart's literacy competence emerging from the analysis: (a) a clinical profile in which 

Stuart's klentity is constructed as a disabled and incompetent individual from the results 

of psychok)gical and cognitive communicatk>n evaluatk)ns; and (b) an ethnographic 

portrait of Stuart's literacy practKes emerging from the k>ngitudinal research; a 

devek)pmental portrait that offers the possibility to investigate uncharted landscapes of 

literacy competence in ^hasia. As part of this qualitative literacy profile, I discuss how 
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Stuart^s literacy practices evolved once aphasia entered his life, and I describe new 

purposes of written language that became part of Stuait's literacy configuration. 

The next chapter, chapter four, deals with the nuts and bohs of Stuart's literacy 

processes. I ask questions related to Stuart's meaning-making processes after the onset of 

aphasia, and I investigate the situational and contextual features that support or hinder his 

transactions with texts within literacy events. 1 first situate my analysis within a socio-

psycholinguistic and transactional view of literacy to explore Stuart's reading and writing 

strategies and patterns of miscues, offering a developmental perspective of how Stuart's 

literacy processes evolved during the seven years covered in the period of data collectiofL 

I then constructs reading and writing profiles that build on Stuart's strengths as a meaning 

maker, and through which other landscapes of literacy competence come into 

perspective. In this chapter, I also build from a sociocultural perspective of literacy in 

order to understand Stuart's use of writing as one of his available mediational means 

during his participation in literacy events. Finally, a last sectnn in the chapter discusses 

the intimate and complex relationships that exist between competence and performance 

in Stuart's aphasic literacy experietKes. 

Chapter five expbres the significant personal and affective issues that shaped 

Stuart's lived experiences as a reader and a writer with aphasia over the course of his 

recovery. This chapter begins with contextualizing Stuart's narrative accounts throughout 

the study as part of a larger narrative related to the aphasic experience. I build my 

analysis fit)m the conceptualization of narrative and stories as inherently involved in the 

construction of a sitiiated self. After untangling some of the major concerns in the field of 
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apfaasiology because of the silenced voices of people living with aphasia in current 

literature. I present the issues that emerged from the analysis of Stuart's narrated literacy 

stories. I organize the discussion around four main themes: (a) The self as a mediating 

resource, (b) recovery as process of releaming language, (c) the process of coping with 

change, and (d) resisting the construction of an incompetent identity. This chapter 

conchjdes with a discussion of Stuart's literacy history as related to the larger context of 

the people learning to cope and live with aphasia. 

The last chapter, chapter six, is where I discuss the conclusions and implications 

of the theoretical constructs I developed throughout my study. In this chapter, I retrace 

and review the landscapes of Stuart's literacy competence that emerged during the study, 

which I organized in three broader dimensions of literacy competence for further 

discussion: (a) Sociocuhural landscapes of aphasic literacy competence; (b) Transactional 

and sociopsycholinguistic landscapes of literacy competence, and (c) Affective and 

personal landscapes of literacy competence. I discuss my understanding of literacy 

competence muhidimensional and socially constructed, and provide a space to establish 

theoretical links between my work and current conversations within the field of 

aphask)logy concerning the nature of language and literacy. In one sectk)n of this chapter, 

I describe the implicatk>ns of my work in light of muhiple audiences, such as literacy 

researchers, educators, speech and language pathofogists, among others. I advocate for 

the rejectk)n of simplified or reduced explanations of complex and socially constructed 

processes, such as literacy, and suggest further lines of research that might be possible 
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venues for further investigation of literacy informed by the conclusions and implications 

presented in this research. 

Through this study. I have learned about the socioculturaL, psycho linguistic and 

emotional dimensions that surround the use of literacy in the presence of aphasia. I have 

explored the ways in which literacy is affected by a stroke and the multiple landscapes of 

literacy competence that emerge as a reader and writer transacts with multiple texts af 

muhiple times and places. But most of alL, 1 have rediscovered the way literacy shapes 

our lives through understanding the literacy processes and practices of Stuart as a reader 

and writer with aphasia. Stuait used the metaphor of a roller coaster to describe the nature 

of his experiences with aphasia. In this research, Stuart has given me a tour around the 

roller coaster, and 1 too have discovered the surprising experiences found with every new 

turn in his life. 

Stuart: f...]It is like a maybe a ...ride., that it hasn 7 ended yet. I'm getting 
used to it, though. It's like the fist time you get on a... if you like, in roller 
coaster. The first one is like wow! (Moving his left arm to symbolize 
excitement). Because you don't know what it's going to be next... around 
the next bend. And then, the second time is kind of really, really fun. 
(Transcription. August I, 2001) 
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CHAPTER 2. RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF THE 

STUDY OF LITRACY AND APHASU 

The overall design for this study draws from different research traditions in order 

to create a unique design that allowed me to explore my proposed research questions. My 

dissertation study focuses on the investigation of the literacy practices and processes of 

Stuait a man suffering from a linguistic impairment called aphasia. Given the 

overarching questions that guide the study. I believe it is well suited for a qualitative 

case study design due to the "intensive, holistic description and analysis of a bounded 

phenomenon'' (Merriam. 1998, p. xii). My goal was to develop a thorough 

conceptualization of aphasic literacy as experienced by Stuart, who is the core of this 

case study. 

The overall intent was to conduct an interpretative and heuristic case study of 

literacy competence in which I challenge current theoretical understandings of written 

language in the field of aphasiology and illuminate the field with new insights based on 

Stuart's literacy story. As Merriam (1998) describes, a qualitative case study design ^is 

chosen precisely because researchers are interested in insight, discovery and 

interpretation" (p.28-29). I therefore framed my research within a critical and 

phenomeno logical orientation through which I have critically explored the lived literacy 

experiences of Stuart and their relationships with the status quo (Rrossman & Rallis, 

1998). In doing so, I used narrative inquiry to portray the storied nature of qualitative 

textual data "iwth 'naturally' given or research driven...to consider both how social 
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(Coffey & Atkinson. 19%, p. 57). 

In this chapter I present the research design and methodological decisions that 

frame this research, emphasizing the exploratory and descriptive nature of the research. 

Influences from a Romantic Science Perspective 

One particular source of inspiration for my research design came fivm the work of 

Alexander R. Luria (1 %8, 1972) and Oliver Sacks (1987) and their descr^tive and 

longitudinal case histories of individuals suffering fix)m neurok)gical disease. In the field 

of aphasiok>gy, case studies, or medical case histories, are not new. In frict they represent 

the bngest standii^ tradition in the history of the written documentation of disease and 

medical observatk>ns (Jacyna, 2000). Nevertheless, a close examination of these texts and 

case histories reveals that they deal mostly with a silenced 'patient' whose life and social 

context seems to be irrelevant to the understanding of any neurok>gical and psychok>gk:al 

disorders. Furthermore, many of these medical accounts &il to capture the richness of the 

phenomena under study because of a fragmented approach to scientific inquiry. 

In contrast, Luria (1979) argues for an alternative approach that may lead to a 

more comprehensive and situated understanding of the complexities of life. Inspired by 

the German scholar Marx Verwom, Luria borrowed the term "^mantk science'̂  and 

elaborated on this notion as an ahemative approach to science, contrasting it with a more 

"^classical" orientation to science. Luria writes. 

Classical scholars are those who look upon events in terms of their 
constituent parts. Step by step they single out important units and elements 
until they can formulate abstract general laws...Romantic scholars' traits, 
attitudes, and strategies are Just the opposite. They do not follow the path 
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of reductionism. which is the leading philosophy of the classical g^oup. 
Romantics in science want neither to split living reality into its elementary 
components nor to represent the wealth of Itfe 's concrete events in 
abstract models that lose the properties of the phenomena themselves, (p. 
r4). 

Cole (19%) believes that Luria attempted to recreate a way of doing science, fivm 

a romantic orientation in order to address the need for psychology to account for real-

life experience" (p.343). One example of such work is Luria's (1972) documentation of 

his long engagement (25 years) with Zatzeski, an individual recovering from a bombshell 

wound in the braiiu offers an alternative way of narrating ''unimagined portraits"' (Luria. 

1979. p. 178) related to neurok)gical conditk)ns, such as ^hasia. Luria's descriptive and 

evocative observations complement Zatzeski's voice, and do not shadow the first-hand 

experiences of one who is living and dealing with the consequences of language k>ss. 

Writing his autobk>graphy. Luria (1979) reflects on the nature of his work with Zatzeski. 

and he explains that. *lo write a portrait of him. 1 used portions of his journal to describe 

what it feh like to have such a wound*" (p. 187). He placed Zatzesky's experience at the 

center of the inquiry and described in as much detail as possible, the totality of the social 

system surrounding this particular individual's mental and psychok)gk:al life. Luria 

believes this type of work demonstrates his "^efforts to revive the traditk)ns of romantic 

science" (p. 178) and to rebel against the classicists' tendency to reduce living &cts to 

mathematk:al schemes" (p. 176). Not surprising due to their ck)se collaboration, this 

overall holistk: orientatk>n towards science was also evident in Vygotsky's thought. 

According to Moll (1990), "^Vygotsky argued against reducing the phenomenon of 
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interest into separate elements studied in isolation"* and advocated for a more holistic and 

dialectical study of activity in contrast of "anatomistic. reductionist approaches" (p.6). 

The conceptual context of my woric emanates from the possibility of rejecting 

'reductionist* explanations of situational practices and of maintaining close ties with 

concrete and real life contexts, versus the idealization of experiences based on 

experimental research. I purposely move away from sole neurological explanations of 

literacy competence in order to investigate literacy as e^qierienced by one individual with 

aphasia within the realm of everyday life. It is in this way 1 am inspired by Luria*s 

romantic science, a qualitative form of doing science within the medical and 

psychological fields now brought back to life through the research and writings of Oliver 

Sacks (1987). Sacks brings together the two mysterious workls of everyday life and 

neurok)gkal conditions into cohesive and narrative accounts that celebrate individual's 

uniqueness, instead of celebrating weaknesses. 

In the present research design, I account tor the need to offer a bngitudinal 

perspective of Stuart's experiences over the course of the seven years since the stroke. 

The k)ngitudinal nature of the research goes beyond the prok>nged engagement between 

research participants. Data collected during this time captured evidence of Stuart's 

literacy competence across time, offering the possibility to document and trace the 

evolution of his literacy processes and practices. In this reflect, the research reported in 

this work approaches Stuart's experiences with literacy after the onset of aphasia from a 

developmental perspective, in the Vygotskian sense, in order to understand any changes 

or transformation with respect to literacy caused after the stoke. Moll (1990) explains 
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that. "A major theme of Vygotsky's approach is a reliance on a genetic or deveiopmentai 

analysis, the claim that psychological processes must be studied in transition" (MoL 

1990. p. 12). The stroke and the resultii^ aphasia created a context in which Stuait*s 

literacy, not only as a psycholinguistic process but as a social practice, coukl be studied 

following a longitudinal and devebpmental perspective. 1 also build a narrative text in 

wiiich his day-to-day life experiences are foregrounded. 

Influences from an Ethnographic Perspective 

A second source of inspiration was the need to provide qualitative and naturalistic 

descriptions of complex processes and practices. 1 approached my inquiry from an 

ethnographic perspective based on interpretation and rich description. Taylor (1993) 

argues that an ethnographic peT^)ective provides grounds for resisting simplistic 

explanations of complex behaviors: 

In adopting this ethnographic perspective of the social construction of 
behavior, the oversimplified pronouncements based on traditional 
evaluative procedures have to be rejected or redefined Instead of 
analyzing the "in the head" knowledge of [humans], we have to examine 
the environments in which that knowledge is applied (p. 12). 

Working fix)m an ethnographic perspective aUows me to expk)re the social 

construction of'behavior—the social construction of reality and the &ct that humans are 

actively involved in shaping their workis. Varenne and McDennott (1999) describe 

ethnography as an 'intense gaze on wiiat people do in the detail of their everyday life'̂  

and they consider that it is within ''the detail of their k)cal practices, [that] we can see 

people struggling, and we can see the conditions against which they struggle'̂  (p.15). 1 

believe such an approach is needed to reject, for example, the social coiistruction of an 
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'incompetent identity' which stroke survivors &ce when they are evaluated through a 

long process of neurolinguistic and psychological tests. '~In ethnographic terms.'' Susan 

Parr (1995) writes. aphasic person is the informant and the expert on his/her own 

personal system of needs and meanings'* (p. 235). 

It is important to point out however, that this study is not an '̂ ethnography" in the 

classic anthropological sense of the word. "Ethnography comes fix>m the anthropological 

tradition of illuminating patters of culture through loi^-term immersion in the field, 

collecting data primarily by participant-observation and interviewing" (Glesne. 1999. 

p.9). My work is inspired by the ethnographic perspective in the devebpment of rich 

patterns of interpretatk>n based on data that reflects k>ngitudinal and situated 

understandings of the phenomena at hand. 1 also use ethnographic tools in my data 

coUectwn process and analysis. 

Overview of Research Process 

The research study I present in this dissertation evolved fix)m a previous inquiry 

conducted by Ken Goodman and Stuart Carter between the years of 1994 through 1995. 

During that time. Ken and Stuait engaged in a k>ngitijdinal case study of reading and 

writing processes in aphasia from a transactk)nal and socnpsycholinguistic per^iective. 

Since then, the research could be said to have evolved and gone through three different 

stages, as represettted in Figure I, with my dissertation study as part of the third stage. 

Every one of these stages dealt with a ^)ecific research focus, data sources and research 

partKipants. This visual representation of the research journey is intended to support my 

descriptk)n of the research overview as I introduce the research participants and data 
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collection methods relevant to my study. This information is also impoitant as the 

narrative accounts that form part of my analysis reflect the longitudinal nature of the 

research and provide a developmental picture of Stuart's literacy competence across all 

the refncsented research stages. 

Stoife 1 
October 1994 - December 1995 

Data: 
• Videotapes: Oral and 

written language events & 
interviews 

• Documents: Personal 
Medical and samples of 
print 

Partkipaats 
• Stuart Carter & his &mily 
• Ken Goodman 
• Steven L. Strauss 

Stags 2 
September 1998 - June 2000 

Data: 
• Researcher-Generated 

Documents: 
o Evem Logs 
o Reflective Journal 
o Reading Miscue 

Inventory 
• Interview with Stuart 

Partkipaats: 
• Stuait Carter 
• Ken Goodman, Andrea Garcia 

Data: 
Interview with Stuart 
Field Observation 
Collection of Writing samples 
Researcher Generated Documents: 

o Transcription Logs 
o Reflective Journal 

PARTICIPANTS 
Stuart Carter & his &mily 
Andrea Garcia 

Stage 3 
June 2001 - August 2001 

Figure 1. Overview of Research Stages: Data collection methods, data sources and 

research participants. 
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Research Participants. 

In the first stage of the research, participants included Ken Goodman and Stuart 

Carter, in collaboration with Steven L. Strauss, a medical doctor with a specialization in 

neurology and a doctorate in linguistics who is Ken's colleague and friend. Ken 

explained to me how Steve Strauss (1999) was working at the time with aphasic 

individuals who had severe communicatk>n difficulties. Steve approached Ken with 

specific questions about some of his patients and they began collaborating in their 

understanding of literacy and language competence in aphasia, using Ken Goodman's 

model of literacy (1994) as a conceptual framework. When the research started. Ken was 

a faculty member in the Department of Language Reading and Culture, at the University 

of Arizona. Later on, word got around that Ken was investigating literacy in aphasia. 

Kathy, Stuart's wife, who works as an elementary teacher, had a colleague at the time 

attending classes at the University of Arizona and who informed Kathy of the research 

being conducted by Ken. It is not very clear how they both established contact from what 

they have shared with me, but somehow. Ken invited Stuart to participate in the 

expk>ration of aphasic literacy. Stuart accepted. Ken remembered that Stuart was 

interested in the possibility of learning more about his conditioiu According to Ken, 

Stuart mentioned that he would be willing to collaborate with Ken because he feh that if 

others couki benefit fitim this work, it would be worthwhile doing. 

Stuart was thirty seven years okl when he began collaborating with Ken. Bom in 

June 22, 1957 in Portales, New Mexico, Stuart grew up in Lovington, New Mexico, 

k>cated about ninety miles from Portales. He married Kathy, his high school sweetheart 
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and is the &ther of two children, Caitlin and Cameron. His parents were bom in the 

United States from immigrant fimiilies. His &ther earned degrees in the areas of 

Economic and Political Sciences, and was an active local and state politician v^n Stuart 

was young. 

Stuart's "Personal History" (Undated personal document) reflects his expertise in 

muhiple work domains, including Arming, construction, politics, in addition to his work 

as a treasurer, among others. Figure 2 includes Stuart's education and continuing 

education contexts. When this research story began, Stuait was the Presklent and General 

Manager of High County Pecans Inc., as well as a Board Member and Treasurer of an 

important Regk)nal Electric Cooperative. 

B||i^-cUk iMn a BJ. tfepw in tBOtaBr« AMkw CMflw UiiMniqr (?5-
7(1)adTcxMTiBckDiivcnity (76-79). liMtarofSMei(Mipi,«arnoeaidipirit 

Figure 2. Stuart's Educational Histor>'- Excerpt from the document entitled Personal 

History 

As the research progressed. Ken learned much about Stuart's life, his worries, 

and his plans for the future. Many of these stories are presented throughout my analysis 

and my writing in order to address the muhifaceted nature of Stuart's life before and after 

the stroke. 
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The Nature of the roUaborations 

When Ken and Stuait began working together, they established a collaborative 

relationship based on equal involvement in the decision-making process of planning each 

sessk)n and collecting data. In this way, Stuart was much more than an informant during 

this process; he was a co-researcher and as much of an instrument for the coUectnn of 

arti&cts as for the interpretation of his daily transactions with texts. Ken made it clear 

that he was not a therapist and that he was not going to provide treatment. Rather, he 

addressed the e}q)loratory nature of the research and offered Stuait a ^)ace in which they 

could both ask questions, reflect and expk)re reading and writing processes within a safe 

environment. Their roles also evolved as the research progressed. Ken initially proposed 

some literacy activities to explore and suggested partkular areas of literacy to look at. 

Ken often had the role of the interviewer during their conversations, probing Stuart to 

reflect upon specific literacy processes, or presenting specific 'literacy tasks' to guide the 

expk)ratk)n. Later in the research, Stuart raised specific concerns with regards to his 

reading or writing that became areas of expk)ratk)n during their meetings. Stuart actively 

demonstrated his engagement in the research as he came to each sessnn prepared to share 

personal observations, insights and questnns about his literacy competence in everyday 

literacy practices. Stuart was a self-observer and a raiser of questwns throughout the 

study. 

In additnn, Steve L. Strauss served as a consultant during the research. Ken 

turned to him for advice and Steve even participated in some of the sessnns later in the 

study. Steve ofifered his expertise in the area of neurolinguistics and offered explanations 
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about the neurological substrate of Stuart^s condition. Steve's work as a Neurologist 

working with multiple patients recovering from a stroke aUowed Ken to gain knowledge 

about others living with aphasia. Finally, Kathy, Stuart's wife, also participated as an 

invaluable resource throughout the inquiry. She not only supported Stuart during all 

lai^uage and literacy events as needed, but her insightful observatk)ns added an 

important layer of infonnatk)n to the data collected in the research. 

Mv Role as the Researcher 

During the second and third phases of this bngitudinal research, I entered the 

research context, first as Ken's research assistant, and later as a researcher. My questions 

and observations as a research assistant served as the springboard for my dissertatran 

work. I introduced my own questk>ns and wonderings into the project, and developed a 

parallel research journey, building from and extending the work previously done by 

Stuart and Ken. My role as a researcher was dynamic and it also evolved throughout the 

study. Since the beginning of my coUaboratwn with Stuait, I tried to '̂ vork the hyphens'̂  

(Fine, 1995) by stating my assumptk)ns about the research, by being open about my goals 

and my preconceived notions about aphasia, recovery and therapy. I foUowed Fine's 

(1995) advice when she *^asks that researchers stop trying to know the Other... and listen, 

instead, to the phiral voKes of those Othered, as constructors and agents of knowledge" 

(p.75). 

Other transformatk)ns took place as 1 defined my role as a researcher. Although I 

did not ^)end a long time doing 'fieldwork,' I experienced different degrees of 

involvement (Rossman & Rallis, 1998). I felt my roles included those of a participant-
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study, the continuum of the observant and the participant took a longitudinal dimension. 

In the initial stages of the research, I was an observer, literally engaged in a detailed 

process of observation and exploration of archived data. With time, and during the later 

phases of the study. I became much more of a participant, to the point of conducting a 

field visit to Stuart's home town and an interview. Thus, the continuum of my roles as a 

researcher took form across time. 

Evohition of the Research Questions 

I envisioned my study as running parallel to the k>ngitudinal research conducted 

by Ken and Stuait. As 1 drafted my proposal and began the initial stages of data analysis, 

I entered into the space Stuart and Ken co-constructed. 1 came to understand Ken's goals 

for conducting the research and 1 discovered my own questk)ns related to the Hata i came 

to understand Stuart's purposes for participating in the research and I came to discover 

my purposes for conducting a study about aphasic literacy competence. It soon became 

evident that 1 constructed a parallel conceptual framework to house my questmns. 

It has been said that in order to ask questions about a subject one needs to know a 

great deal about the subject. It seems almost like a cliche to say that when you arrive at 

the end of an inquiry you have more questk)ns than responses. No matter how much I 

believed that before I started the dissertatk)n, I could never had envisk)ned the amount of 

uncertainty that emerged as I began researching my initial questions. As part of my 

research proposal, I listed the following main and sub-questions: 
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What are the literacy practices and processes of Stuart as an English speaking young 

man with Aphasia? 

1. What were the literacy practices and functions of written language in Stuart's life 

before aphasia? According to Stuart, how have these chained after the stroke? 

2. Following the onset of aphasia, what reading and writii^ strategies did he use 

when reading and writing? Have these strategies changed throughout the process 

of recovery until today? If so. how have they changed? 

3. What contextual features hindered or supported Stuart's use of the written system 

as a meaning making process immediately foUowing the stroke and throughout 

his recover>? According to Stuart, what contextual features were beneficial and/or 

unfavorable when transacting with texts after the stroke? Which ones in his 

present context? 

4. How did Stuart demonstrate his literacy competence through his performance in 

literacy events immediately foUowing the stoke and during his recoverv ? How 

does he demonstrate his literacy competence today? 

Through my ongoing transactk>ns with the data, my readings and my analytical 

reflections, it became evident that my larger focus was not the description of literacy 

processes and practices in Stuart's life, but the understanding of the social construction of 

a competem identity and the role of literacy in achieving this klentity. As I listened to 

Stuart's narrative literacy stories, I realized that placing literacy competence as my 

encon^)assing lens would allow me to arrive at possible interpretations about literacy in 
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aphasia that related to Stuart's unique experiences, but also to the larger issues I 

identified in the related literature. My main question came to be: 

What is the nature of literacy competence in Stuart's Itfe as an English-speaking man 

with Aphasia? 

There were days that I was not sure about the general focus of my study. 

especially when a particular aspect of Stuart's literacy seemed to prevail, shadowing all 

possible inquiries into any other area. I kept all of the sub-questions and rephrased them, 

not only eliminating the sometimes awkward phrasing I had used before, but emphasizing 

the k>ngitudinal nature of the questions. I wanted to reflect the changes Stuart's literacy 

had experienced across time, since 1994 until 2001. Finally, 1 added a fifth question to 

document the significant issues shying Stuart's experieiKes as a reader and a writer with 

aphasia that 1 encountered as I began the process of analysis. 

Methods for Data Collection 

Qualitative researchers use a variety of methods for collecting and emalyzing data, 

all of them with the concern of ^transforming and interpreting qxjalitative data- in a 

rigorous and scholarly way- in order to culture the complexities of the social workls we 

seek to understand*^ (Cofifey & Atkinson. 1996. p 3). 1 agree with Erickson (1986) that 

what distinguishes the work of a researcher as interpretative or qualitative 'is a matter of 

substantive focus and intent, rather than of procedure in data collection, that is, a 

research technique does not constitute a research methocT (p. 119). Consequently, I 

include in this section a carefiil portrayal of the multiple data sources utilized in this 

research as a framework from which to elaborate on my overall research focus and intent. 
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I have organized the methods for data coUection into three stages, corresponding to the 

research stages previously presented in Figure 1.1 begin by providing a brief introduction 

to each research stage, followed by a detailed description of the data collected during that 

each particular stage. 

Stage 1 

The initial stage of the data collection began in October 1994 when Stuart met 

with Ken in his Tucson home to begin an exploration of aphasic literacy form a socio-

psycholinguistic framework, six months after Stuart had the stroke. This research was 

fongitudinal in natiire, as data were collected for a period of approximately fifteen months 

during weekly two-hour meetings between October 1994 and December 1995. They 

established a flexible schedule to accommodate Ken's and Stuart's various 

responsibilities. Usually, meetings were cancelled during major holidays as well as 

during the summer months when Stuait spends most of his time with his wife and 

children, and when Ken travels to national and international conferences. In additk)n, the 

research was k)ngitudinal in that data collected during this time captured evidence of 

Stuart's literacy competence across time, offering the possibility to document and trace 

the evolution of his literacy processes and practkres from a devebpmental per^wctive. A 

wealth of data were collected throughout the fifteen month perkxl which constitutes the 

archived data set 1 used for this study. Data include: 

1. Videotapes- Over forty hours of tapes were produced during the course of the study. 

These videotapes contain a multitude of oral and written language events (Le. oral 

and silent readings, writing, dictation, informal interviews, dialogue) as Stuait and 

Ken engaged in an ongoing diabgue and investigation of language and literacy. In a 
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unique way. tiie linguistic interactions might be described as a process of 

phenomenological and in-de(^ interviewing in which life history was combined with 

multiple literacy engagements. As Siedman (1998) describes. *in this approach, 

interviewers use. primarily, open-ended questions. The major task is to build upon 

and expbre their participants' responses to those questions. The goal is to have the 

participant reconstruct his or her experience within the topic under study^ (p. 9). Even 

though the sessions were mostly informal and they might be seen as casual 

conversations about oral and written language, they actually resemble the first two 

interviews of Siedman's three step interview structure (1998). The initial meetings 

were dedicated to the reconstruction of the events prior to and surrounding the stroke, 

much like what Siedman describes as the initial *^ocused life history^ (p-11)- Later, 

the investigation centered on what Stuart coukl and could not do with written 

language after the stroke. Therefore, this expk)ration required Stuart to '̂ concentrate 

on the concrete details of [his] present experience in the topk area of study" 

(Siedman, 1998, p. 12). Stuarfs reconstructun of current experiences with literacy 

through ongoing diak)gue with Ken resembles Siedman's description of the second 

imerview in his structure, in which the informant deals with "Ihe details of 

experience" (p. 12). For most of the two-hour-k)ng sessions, Stuart, Kathy, his wife, 

and Ken were present. Steven L. Strauss, a neufolinguist interested in the study of 

reading difficulties and aphasia, also partkripated in some of the sessk>ns. On other 

occask>ns, Stuart's son, dlameron, who was seven years oki at the time of the 

research, willingly participated as well. All of the meetings were videotaped using 

V8 format and later copied into VHS format; most of them were taped in Ken's house 

or in the Department of Language, Reading and Culture at the University of Arizona. 

2. Docameats- Multiple types of documents were collected during the study. These can 

be described as: 

2.1. Medical Pocuments- Copies of numerous medical reports were shared by Stuait. 

These medical documents represent the clinical account of Stuart's stroke as well 

as his medical profile following brain injury. They include; 
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2.1.1. Medical Records from hospitalization and medical consultation from dated 

4/9/1994 and 4/10/1994 

2.1.2. Initial Cognitive Communication Evahiation dated 5/10/1994 

2.1.3. Neuro-Ophthalmic Evaluation Report dated 7/07/94 

2.1.4. Weekly summary and progress notes of speech and language therapy from 

June to September 1994 

2.1.5. Moderate Psychobgical Evaluation Report dated 9/29/1994 

2.2. Personal Documents: Stuart collected and shared copies of a variety of personal 

documents. These data provide an imimate perspective on his daily life and his 

transactions with different types of texts. They include; 

2.2.1. Personal History and Curriculum Vitae 

2.2.2. Samples of written texts (Le. samples of daily journal entries, lists of 

books Stuart had read, list of things to do) 

2.2.3. Work related documents (Le. Scale tkket from Cotton Gin, business 

letters) 

2.2.4. Photographs of his &mily 

2.3. Samples of Print- During each of the sessk>ns, a wide variety of texts were used 

and created. These samples of print inchide: 

2.3.1. Print read during sessions (Le. newspaper artkles, magazine articles, 

catak)gs) 

2.3.2. Print produced by Stuart during sessk>ns (Le. writing samples, drawings, 

text produced using a computer) 

Stage 2 

1 have klentified the beginning of stage two as the moment when I started 

collaborating with Ken as a research assistant in September of 1998. During this time, 

and until June 2000,1 looked at numerous videotapes from his research with Stuart and 

documented the oral and written language events contained in the tapes. We also 

collected and generated new data. This initial documentatk>n led to the foUowing data: 
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1. latervicw aad FieMiotcs - Interview conducted June 9^ 2000; New data were 

collected when Stuart was invited to participate in an eye movement session in the 

Eye Movemeitf Lab in the Langu^e Reading and Culture Department, at the 

University of Arizona. Stuart was asked to read silently and aloud the same text while 

eye movement data and oral readii^ miscues were documented. This session was 

folk)wed by an interview and an expk>ration of his reading and writing processes 6 

years after the stroke. No eye movement data collected during our meeting on Friday 

June 9^ was used for my dissertation, but I did use the fieidnotes and the interview 

following the eye movement session. The interview was conducted in a similar way 

than the previous sessions between Stuart and Ken. In addition to the investigation of 

Stuart's current literacy strategies, he once more shared 'the details of experiences'* 

(Siedman, 1998) with print and oral language. This interview was videotaped and 

transcribed for further analysis. 

2. Rcsearcher-gcacratcd docancBts: According to Merriam (1998). researchers often 

generate documents for the purpose of understanding the phenomenon being studied, 

and these are "prepared by the researcher...after the study has begun*" (p. 119). The 

following documents were generated during my work as a research assistant: 

2.1. Event Logs-1 created a template to document the richness of linguistic and 

literacy data contained in the videotapes. An Event Log is a written record of the 

content of the videotapes in which language and literacy events are documented 

in a brief narrative (See A]:^ndix A for a san^Ie of an Event Log). Each k>g was 

paired with the documents and samples of print used or created during a 

partknilar session in order to devebp a database organized by literacy events, 

language processes e^qjfored during each specific event, and by the texts and 

materials relevant to that meeting. From a total of more than twenty videotapes 

that constitute the whole data set, thirteen videos were analyzed and bgged. 

2.1. Reflective Journal- As a research assistant I kept a reflective journal in which I 

wrote questions, ideas, and connectbns that emerged during my work with the 

videotapes, my review of related literature, and my conversations with Ken. 
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Stage 3 

The third stage of this research evolved from my proposed dissertation study. 

New Hata were collected during the summer of200U when I in conducted an interview 

with Stuart at the University of Arizona, and I visited Stuart's home town m order to 

spend time with him. his &mily and friends. Data in this stage inchide: 

1. laterview: On August I2001.1 conducted a follow-up interview with Stuart for 

the purpose of exploring Stuart's current reading and writing practices, and inviting 

him to reflect on the significance of his past and present literacy experiences as 

shaped by the stroke he suffered in 1994. Even though previous interviews did not 

follow the specific structure proposed by Seidman (1998) as I have mentioned before, 

I believe this interview served the purpose of the third interview in his 

phenomenological approach to the interviewing process. By asking Stuait to *Yeflect 

on the meaning"' (Siedman, 1998, p.l2) of his literacy experience, he made sense of 

his past and present experiences with language in order to reflect on his current 

situation. This interview was videotaped and transcribed to allow for further analysis. 

2. Dooiacats; As part of the interview, I collected relevant samples of Stuart's writing 

that formed part of my analysis. 

3. Partkipaat-ObacrvatHHi: 1 visited Stuait*s home town on August 3,2002. During 

this visit, 1 spent time with his &mily and met his friends. 1 took notes and then 

devebped fiill ethnographic fiekinotes based on my observatwns. 

4. Rcscarcher gcaeratcd docameats-1 continued using the Event Logs as previously 

described, but 1 also developed Transcription Logs, as I selectively transcribed 

videotaped interactions for further analysis. 
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Data Analysis Process 

As a qualitative researcher. I believe that analysis refers ~priniarily to the 

imaginative work of interpretation... through the imaginative reconstruction of social 

worlds and often emphasize the unique rather than regularities of incidence or pattern'̂  

(Coffey & Atkinson, 1996, p 6-7). For me, analysis is a cyclical process of reflexive 

activity carried out since the beginning of the study. It involves a constant interplay 

between systematic inquiry and flexible expk>ration of the social worlds we seek to 

understand. 

Although each specific research questk)n required particular data analysis 

strategies, there were several underlying principles that pertain to my general approach to 

qualitative data analysis throughout the research. A comprehensive description of data 

analysis procedures follows. In addition, 1 include Figure 3 as a visual representation of 

the relatk)nship between each data source and my research questk>ns. 

I used a combinatnn of archived and newly collected data for my dissertatnn. 

According to Strauss & Corbin (1998) the use or previously collected data does not have 

any negative impact on the overall data analysis process. They believe that, "^Researchers 

should approach already collected data and secondary or archival materials exactly as 

they wouM their own data. To handle these types of data, researchers characteristk^ly 

begin as usual, examining the earliest interviews, field notes and documents for 

significant h^penings or events" (p. 281). I sqiproached the analysis of my data 

searching for these interesting 'happenings" that helped illuminate possible responses to 

my proposed questions. 
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Qualitative analysis demands procedures through which complex phenomena are 

not reduced to parts. Thus, one of the main characteristics of my data analysis is that it 

was recursive and ongoing. It started from the whole social context of literacy practices, 

and then moved to more detailed understandings of literacy processes. I placed Stuart's 

experience at the center of the process and asked questions about the underlying 

meanings of the data. 

The following sections of the chapter introduce the specific research strategies I 

used for looking at each particular set of questions. I first provide an overview of bow I 

analyzed videotaped interactions and then devek>p a thorough description of ^)ecific data 

analysis strategies for expk)ring literacy competence from multiple perspectives. Thus. I 

have organized the presentation of this in-depth data analysis procedure in three sections 

to highlight the three interrelated dimensions considered in this study of literacy and 

aphasia. These include expk)rations of three landscapes of literacy con^>etence: (a) 

socKKuhural landscape, (b) transactional and sociopsycholinguistic landscape, and (c) 

affective and personal landscape. 

Analysis of Videotaped Interactions 

The process of analysis was conducted foUowing multiple detailed viewings of 

the videotapes, each one concentrating on a different level of analysis. Decisions had to 

be made regarding the videotapes that were included in the analysis, given the size of the 

archived data set (22 videotapes with approximately 45 hours of taped interaction). I 

selected six of the initial videotapes, as they provide the richest informatk)n about Stuart 

before the stroke and during the acute phase of recovery foUowing the onset of aphasia. I 
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then selected three videos from the middle of the database, in April of 1995. as they 

provide information about Stuart's readii^ and writing one year after the stroke. Finally, 

I selected two videotapes from the final section of the study during November 1995. and 

the sessions taped in June 2000 and August 2001, as they offer a k)ngitudinal and 

devek>pmental perspective on Stuait's recovery. The selected videos (Table 1) added a 

total of thirteen videotapes analyzed, including approximately twenty six hours of taped 

interaction. 

Table 1. 

Selected Videotapes for Analysis. 

ID Vkleo No. Date of Taped session 
1 1 Octobers, 1994 
2 2 October 16,1994 
3 3 October 23, 1994 
4 4 November 6, 1994 
5 5 January 22, 1995 
6 6 January, 29, 1995 
7 11 April 2, 1995 
8 12 April 9. 1995 
9 13 April 23, 1995 
10 19 November 6, 1995 
11 20 November 29, 1995 
12 21 June 9,2000 
13 22 August 1,2001 

Note: Video NMbcr refers to the archived dalalMac 

Given the wealth of data captured in the form of videotapes from the longitudinal 

work between Ken and Stuait, it was not easy to make decisions as to which videos to 

include. My decisions were made by conducting careful viewings of all the tapes and 

taking notes on the type of literacy events contained, and the type of diak>gue and 

conversation taking place around reading and writing. Most of all, 1 selected those 
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videotapes which yielded the most representative examples of the literacy events 

constructed throughout the research. 

The initial screening of the videot^)es as a research assistant during the years of 

1998-2000 resuhed on Event Logs (See appendix A for a sample). These researcher 

generated documents served as initial documentation and indexing of the literacy and 

language events represented in the videotaped sessions. They proved to be extremely 

helpful in helping me navigate through the sea of data at the beginning of the data 

analysis process. The preliminary analysis identified 'events' based on the language 

processes being used or investigated (Le. talking, listening, writing and reading). This 

procedure for coding events was my strategy for organizing the rich linguistic and 

literacy transactions contained in the videot2q)es. For example, if Stuart was asked to read 

aloud a text and then talked about it, the event would be coded as involving reading, 

talking and listening language processes. Although boundaries within events were 

sometimes blurry because all or most of the events involved oral as well as written 

language, the coding of'language events' proved to be a useful unit of analysis: Oral and 

written language were both intrinsically involved in the co-construction of meaning and 

the shaping of the social transactions (Bk)ome. & Bailey, 1992). 

The way of dealing with the videotaped material evolved throughout the data 

analysis process. Although the Event Logs were useful for choosing ^lecific events to 

k)ok at more ck)sely. 1 soon began transcribing selected literacy and language events. 

These transcribed interactions became flmdamental, as I was allowed to return to Stuart's 

words over and over across time. Because the selected videotapes for analysis included 
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approximately twenty-six hours of taped interaction. I selectively transcnbed excer|Xs 

fix)m the videotaped events into what I called 'Transcr^tion Logs* (See Appendix B for a 

sample). I borrowed this idea from Merriam (1998) who writes about "iiiterview logs" as 

"an ahemative to fiiUy transcribing an interview" (p. 88). The transcription of vi(kotapes 

took place once multiple viewings of the whole tapes had been conducted. As Merriam 

(1998) recommends, selective transcription is "best used toward the end of a study when 

you are confirming tentative findings. If used too soon, important insights are easily 

overlooked" (p.91). In my research, the use of transcription k>gs aUowed me to capture 

the language Stuart used to describe his uses of written language in the organizatk)n of 

his daily life, and to learn, for example, about the books he has read or special genres he 

enjoys reading. 

This was the ongoing and recursive process throu^ which I gained insights into 

Stuart's reading and writing practices. This knowledge was also accessible in the course 

of the conversations Stuart had with Kathy. his wife, and her reflection on the types of 

reading and writing done by Stuart. More knowledge became easily accessible from 

instances in which oral language was the means for expk>ration. 

I followed Erickson's (1991) suggestions for cataloguing and analyzing 

audiovisual data. He suggests that when dealing with taped interactions the researcher 

must initially get a sense of the whole picture before transcribing or analyzing in much 

detail specific sections of the tape. In my analysis, I used the event fogs as my catatogs of 

the t^)es, from which I was able to select those events which needed a more in-depth 

analysis. In this way. I conducted a type of 'macro-micro analysis' which served to 
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explore the functions of print in Stuart's life before moving to the specific understanding 

of his reading and writing processes. In other words. I fir^ analyzed the tapes at the 

'macro-leveL' resulting in the identification of Stiarts's uses of wrinen language within 

literacy events, and thus to the construction of a biographic literacy profile through which 

Stuart's literacy practices are located within a larger sociocultural context. This analysis 

is presettted in chapter 3. Subsequently, I did a 'micro-analysis' of particular written and 

reading events, which provided information about his literacy processes, as well as his 

reading and writing strategies. This analysis is presented in chapter 4. Finally. I looked at 

the larger situational context of living with aphasia to document Stuart's most significant 

personal and affective issues shaping his literacy experiences, which 1 discuss in chapter 

5. In general I used multiple ethnographic and transactional strategies to look at the data, 

to reduce the data and to "^contextualize and recontextualize" the data in order to 

construct a narrative (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996. p. 31). 

Exptoring Sociocultural Landscapes of Literacv 

Since literacy practices are not observable phenomena that can be easily 

documented through direct observation (Barton & Hamihon, 1998; Street, 1995), to 

respond to the question regarding literacy practices, I relied on an analysis of the archival 

data set as well as newly collected data from the final stage of data collection. My 

analysis draws heavily from the ethnographic literacy research conducted by Tayk>r and 

Dorsey-Gaines (1988). In their work with the Shay Avenue &niilies, Taytor and Dorsey-

Gaines learned that their participating &milies were members of a rich-print community 

in which "literacy is used for a wider variety of social, technical, and aesthetic purposes. 
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for a wide variety' of audiences, and in wide variety of situations'̂  (p200). Building on 

prior ethnographic literacy research (Heath, 1983, Taylor, 1983), their interpretative 

framework of types and uses of literacy ofiered my research a ^xingboard from which to 

make meaning of Stuart's literacy configuration. I used their discussion of descriptive 

categories of types and uses of literacy found in the everyday literacy interactk>ns of the 

Shay families as an initial place from which to buiki my analysis. These categories served 

as heuristk: devices that &cilitated my later elaboration of further categories emerging 

from my data. 

Using Tayk)r and Dorsey-Gaines (1988) and Barton and Hamilton (1998) as my 

framework, I boked at texts and klentified literacy events within the vkleotaped sessk)ns 

to learn about the purposes and uses of written language in Stuart's life before and after 

the stroke, and to understand Stuart's literacy practices from these observatk)ns (Figure 

4). In this process, 1 used Heath's (1982/2001) definitk)n of literacy events to refine my 

relatk>nship with the videotaped interactk)ns and to search for specific instances that 

helped me understand Stuart's literacy practices. According to Heath, "A literacy event 

is any occask)n in which a piece of writing is integral to the nature of participants' 

interactk)ns and their interpretative processes" (p. 445). Heath describes a 'literacy 

event' as "a conceptual tool" (p. 445) that can be used in the expk>ratk)n of the forms 

and uses of language within particular communities. 

Ahhough I agree with Barton's (1991) cautk)nary argument against assigning 

specific functk)n to texts per se, I believe there is much to be learned about literacy 

practkes by k)oking at how an individual uses texts to fulfill certain purposes. As 
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Edeisky (19%), I see these purposes and uses of written language as emanating from the 

literacy event, ~as an outgrown of a broader meaning pertaining to events, not just texts" 

(p.97). The idea of identifying uses and purposes of literacy is not unrelated from the 

social construction of both the events and the functions. 

Figure 4. Theoretical framework for data analysis of Stuart's literacy practices 

Constructing a Literacy Database 

1 first investigated literacy events captured in the videotaped sessnns, and the 

conversations Stuart and Ken had about reading and writing during phase one of the 

bngitudinal research, between the years of 1994 and 1995.1 used these conversations 

and the personal and medical documents collected during the research as windows into 

Stuart's literacy practices. By documenting the types of texts used by Stuart and the 

purposes that reading and writing served in Stuart's life, I created a database which 

included the types and uses of reading and writing, the texts, and the status of each 

pankular purpose of reading or writing after the stroke (Appendix C and Appendix D). I 

then used this database to create a literacy profile, a unique literacy configuration to 

Literacy Practices 

Literacy Events 

Types and Uses of 

Texts I 
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honor the complexities of Stuart's literacy practices. Taylor (1993) eloquently describes 

how. "Thinking about the types and uses of reading and writing enables us to focus upon 

the social processes through which individuals and groups of children create literacy 

configurations that are functional in everyday life" (p.64). 

For the purpose of this research, when 1 speak about texts I am concentrating on 

the written texts involved in the transactk)ns taking place within literacy and language 

events throughout the study. These written texts inchide all types of printed materials as 

well as self-produced texts, all of which may contain alphabetic writing, numbers aixl 

numerals and in some cases, drawings or other semiotk; representations. 1 understand 

texts as having 'meaning potential' as described by Halliday (1978). which indicates that 

texts have the potential to mean something for a particular audience within a partkrular 

context and that meaning potential is both constructed and constrained by the social 

context in which the texts is used, or produced. 

The database was constructed with data from the videotapes, documents, 

fleldnotes. and the interviews from October 1994 to August 2(X)1. Most of the 

information contained in the initial videotaped sessk)ns and collected personal and 

medical documents, provided compelling evidence of Stuart's literacy con^ence after 

the onset of aphasia, and revealed personal and social uses of literacy in his life (see 

Tables 2 aixi 3). Each of the identified uses of readii^ and writing will be discussed in a 

narrative form in the chapter three, as part of Stuart's ethnographic literacy profile. 
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Table 2. 

Identified Types and Purposes of m Stuart's F ife and Related Fxamples 

Type and Purpose of Examples of Texts Docuentfned 
Reading 
Confirmational Agenda Dates on photos Psychok)gy Reports 

Tags- numeric texts Magazine article 
Social Interactional Children's book Newspaper Notes for Co

Agenda/Journal E-mails- Chat room workers 
Environmental Signs Insignias Packages 

Labels License plates 
Technical Computer magazine Emails Subtitles from TV 

Internet Stocks Maps 
Chat messages Faxes 

Recreational Books- History The Constitution Sport newspaper 
Magazines Comics in Newspaper Seed Catalogues 

Historical Baby book Newspapers Newspaper clippings 
Dates in pictures Pkrtures 

Financial Bills Magazines Consumer Reports 
Accounts Computer Records Financial Records 

Instrumental Agenda/Journal Maps Prescript k)n 
Catalogues Political texts Recipes 
Magazine Index Menu Bankruptcy files 
People's Faces To do list TV Guide 
Insurance forms Address book Ubel 
Financial records BUls 

Scientific Magazines- The Texts about aphasia 
Smithsonian Texts about the brain 

Educational Geok)gy texts The Constitutk)n Brochures about 
Magazines History books seizures 

News Related Magazines Newspaper Newsletters Pecan 
PolitKal texts Newsweek Ass. 

Work Reahed Cotton Gin records Cotton Gin scales Letters- Pecan Board 
Scale tkkets Cotton Logs Faxes 
Numerical texts- Phone messages Reports 
scale Price tags-store Bankruptcy papers 
Financial records InvoKes Fumitiire catalogues 
Account records Shipping orders 



Table 3. 

Idgnfified Tvt)es and Purposes of Writtng m Life and Related Example 

Type and Purpose of 
Writing 

Examples of Texts Documented 

Autobiographical Agenda/Journal 
Co-op Speech 

Personal History 

Social Interactional Agenda/Journal 
Messages to coworkers 
Co-Op Speech 

Tutorii^ work 
Children's homework 

Memory Aids Shopping list 
Phone messages 
Labels of electronic 
equipments 

To do lists 
Words 
Agenda 

Technical Emails 
Faxes 

Multiple texts using 
computer 

Recreational List of books 
Mileage Records 

Financial Tax Forms 
List of Payments 
Financial Records 

Invokes 
Checks 
Bankruptcy Papers 

Instrumental Agenda/Journal 
Labels 
To do list 
Messages 

Mailing Labels 
Applications for Benefits 
Address Book 
Health Insurance forms 

Substitutional Drawing 
Notes for coworkers 
Numbers 

Work Reahed Accounts 
Checks 
Bills 
Cotton Gin records 
Scale Tickets 
Trailer Tags 
Price tags 

InvoKes 
Shipping Orders 
Faxes & Letters 
Reports 
Resumes 
Bankruptcy papers 
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The categories and tables presented are ofifered as images of the complexities of 

Stuart's literacy configuration. They do not constitute a mere indexing of uses of reading 

and writing, as the categories served as theoretical constructs to make sense of Stuart's 

literacy configuration. Taylor (1995), describing her ongoing literacy research and 

collaboration with educators, writes: 

We have become conrfortable in talking about a plurality of literacies of 
practical complexity, chaotically patterned into personal and shared 
configuration, and even though no two configurations are exactly the 
same we can describe the social organization of the configurations and 
also the types and uses of literacy that form the patterns that we observe 
(p. 62). 

Observations from the later videotaped interactions mostly supported the 

identified reading and writing purposes from the initial sessions. In other cases, new 

information emerged and was included in the literacy profile, adding up to the 

complexities of Stuart's literacy configiiration. When new purposes of written language 

sur&ced from the data, they were included within the database and the process of 

revision and interpretation was ongoing and recursive (Table 4 and S). 
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Table 4. 

Types and Purposes of Stuart's that Fmerged after the Stroke and Related 

Ficample*; 

Type and Purpose of Examples of Texts Documented 
Readily 
Expk>nitory Newspaper Numbers Agenda/Journal 

Baby book Catalogue- Maps 
Self Produced prices Recipes 
Texts Math functions Charts 
Children's book Letters Magazine articles 
Isolated words Note Seed catalogue 

Clinical-Evaluative Words Letters Therapy Reports 
Sentences Lawsuit Evaluation Reports 
Tests 

Rehabilitation Books Comics in Newsweek 
Newspaper New^)aper Reader's Digest 
Sentences Self-produced Magazines 
Agenda/Journal texts & words Seed Catalogues 

The categories of purposes and functions that emerged from the data, in^ired by 

the work of Taytor and Dorsey Gaines (1988), do not provide static or monolithic ways 

for organizing the data analyzed. They are rather messy and overlapping, and they help to 

reflect, at least in some way. Stuart's con^lex landscapes of literacy con^jetence. No 

coding procedure is ever sin^>le or linear. The analysis required an on-going diak>giie and 

conversation with the data (Coffey & Atkinson, 19%). In this way, the descriptions 

constructed through the interpretations of the data allow for the cat^ories to [vovide 

meaningful insights about Stuart's social uses of literacy. The purposes of written 

langiiage identified can be used as a heuristic tool to understand what literacy as a social 

practice means in the case of Stuart's literacy history. 
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Tables. 

Types and Purposes of Stuart's Writing that Fmerged after the Stroke and Related 

Examples 

Type and Purpose of Examples from Texts Documented 
Writing 
Expbratory Agenda/Journal Words Computer texts 

Letters & Numbers Abbreviations Sentences 
Math flmctions Responses to Signature 
Name & address Readings 

Clinical-Evahiative Letters Sentences 
Name Words 

Rehabilitation Journal/Agenda Words Proverbs 
Stories Non-words 
Phrases Sentences 

Mediational Abbreviations Numbers Letters 
Fragments of words Words Drawings 
Ordinal Numbers Birth date Maps 

Looking at Personal and Medical Documents. 

Stuart brought into his meeting >vith Ken lexts of everyday life** (Barton, & 

Hamilton. 1998. p. 9). texts through which he introduced the muhiplicity of purposes and 

f\mctk)ns that reading and writing have for him. Stuart's uses of literacy were filtered into 

the research through the use of diak>gue, the introduction of texts, and the narrative 

accounts of his memories from the acute phase of recovery from the stroke. These 

literacy stories (Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1983) provide important literacy lessons. In 

this case, the most valuable lessons were discovering the role of literacy in Stuart's life, 

before and after the stroke. The narrated literacy stories are strong evidetKe of how Stuart 

deviek)ps as he reads and writes with ^hasia. 
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Personal and medical documents were used to inform the exploration of uses of 

written language in his life. In many ways, these documents offered contrasting 

information about the ways Stuart was socially constructed as a literate person. The 

medical documettts were analyzed throi^ a detailed document analysis, looking at the 

language used to represent Stuart and his abilities and difficulties. I read the documents 

searching for the "ofHcial^ version of Stuart's aphasic condition. What I found were a set 

of contradicting ai^;uments that distorted the possibility to build on Stuart's strengths and 

personality. The product of this analysis resuhed in the creation of a clinical profile 

which I contrast to an ethnographk description of his literacy competence in chapter 4. 

Take note that this is not a complete representatwn of Stuart's literacy practkres 

because the descriptk>n of complex processes, such as literacy, can never be achieved in a 

totally comprehensive way. These are social and ideok)gk:al phenomena, situated in 

socially constructed contexts. Although the information Stuart shared might not reflect 

the wholeness of his experiences, it is rich enough to provkie examples of multiple uses 

of reading and writing which have been prevwusly found in research conducted by 

ethnographers in other settings (Heath, 1983; Taylor, 1983; Tayk>r & Dorsey-Gaines, 

1988) but have been mostly neglected in current research in aphasiok)gy. Furthermore, 

they also represent the multiple purposes of reading and writing associated with a 

transactk>nal socmpsychoUnguistk model of reading, in which a reader or a writer has 

unique and personal intentkins as she partkipates in daily meaningful literacy events to 

orchestrate her daily life within a literate society ( K. Goodman, 1994). 
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The accounts shared are snapshots of the bigger picture, but they are so detailed in 

their resohition that they allow us to construct multiple landscapes of literacy 

competence, as we imagine and visualize Stuait's struggle and detennination to maintain 

what was already his, the competence to construct, share, invent, and recreate meanings 

from and through print. 

Exploring Sociopsvcholinguist'^ ^ anH<M'iq)es of Literacy 

The process of analysis for investigating Stuait's reading and writing processes 

consisted of a complex combination of what could be called "macro'^ and ''micro'' 

analytical strategies. 

Documenting Exploratory Literacy Events 

The first session on October 8.1994, included an initial exploration of multiple 

literacy tasks proposed by Ken involving different types of texts, from newspapers to 

letters and words. These transactmns paint descriptive pictures about Stuart's literacy 

competence when dealing with diverse texts, and they set the tone for the structure of the 

work to come. Right from that initial meeting, Stuart was an active informant as well as 

a important collaborator in the research process. Stuart came to this sessk)n (and all 

others thereafter), prepared to share a wealth of documentation pertaining to his 

condition. Not only did he bring physical artifacts related to his progress in reading and 

writing, but he also brought with him a unique metalinguistic awareness of his strengths 

and difficulties with reading and writing. The sophistkatk)n of his metalinguistic 

understandings were an invaluable resource as he continuously provided insightfiil 

responses on what was difficult, what was easy, and what had been transformed as he 
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read and wrote after the stroke. Through participating in a '^dialogic inquiry'" (Wells, 

1999) with Ken concerning the exploration of literacy processes and transactions with 

texts, Stuart consciously manipulated linguistic information, which in turn served as a 

mediatii^ tool, in the Vygotsldan tradition (Moll 1990), for making sense of the 

experiences of reading and writing with ^hasia. 

These type of exploratory uses of reading and writing emerged from the data as a 

new purpose of written language in Stuart's life in order to describe the underlying nature 

of the reading and writing events he encountered while participating in the study with 

Ken. In other words, by collaborating in this research project, certain reading and writing 

events served as spaces for exploration in order to investigate Stuart's literacy 

competence after the stroke. 

Therefore, a second level of analysis consisted of my coding of the selected 

thirteen videotapes searching for what 1 have identified as ^exploratory literacy events 

These are instances in which Ken presented specific activities to understand, or explore. 

Stuart's strengths and weaknesses in his construction of meaning through reading and 

writing. As represented in Table 6, Ken and Stuart expk)red different modalities of 

reading and writing. Initially, the engagements were suggested by Ken, but almost since 

the beginning of the study, Stuart and Ken negotiated and discussed as co-researchers 

what processes, activities or types of texts Stuart felt would be appropriate or worthwhile 

expbring. 
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Table 6. 

Identified Lheracv Exploratory Events from the r\ataha«» 

Reading Writing 

Silent Reading Prompted Composition 

Oral Reading Dictation 

Shared Reading Copy 

I purposely use the term 'exploratory' to identify this interesting type of literacy 

events because I wish to contrast and difTerentiate them from other types of literacy 

events. Firstly. I want to differentiate them from other events in which Stuart read and 

wrote without having been requested or prompted to do so. Throughout the data there 

were literacy events in which Stuart's reading or writing were the central activity, which 

were mostly introduced by Ken, as in the case of reading a newspaper article or writing a 

response after having read a brief article. These are what constitute 'exploratory literacy 

events,' the conversations and dialogue about reading and writing, in addition to the 

actual transactions with texts in which Stuart participated as a reader or a writer. There 

were other events in which reading and writing were done as part of other activities, like 

looking through the pages of Stuart's baby book or reading the handwritten captions 

behind &mily pictures to share stories of Stuart's past. According to Barton and Hamilton 

(1998), in such cases literacy coukl be considered as being 'incidental' Examples fix)m 

their Lancaster study included "'checking appointments diaries and notice-boards, looking 

at advertisements, dealing with mail, doing the shopping" (p. 156). The authors 

contrasted these instances with others in which reading (or writing for that matter) woukl 
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be ~ihe main and recognized goal of the activity" (p.I52). In this research, when 

understanding of reading or writing were the main goal of the activity during the session, 

the event was coded as exploratory and it served as the basis for exploring Stuart's 

literacy processes. When reading and writing were more of an incidental activity, the 

events were analyzed searching for Stuart's uses of wrinen language in order to 

understand his literacy practices. 

The exploratory literacy events co-constructed Stuart and Ken. therefore, 

required different levels of engagement or activity with texts. For each of these events, 

various texts were presented, moving from a continuum of newspaper and magazine 

articles, journal entries and self produced texts, to sentences, words, and letters because 

of Ken's theoretical belief that "^the nature of texts influences the reading and wiiting 

process" (K. Goodman. 19%. p. 62). As mentioned earlier, when 1 speak about texts I am 

concentrating on the written texts involved in the transactk>ns taking place within literacy 

and language events throughout the research. I include all types of printed materials as 

well as self-produced texts as part of my defmitk>n of written texts, some of which may 

contain alphabetic writing, numbers and numerals and in some cases, drawings or other 

semk)tk; representations. Table 7 presents the texts that I klentified as being part of the 

reading and writing expkiratory events. 
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Table 7. 

Texts Involved in the Exploration of Lheracv Competence 

Reading 

Newspaper articles 

Giildren's books 

Magazines & Catalogues 

Bat^ Book 

Advertisements 

Recipes 

Maps, Charts 

Math additions 

Stock reports 

Isolated words, letters & numbers 

Self produced texts: Agenda/Journal 

notes, computer created texts, job related 

documents, speech for a meeting 

Writing 

Reading responses 

Paragraphs 

Sentences 

Name, address & signature 

Agenda/Journal 

Words & Letters 

Numbers & Math (unctions 

Self produced texts; Agenda/JoumaL 

notes, computer created texts. 

On a theoretical level the use of the label 'expk>ratory* is also a deliberate 

decision to differentiate these events with other uses of literacy that I have klentified as 

'clinical' or 'evaluative,* which also found a place in Stuart's literacy configuration after 

the stroke, and in which Stuart had no voice in deciding the type or content of the texts 

used. In clinical or evaluative literacy events, reading and writing were used mainly for 

evaluation purposes and he was not an active participant in the decisk>n making process 

or in the overall orchestration of those sessions. These generally took place within 

clinical settings, like in the case of his work with the speech and language pathok>gist. 
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There are striking differences between the way Stuart is positioned in both 

contexts described above, as Ken sought his feedback since the beginning of the study 

and made sure that his voice was represented. In &ct. in January 6. I99S, during their 

sixth session together. I found explicit reference to the exploraiory nature of the study as 

descnbed by Ken. While discussing with Stuart some aftematives for planning together 

what Ken called the 'curriculum' of their sessnns. the fclk)wing interactk>n took place: 

Ken: Any ideas? Some of this that we are doing are still part of my 
expk)ratk)n. like charts and tables like this. You don't have any trouble 
reading the TV guide? 
Stuart: No. it's easy for us. We only have three chaimels (laughs) [...] I 
don't think that we shoukl be limited. (Transcript, January 6, 1994) 

Micro-analvsis of Literacy Processes 

After coding the data k)oking for exploratory events, 1 then performed a detailed 

analysis of Stuart's reading and writing process within the identified expbratory literacy 

events. Because one of the goals of the present study is to offer a devek>pmental 

perspective on how Stuart's reading and writing processes evolved throughout his 

recovery from aphasia. 1 k)oked ck>sely at numerous reading and writing events from the 

selected sessk)ns at the begiiming of the study, the middle, and towards the end of the 

research. 1 used miscue analysis procedures to understand Stuart's patterns of miscues 

and reading strategies across time while reading orally different texts (Y. Goodman, 

Watson & Burke, 1987). To understand his writing process and strategies, I looked at 

Stuart's composing process as he wrote texts during the sessions with Kert In addition, I 

identified other writing strategies he used fit)m samples of texts Stuait wrote at work and 

at home, and which were shared with Ken throughout their collaboration. 1 also analyzed 
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a unique form of writing Stuart used to support his oral language. which I identify as 

'mediational writing." This t\pe of writing is discussed extensively in chapter 4 

Lastly, a final stage of analysis involved analytic coding (Glesne. 1999). searching 

for Stuart's ways of talking about reading and writing over the course of the study. I color 

coded the transcripts based on the content of the conversations that Ken and Sttiart 

maintained around texts and literacy processes. Consequently. 1 coded for instances in 

which the dialogue involved taOc about oral reading, silent reading, and shared reading. In 

the case of writing. I coded discussions in which Stuart and Ken talked about the process 

of composing, dictation, copying, drawing, and his use of writing for mediational 

purposes. The result of this process of analysis and cataloguing of transcribed events gave 

me the possibility of "making connectk>ns among the stories" (Glesne. 1998. p. 135) 

Stuart reconstructed. These connections served as a guide to explore uncharted 

landscapes of literacy competence. 

It was through this recursive and detailed analysis that I was able to reduce the 

data into manageable units of meaning, and recontextualize it for further interpretatk)n. 

Coffey and Atkinson (1996) write that ~decontextualizing and recontextuaiizing help to 

reduce and then expand the data in new forms and with new organizing principles''(p.31). 

Exploring Affective and Personal Landscapes of Literacy 

The process of analysis for documenting affective and personal issues shaping 

Stuart's literacy experiences involved a detailed exploratk)n of themes emerging fix)m the 

whole data set. I used Transcription Logs for the selective transcription of the videotaped 

sessrons. These logs allowed for Stuart's videotaped narrative stories to be available for 
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revision and analysis. I conducted multiple readings of the transcribed interactions 

searching for emerging patterns and for any metaphors Stuart used to describe his lived 

literacy experiences with aphasia. I followed Coffey's and Atkinson's (19%) 

characterization of analysis as involving progressive analytic coding through which I first 

created a framework based on emerging themes I identified as salient in the narrative 

data, and then reorganized themes into larger categories. The initial themes and the four 

resulting categories from the analysis are represented in Figure 5. 

Having reorganized the themes imo broader categories. 1 color coded the 

interview transcripts, the thirteen transcription k)gs and my field notes, in order to 

categorize each identified data sectk)iL I joined instances with similar themes and 

recontextualized the data for the purposes of understanding the complexities of the issues 

at hand and the interconnection of the stories shared throughout the longitudinal 

investigatk)n. This analytic process was partKularly important for constructing one of the 

many possible interpretations of the data, as well as for the crafting of one of many 

possible narrative accounts fit)m the weahh of data documented in this research. 

Each category has messy boundaries, just as each identified theme relates to more 

that one possible category. My own positmnality as the researcher and my conceptual 

frameworks served as lenses which guided my analysis. I chose to represent, to the best 

of my ability, what 1 klentified as salient features fnim Stuart's stories concerning 

learning to read and write with aphasia. I took great care in ensuring the trustworthiness 

of my interpretations, not only by using a varied set of data sources, but also by letting 
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Stuart's words tell me their story of those themes that became recurring concerns and 

recurring stories during his life with aphasia. 

Historically situated self 
Self^letenninalion 
Self-motivation 
Optimistic personality 
Co-construction of identitv 

y The Self as a Mediating Resource 

Concern with accuracy of language 
Concern with meaning of language 
Rehearsal of reading and writing 
Compensating strategies 
Metalinguistic awareness 

Coping strategies 
Comparison with other aphasic 
and non-aphasic individuals 
Developing a new sense of time 
Dealing with emotional responses 

Recovery as a Process of 
^ Releamii^ Langauge 

>- The Process of Dealing with 
Change 

Understanding the brain and aphasia 
Participation in the rehabilitation process 
Self-authoring of his story 
Rejection of incompetent labels 
Agency and creativity 

>. Resisting the Construction of an 
Incompetent Identity 

Figure 5. Emerging themes from analysis and resulting categories 

Two significant aspects of the research influenced the analytic process: the 

dialectical nature of the relationship between Ken and Stuart, and the co-construction of 

the stories being told. It is importaiu to keep in mind that during their collaboration as co-

researchers. Stuart had the freedom to share any aspect of his literacy experiences which 

he considered to be relevant to the study. Therefore, Stuait narrates his story by 



conducing an initial interpretation of what he identified as related to the understanding of 

reading and writing processes. By the same token. Ken brought to the session his own 

interpretations of the literacy experiences shared by Stuart, which in turn influenced the 

type of activities Ken presented to Stuart, and guided his exploratory conversations. In 

this respect each conversation provided a context for dialectical narration, as Ken was 

influenced by Stuart's interpretations and vice versa. As I joined the exploration of 

aphasic literacy, 1 brought with me yet another interpretative framework shaping my 

analysis, interpretatk)n and presentation of the data. 

Describing the qualitative nature of her data analysis within her research of 

literacy practices and aphasia. Parr (1995) explains, "Both the social model of literacy 

and the social model of disability emphasize the importance of the experience and 

interpretation of the individual. Both acknowledge the dynamism and subtlety of the 

individual situation" (p. 476). Analysis of this dimension was deeply informed by the few 

qualitative texts describing the aphasic experience (Ewing & Pfalgraff^ 1990; Luria 1972; 

Par, et al., 1997; Wulf, 1973). These testimonial narratives helped me understand the 

patterns of Stuart's experience and to validate my interpretations of the data, as other 

individuals with aphasia identified similar obstacles and strategies in their process of 

learning to live with aphasia. Although no two individuals with aphasia have the same 

history, or share the same stories, my reading of first-hand narrative accounts of stroke 

survivors served to anchor my analysis because I discovered the commonalities of 

Stuart's experiences with others who have lived through a stroke, while I kientified the 

uniqueness of Stuart's story. 



Two large coiicq)tual threads run along the four identified categories and the 

experiences documented throughout the studv" (I) that of competence and performance in 

the construction of a competent identity dealing with written and oral language, and (2) 

Stuart's ownership in authoring his stor>' dealing with his life in general, not only within 

the realm of literacy. In this way, as 1 submerged myself in the data, listened to his 

stories, and read Stuart's words over and over, it was clear that the significant issues 1 

describe in the next section permeate much of Stuart's life and are not only related to 

written language. However, given the focus and purpose of this research to describe 

literacy competence, I have chosen to relate the identified themes as they inform our 

understanding of Stuart's literate experiences with aphasia. I now tiun to the description 

of the significant issues Stuart ^ed in becoming a reader and a writer with aphasia. 

Writing Throughout the Analysis 

Writing occurred simultaneously as 1 looked at the data. When new patterns 

emerged, I wrote analytic memos (Glesne, 1999) and I went back to the data to k)ok for 

details to support my preliminary observations. Writing was ongoing, recursive and 

pervasive as I constructed a polyvocal text where I represent Stuart's voice, in addition to 

my own. In this way, in the narrative text 1 use quotations to indicate Stuart's language as 

U'anscribed for audio and video taped interviews, hyphens mark incomplete words and 

...indicate a pause in Stuart's conversation. As explained earlier, grammar is represented 

as he spoke orally during the conversations. 

There are contested spaces in which I must question the way 1 represent Stuart and 

highlight his strengths. This is one of the many stories that can be toW about this man. 
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about his struggle to regain control of his life, and his use of oral and written language 

after the stroke. As with many qualitative studies, my analysis has been guided by my 

autobiography, by who I am and what I bring with me to this process. However, 1 also 

remind myself that what I came to know about Stuart sur&ced from his oral narratives 

and descriptions of what he considered to be relevant experiences over a k)ngitudinal 

process of seven years of self-reflection; they were stories that were toU and retokl and 

issues that reemerged in multiple forms. Through my writing, I have tried to represent his 

words to the best of my ability, but 1 am aware of the personal dimensbn of this 

representation. It is important to mention that his recollection of events six months after 

the stroke is very different than his recollection of these same experiences seven years 

after the stroke. Perhaps the difficuhy in expressing kieas through oral language was 

much more evident at the beginning stages of recovery. But it also seems that his 

memories of certain events have been informed by the telling and retelling of those 

important episodes, which he is now able to describe in greater detail than before. 1 found 

this related to the klea that. ''Rehearsed stones are important because they are part of an 

identity, and intrinsic to the way that person presents themselves to others" (Barton & 

Hamihon. 1998, p.71). 

Even though I have attempted to create a narrative in which I write with Stuart 

rather than about him, I uixieniably have selected some of the stories to be tokl based on 

what 1 perceive to be the salient stories emerging from the data. As I strived to unpack 

my role as a researcher and a writer, Glesne (1999) reminded me that as a researcher 
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~your knowledge... is always partiaL situated in a particular context with specific 

historical understandings" (p. 179). 

The stories I write represent those issues that Stuait mentioned and elaborated, but 

also those that Ken created the space to be observed and discussed. To this mix of 

representations. I add my own lens of analysis through which the selection of what is 

relevant is informed by my theoretical framework and my conceptual orientation. Every 

research is a story of expbration and discovery. 1 believe this research is no different. 

Given its qualitative nature. 1 engaged in a k)ng term romance with the data and the 

writing through the analysis, moving back and forth fix)m the words, the images, the 

ideas, and the conceptual implications of what was being discovered. It was recursive, but 

it was also filled with transformatnns. Not only was 1 transformed as the researcher, as 

the writer, but my work also underwent multiple transformations. As mentioned earlier, 

my questions evolved throughout the story; at times 1 would have to kx)k back at my 

questions and remind myself what was it that I had selected as my focal point of analysis. 

At other times, what seemed so obvious at the beginning of the expk)ratk)n... grew blurry 

and 1 coukl no kinger distinguish the questions. More than once 1 rewrote my research 

questions from the time I proposed the study in the proposal to the writing of the 

dissertations: the transformations were ongoing. To the point that the study became more 

and more about literacy competence and less about reading processes and practices. In 

other words, the enactment of the literacy practKees, the participation in the literacy 

events, and the construction of meaning through the use of literacy processes became the 

tools, or the living evidence, of the social construction of Stuart's literacy competence or 
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incompetence, ability and disability. In this case study, literacy was the dimension that I 

selected to explore, but other scholars have raised similar questions looking at other 

multiple communicative events (Kovarsky. Dunchan & MaxweU. 1999). 

Issues of Validity. Reliability and Informed Consent 

Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) believe that ''data in themselves cannot be valid 

or invalid, what is at issue are the inferences drawn from them^ (p. 191). Folbwing my 

conceptual framework that reality is socially constructed and meanings are not static but 

ever-changing, I am aware of the quantitative origin of the term validity and its 

problematk place when applied to qualitative research (Woteott. 1994). Nevertheless. I 

use validity in my research to refer to the necessary 'trustworthiness'* (Lincon & Cuba. 

198S) of the interpretations made during the analysis. I utilized numerous and diverse 

data sources, ranging from videotaped interactk)ns and documents to transcribed 

interviews and observatnnal field notes, all of which covered a period of approximately 

seven years. I was able to establish the trustworthiness of my interpretatk)ns by ensuring 

that the emerging patterns were reflecting the whole of the data set I used multiple data 

sources to corroborate, contradict and disconfirm possible interpretations. In additk)n to 

the use of multiple data sources, I actively searched for different theoretk:al angles to 

analyze my data. Finally, although I was not able to have ongoing communicatk)n with 

Stuart during the process of analysis as I had initially planned, he had access to a draft of 

the document and his feedback was greatly appreciated, as I invited him to read and 

comment on drafts of this work. 
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From my previous experiences as a researcher. I have come to vahie the process 

of negotiating access and obtaining informed consent from participants. In my readings 

of aphasic research. I found it problematic that gaining informed consent in research with 

aphasic survivors has only recently gained important recognition, in order to validate 

their active participation in the research process (Kagan & Zimelman. 1995). I personally 

met Stuart in June of2000 and he was informed at that time of my work with Ken as a 

research assistant, and in August of2001.1 gained informed consent from Stuart as a 

participant in the research. At that time, he gave consent to using his real name during the 

writing of this study, as this is. after all a story about Stuart's experiences with aphasia. 

All other names of friends, medical doctors or therapists mentioned by Stuart have been 

changed in order to ensure confidentiality and protect their identity. 
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CHAPTER 3. -I GOT A BOOK NOW, A HISTORY BOOK:" SOCIOCULTURAL 

LANDSCAPES OF LITERACY COMPETENCE 

On Reading 
Andrea: Are you still reading the newspaper regularly? 
Stuart: Yea, or a book. I got a book now. a history book [...] It's a new 
one. I can t remember the name but he won a prize Pu-
Andrea: A Pulitzer? 
Stuart: Yes (laughs) 
(Transcription. August 1. 2001) 

On Writing 
Andrea: Are you still doing your agenda? Do you still keep written 
records of your life? 
Stuart: Well. I don't do it now. Well. like. I always have a piece of paper. 
though It's like you write things down, / do too. You have to. I had to 
before because 1 wouldn t [...] remember something 
(Transcription, August1. 2001) 

Life for Stuart after the stroke meant doctors, hospitals, exams, therapies, and 

medical reports. But most of alL it meant learning to live with aphasia (Parr. Byng & 

Gilpin & Ireland. I997).This process involved, among other things, understanding the 

peculiarities of his oral and written language, as well as &cing the multiple emotionaL 

physical and social challenges that came with the experienced physical and 

communication changes. **Well at the beginning, when it's fresh, and you don't... for a 

couple of days you're..Stuait paused as he struggled to find the words to reveal his 

early memories of those chaotic days after the cerebral hemorrhage. "Even though you 

are awake, you don't know what you are doing," Stuart described, narrating his 

experiences seven years since the beginning of his aphasia. 

After spending ten days in the hospital in Tucson. Stuait was then transferred back 

to Willcox, where he stayed for three weeks. "The doctor that I still see in Willcox," 
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Stuait cominiied, **rigfat at the beginning, he started to get me into a... I don't know what 

you call it... haliway house in Tucson. And they did ail the therapy and learning how to 

live and whatever. It took the insurance company three weeks to decide it was ok.'^ Once 

he got the approval fix)m his company, he began an intensive rehabilitation process 

including speech, occupational and physical therapy. 

Those first days folk>wing the stroke also meant engaging in a process of 

reieaming language, what Strauss (1999) describes as a process of **leaming a first 

language for the second time" characterized by reieaming "how to communicate 

linguistically, a purposeful behavior that involves both linguistic competence and 

communicative competence" (p.403). It is usually the case that the days immediately 

after a cerebral vascular accident, or stroke, oral language is severely affected. During 

this acute phase of recovery, stroke survivors might experience a phase of complete 

'mutism.' which in the case of Stuait lasted ten days. It is during this time that some of 

the initial language evaluatk>ns take place and where the presence of language k)ss first 

becomes evident. "For the first ten days... 1 had... the speech therapist and the others 

doing stuff with me." Stuart recalled his response to realization of language difficulties . 

"I don't remember that I was... upset, because I could tell that, that... I don't know. 

maybe I had an idea that it's going to get better." 

In order to understand the magnitude of this event with regards to literacy it is 

necessary to understand what changed and what remained the same in how Stuart read, 

wrote, and the purposes written language served in his life. In this chapter, I e>q>k)re the 

social sphere of Stuart's literacy life and 1 ask the question; 
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What are Stuart's perceptions of his literacy practices and uses of written 

language following the onset of aphasia and how these changed? 

I purposely begin the study by understanding Stuart as a literate individual who 

transacts with texts within a variety of contexts in order highlight what Stuart does with 

literacy as a reader and writer >^-ith aphasia. How did he use literacy after the stroke? 

What type of texts did he encounter? How die he use print? What functions did reading 

and writing serve in his life? What new literacies did Stuart develop as he learned to 

participate in literacy events after the stroke? These questions bring to the foreground the 

social and cuhural underpinnings of literacy. I speak of reading and writing not only as 

mental processes, but aiso as social practkres. I follow Edelsky's (1996) proposal for 

seeing literacy **as both an underlying process and part of a variety of social practices'' (p. 

97). She argues that: 

Processes and practices alike have social ar$d psychological dimensions. 
Neither process nor practice are strictly within or strictly between people. 
Social prtKtices include beliefs: underlying processes relay on social 
norms (p.97). 

Therefore, the questk)n that frames this chapter expbres how Stuart uses literacy 

and documents the texts he encounters in his daily transactions with written language 

once aphasia became part of his life. Discovering the ftinctwns of reading and writing, 

and the types of texts he uses to fulfill such functk>ns, provides us with significant 

informatkjn about his literacy competence. I consider it to be very important to begin 

with the social dimensk)n of literacy and thus to start from literacy as a social activity, 

not only to get a sense of Stuart as a literate being, but also to contextualize any 
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conversation dealing with reading and writing in aphasia within a social realm of 

experience. As I have mentioned, this is a largely n^lected sphere in any discussion 

linking aphasia with reading or writing. 

This chapter is divided into three sections: the first one presents the theoretical 

context that frames my question. A second section, contrasts clinical and ethnographic 

portraits of Stuart's literacy competence, and problematizes the ways in which Stuart's 

identity is constructed by clinical evaluations as compared with social and situated 

understandings of literacy. Finally, in the third section of this chapter 1 locate Stuan's 

literacy configuration (Taylor, 1993) and his contrasting literacy profiles within a larger 

sociocuhural and ideological context dealing with literacy as social practice. 

Theoretical Framework: Competence, Literacy and Aphasia 

The foUowing discussion highlights some of the main ideas from my theoretical 

framework that relate to the topic under exploration in this chapter. I therefore begin by 

addressing my view of literacy and competence as situated practice, and conclude the 

section by reviewing the stale of current research about literacy in aphasia. 

Literacv Competence as Situated Practke 

In the present study, a guiding argument is the belief that literacy competence is 

socially constructed through our daily partk;ipation in multiple literacy events and 

practices. Writing about communicative competence within clinical discourse settings, 

Kovarsky, Duchan and Maxwell (1999) believe that "displays of competence rely heavily 

on the conditk>ns that prevail in partk;ular occasnns'^ (p. 18). Their view is one that 
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highlights the situated nature of performance and the influence of social interaction in the 

construction of a competent or incompetent identity. Their work resonates strongly with 

my theoretical orientation of the social construction of self and identity through |»actice 

and interaction. I locate my understanding of competence following this situated 

framework, where competence is not something statk and quantifiable but a dynamic and 

complex display of abilities that emerge depending on the contextual features that frame 

social communicative interactions. 

As mentwned in my introduction, my understanding of literacy is also influenced 

by the notk>n that literacy practKes emerge fit)m contextualized activity within socially 

constructed worlds. The conceptualizatnn of literacy 'as practice' has been supported 

and elaborated by Street (1995), who writes that 'lo describe the specificity of literacies 

in partkular places and times, I have found is helpful to empby the concept of'literacy 

practices'" {p.2). Street goes on to state that "The concept of'Literacy practices' is 

pitched at a higher level of abstraction and refers to both behavior and the social and 

cultural conceptualizations that give meaning to the uses of reading and writing" (p.2). 1 

also folk>w the work of Barton (1994), who makes a clear distinction between literacy 

events and literacy practkres. According to Barton, literacy events are defined as Ihe 

partKular activities in which literacy has a role; they may be regular repeated activities" 

(p.37). Barton believes that literacy practKes reflect another layer of analysis, as they 

describe ""The general cultural ways of utilizing literacy that people draw upon in a 

literacy event" (p. 37). In subsequent work, Baiton and Hamilton (1998) elaborate on the 

distinctfon between literacy events and practKes, and they claim that "events are 
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empirical and observable; practices are more abstract and are inferred from events and 

from other cuhiiral information^ (P-^^)-1 borrow from their conceptualization of literacy 

practices as abstract and inferred as a useful resource in my exploration of Stuart's 

literacy practices. 

Within any given literacy event, an individual uses literacy in a myriad of ways in 

order to fulfill a number of personal and social purposes within socially and culturally 

constructed worlds (Taylor & Dorsey Gaines. 1988). This notion builds on the work of 

Halliday (1978) who advocates for a functional view of language through which we look 

at what the individual can do with language within a social context. In this perspective, 

society lies at the center instead of the individual; ihe individual's language potential is 

interpreted'' (p. 16) as the language user participates in social contexts, establishes and 

maintains social relationships. 

Halliday (1978) believes that in this frame of mind, **we are interested in what 

language can do, or rather, in what the speaker, child or aduh, can do with it; and we try 

to explain the nature of language, its internal organization and patterning, in terms of the 

function that it has evolved to serve" (p. 16). A functional approach to language implies 

that what is said in any particular situation is *iunctionally related to observable features 

of the situatbn" (p. 18). In this way, language, both oral and written, take distinctive 

socially constructed forms depending on the purposes and conventions set up by the 

sociocuhural contexts. 

Therefore. Halliday (1978) allows for a sock}k)gk:al and flinctnnal theory of 

language, rather than a psychok)gk:al or structural theory of language. "A functional 
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theory is not a theor>' about the mental processes involved in the learning of the mother 

toi^ue: it is a theory about the social processes involved^ (p. 18). A functional approach 

to language forces us to look beyond the *in the bead' type of understanding of language 

and literacy (Taylor. 1993) into the sociocuhural workl of literacy. 

Literacy is multiple and socioculturally situated (Dyson. 1993. Scribner & Cole. 

1981, Vygotsky. 1978). Perez (1998) nicely summarizes a sociocultural perspective when 

describing reading and writing as being constituted acts of knowing... situated within 

a given cultural and social contexts" (p.25). John-Steiner and Mahn (1996) poim out that 

"learning and devek)pment take place in socially and culturally shaped contexts"(p. 194). 

1 believe that every event in our daily lives represents a learning experience mediated by 

muhiple sign systems and a myriad of other mediational tools. 

I thus define literacy competence as the ability to use written language for 

meaningful purposes, relevant to the lives of those who transact with texts within 

multiple contexts. To be a competent user of literacy implies that one can move in and 

out of different contexts using literacy for muhiple purpx>ses; in other words, to have the 

flexibility to use and reinvent functions of written language, and to acknowledge reading 

and writing processes as tools for constructing new meanings, revisiting old meaning«^ 

and recreating present meanings into something new. Literacy competence implies that 

we use literacy to make knowledge, ideas, and personal meanings accessible for revisk>n 

and critical reflection. It means to use literacy in order to have full access and 

piarticipation within literate communities in empowering and participatory ways. 
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Related to my particular interest in understanding literacy in the case of a man 

with aphasia is &ct that by looking at how written language is used under this particular 

circumstance, we can ieam about the nature of written language. Furthermore, we can 

also leam about the lai^uage processes which shape the way language is being used, and 

how these processes are in turned shaped by the functk>ns it has been designed to serve, 

resulting in a dialectKal process: **A flmctbnal approach to language, if it includes a 

devebpmental perspective, can throw a great deal of light on the nature of language 

itseir (Halliday, 1978. p. 19). 

Literacy Exptorations in Aphask)k)gy 

A careful review of research in the field of aphasiolgy uncovered a surprisingly 

small number of studies concentrating on literacy and aphasia. For the most part, the 

work of one particular researcher became instrumental in supporting my evolving 

theoretk^l fiamework. Susan Parr (1995.19%) and her team of British researchers have 

taken into consideration not only the sociocuttural nature of language and literacy, but 

have carried out qualitative studies where the goal has been to discover the daily literacy 

practkes of a group of people with a aphasia. Her work provkles a state-of-the-arts 

example of how clinicians and researchers are shifting per^)ectives for understanding 

literacy and language in lives of those living with aphasia. Working under the kleok)gKal 

model of literacy proposed by Street (1995), Parr's theoretkal orientation is the one that 

most cbsely resembles the study of literacy I have conducted. 

In one of her research studies. Parr (1995) interviewed twenty individuals living 

with aphasia, and their partners when necessary, in order to investigate the evohitkin of 
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literacy practices and the level of participation of the individuals in such practices. She 

states that. 

These practices may change with the onset of eqyhasia It is therefore 
decided to gauge what roles had changed for the aphasic people 
interviewed Irrformants were asked to describe chartges in terms of loss or 
gain, rather than simply in terms of loss alone (p. 224). 

By conducting semi-structured interviews, the researcher elicited a number of activities 

related to reading and writing. ~These activities." Parr (1995) writes, "were perceived as 

relevant because they would be directly involved in the maintenance of roles by the 

aphasic informants'* (p. 230). She analyzed the transcribed interviews using qualitative 

strategies and she concludes that, **literacy practices had been shared by. and delegated 

to. social network members pre-morbidly in the idiosyncratic maimer...Some interviews 

also provided evidence of adaptation to aphasia through the use of social operational 

and technical back-ups" (p. 233). Her conchiskjns reveal that individuals living with 

aphasia continue to partxripate in their everyday literacy practk%s either by continuing 

their distributkin of roles before the stroke, or by modifying existing social networks 

through the introduction of adaptation strategies, or through the reconfiguration of their 

roles within such practices. 

Parr (199S) discusses her findings in light of how these may influence the 

devek>pment of functional reading and writing therapy. She claims that "idiosyncratic 

patters of pre-morbid and current literacy (nactice suggest that functional assessment and 

then^)y should not be prescr^tive. and that independence may not always be an 

appropriate goal for rehabilitation'^ (p.223). Although I find i»x>blematic the use of such 

language as 'pre-morbid' to describe the nature of literacy practkes before the onset of 
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aphasia. Parr's conceptual orientation is one that argues for the need to locate written 

language within the ideological model of literacy (Street 1995). That is. to recognize the 

larger social cultural and ideological contexts which shape the life of people learning to 

live with aphasia. It also demonstrates a shift from conceptualizing literacy as an 

individual or 'autonomous' skilL to defining literacy as shared and distributed within 

social networks. 

Finally. Parr (1995. 19%) stresses the need to conduct qualitative studies where 

research questions focus on the lived literacy and language experiences of those who 

suffer from aphasia rather than on artificial clinical representations of language. She 

believes that a more qualitative and interpretative approach to the study and evaluation of 

literacy in aphasia will strengthen current conversations around functional therapy and 

functional assessment. 

There is much resistance in aphasiology to the proposed type of inquiry both in its 

theoretical and methodological implications (Pierce. 1996). The arguments of its 

opponents resemble those argimients found in the field of education offered by those wiio 

disregard qualitative research as not being scientific research. They fail to acknowledge 

the validity of qualitative research and the contextualization of human e^qxrience within 

socioculturally and historically mediated realities. Parr (1996) writes that the strength of 

qualitative methodok>gies "lies precisely in their sensitivity to the diversity of human 

experience- the lives behind the statistKs"" (p. 476). With this in mind, I now turn to the 

stor>' behind the clinical and ethnographic landscapes of literacy competence in Stuart's 

life. 
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Contrasting Literacy Profiles 

<>nBiTf Tht> riiniral (Mis)Representation 

Hospitalization after a stroke can usually last fix>m several weeks to several 

months. This is one of the reasons why much of the initial recognition and evaluation of 

the consequences of a stroke take place within the coki and often un&miiliar ho^ital 

setting. "They'd have a couple, or three pictures.'' Stuart smiled as he remembered these 

initial assessments seven years after the stroke. "Pick out the cup. or whatever. Man! It is 

just... and you have a picture of a dog or whatever. It's weird." Stuart picked up the 

toothbrush thinking he had successfully completed this easy task of klentifying a cup; 

after all. he knew perfectly well what a cup was. 

Kathy remembered boking at him and feeling scared. ~0h my God. is he going to 

be like this forever.** Kathy recalled thinking as Stuart pk:ked up the toothbrush during 

the evaluatioiL Meanw hile. Stuart was pretty confident of ^^1)at he was doing. He thought 

he had performed the requested task. It was not until he saw Kathy's face that he realized 

something was wrong. Because the evaluation process attempts to identify the magnitude 

of language bss after the stroke. ^)eech and language evaluators cannot offer any type of 

feedback during the process. Therefore, the evaluator did not let him know he had made a 

mistake. But Stuart knew something was going on; he coukl read Kathy's &ce but he 

could iK)t read the face of others. "They had .. .their poker facesr Stuart descnbed as he 

wrote down on a piece of p^ier the words "poker fece' to aid his oral language (Figure 6). 

**If something... was wrong... tell me," Stuart said wiien he recalled this experience six 
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months after the stroke. His mind tokl him there was a subtext going on. but he was only 

able to read part of it. 

Figure 6. Stuart's writing of Poker Face to aid his oral language while retelling 

evaluation stones after the stroke. October 16,1994 

Not only is this period of time crucial for the overall prognosis of possible 

communicative and motor difficuhies. but it is also an exhaustive experietice. **The worse 

thing is the schedule for sleep, because they had to wake you up every four weeks, or 

hours.'' Stuart said, complaining of his days in the hospital "That is the worse. And 

then... three different assessments, because everybody wants to do it on their own [...] It 

was Saint Agnes here, the Wilcox Hospital and the hallway house again.** 1 was surprised 

at the amount of work this must have meant for Stuart and how extenuating the whole 

process must have been. "Oh you bet.** Stuart continued sharing his assessment 

memories, "and it was total for each of those assessments there was the ... physical the 

mental whatever." 

What foUows is a portrait of Stuart as described in the Initial Cognitive 

Communication evaluation conducted one month after his stroke and the Moderate 

Psychofogical Evaluation performed five months following the brain injury. Although 

these evaluations had important contradkrtions in their clinical representation of Stuart, 

describing him as highly "optimistic" and "severely depressed" at the same time, they 

help reconstruct Stuart's clinical background at the time the data for the study was 
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collected. These documents also represent one of the many ways in which incompetence 

may be socially constructed after the onset of aphasia. 

The Cognitive Communication Evaluation 

According to his Initial Cognitive Communication Evaluation dated May 10. 

1994. some of Stuart's communicative strengths included '^adequate auditory 

comprehension for simple one-to-one conversation,** and the ability to express "simple 

ideas** through different modalities, such as speech, gesture and writing. The evahiation 

presents a list of the assessment tools employed (Table 8), but no quantitative resuhs of 

any of the administered tests are offered, nor is there any clarification of which 

"portions** from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasic Examination were used. 

Table 8. 

Assessment Procedures as Reported bv the Initial Cognitive Communication Evaluation 

dated Mav 10. 1994. 

Infonnal measures of cognition and communication 

Line Bisection 

Portions of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination 

Stuart was found to have no difficuhies in terms of "^executive functions** or 

~fluictional memory.** In addition, "motivation** and **conversational and social 

pragmatics** were among his identified '^strengths." The evaluation report lists a number 

of identified "barriers," which included •'severely impaired expressive skilK" 

characterized by "severe oral-verbal apraxia,** "verbal and semantic paraphasias** and 
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**severely impaired wrinen expression.'^ Stuart's reading comprehension is described as 

"moderately impaired** akhou^ it had been previously identified as being one of Stuart's 

strengths. Later in the same report the summary describes Stuart as having "iiighly 

accurate reading and auditory comprehension skills."* The report conchides with a list of 

long-term goals and speech-language therapy are recommended: 

Loag tcrais goab as iadkatcd ia the laitial Cogiitive Coaaaaicative 
Evahiatioa: From medical records dated May 10,1994 
1. Client will express moderately complex ideas, using a variety of expressive 
modalities (speech, gesture, writing) during 1:1 interactions. 
2. Client will demonstrate reading comprehension adequate for newspaper articles 
3. Client will write 2-3 word phrases accurately and independently. 

The Initial Cognitive Communication Evaluation was folk)wed by a Cognitive 

Communication Discharge Summary dated May 28, 1994. two weeks after the initial 

evaluation. This report presents the **discharge status" of the identified '^barriers" from 

the initial evaluation, all of which, for the most part, continued to be observed. Reading 

comprehension is described as having "improved for speed and accuracy, though deficits 

persists" with no reference made to any of the previously identified strengths. Thus, 

speech-language therapy is recommended for a period of one year. No information is 

offered about the activities or materials utilized during the therapy sessions. The report 

conchides by stating that Stuart "continues to be highly motivated and his family is very 

supportive of his rehabilitation efforts." 

The Moderate Psvchotoeical Evaluation 

A Moderate Psychological Evaluatk)n was conducted on September 29, 1994 

because Stuait and Kathy were expiring possibilities for receiving support services from 

the State. "We contacted vocational rehabilitation to see about services for Stuart," Kathy 
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shared whh Ken on January 22,199S. four months after the evahiation was performed, 

"and part of the requirements are a physical exam and a psychological exam. Stuart had 

to drive to Douglas and meet with [the doctor] [...] and this was the report,'' Kathy 

explained. 

According to the report, multiple assessment instruments were used to assess 

Stuart's ~cognitive, emotional and behavioral functioning" (Table 9). The evaluator's 

observations included remarks about Stuart's "^casuaT but '^appropriate" dressing for 

~public contact." It was also noted that Stuart was "optimistic about regaining some 

motor functioning on his right side." Under a section entitled **Assessment Resuhs" the 

report began by stating that Stuart's "mental status" presented him "as a severely disabled 

but well-developed and well-nourished aduft male of Anglo American heritage who did 

appear to be in acute distress." These observations and descriptions remind me of 

Michelle Fine's (1995) evocative discussion of the construction of'other' and 'self 

through the simplification of the complexities of life and the cold alienation of those 

whose stories get told, in this case, through medicalized discourses. 

Results fix>m the WRAT-3 identified Stuait as having a "7'*' grade reading level", 

a "S"" grade spelling level" and a "6"' grade arithmetic level." A verbal IQ score of 110 

obtained in the verbal scale of the WAIS-R, was described as being "above average." 

Responses to The Bender Gestaft Test were interpreted as providing indications of 

organic brain damage" while under the "Conclusions" section of the report, the evaluator 

states the presence of "an organically initiated disturbance." 
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Table 9. 

Assessment Procedures Reported in the Moderate Psychological Evaluation dated 

September 29. 1994. 

Draw A Person Technique 

"This [the evaluation) was September 29* and they never did contact us again," 

Kathy continued sharing the story of this particular assessment process. "So, during 

Christmas I called to find out what was up and went down and meet with the case 

manager. And he asks Stuart, you know, 'Do you feel like you need medication?* He is 

asking flmny questmns,** Kathy sakl as Stuart nodded his head as to validate the 

conversation, "and we asked if we coukl have a copy of this report. And we were jiist 

flabbergasted when we read it.** 

The evahiator described Stuart as having "strong feelings of anxiety, frustration 

and self-pity with a strong tendency towards depression and impaired interpersonal 

relatwns." His "rendering** of a person in the Draw-A-Person-Technique was initially 

interpreted as ^an encouraging sign that he still has a positive self-competence** only to 

be later denied in the conclusions by stating that "projective tests results suggest that 

Stuart*s self-concept at present is severely impaired.** As I read the reports, the image of 

young Patrick in Denny Taytor's Learning Denied (1991) came to my mind, whose file 

Mental status examination 

Wide Rai^ Achievement Test 

(WRAT-3) 

Bender Gestah Test 

Clinical interview Shipley Institute of Living Scale 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-R 

(WAIS-R) (Verbal scale only) 

Psychiatric Diagnostk: Interview (PDI) 

Records Review 
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got thicker and thicker with contradictions based on conflicting interpretations of 

observational data and problematic standardized testing results. In Stuart's case, the 

overwhelming annount of paradoxical statements about his competence and performance 

during this evaluation increased with the turn of every page on the report 

'̂ Objective test results suggest that Stuart is capable of /unction 

above the average range both intellectually and academically" 

**11 is appareat that Staart^s thoaght proccssug aid 

academic slulb faactioBiag are abo iaipaircd** 

*'He just mentioned that the client seems deeply depressed," Kathy went on with 

the recollection of their experience, and Stuart began to laugh. Kathy's voice offered a 

competing discourse, rejecting the &brication of a 'Stuart' they didn't know. "^And he has 

no short term memory, no tong term memory," Kathy went on, lie hides from people, I 

am using some words... regress socially, and he hasn't gotten out in the public." 

"He recalled 6 digits forward and 5 digits backwards. 

an above average level of performance " 

''Atteatioa deficit (...| aad impairmcat of siiort- aad 

loag-tenn aieaiory." 

"And so we had to set up a meeting," Kathy continued to reconstruct the story, 

"We are supposed to meet with our case manager and this [doctor] on Friday. And I take 

half a day o(T from work and our case manager dkl not show up. But we met with the 

psychotogist." 
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" f t  i s  t h o u g h t  t h a t  S t u a r t ' s  i n s i g h t  a n d  j u d g e m e n t  [ s i c ]  

are relatively intact. " 

**Markcdly inpaired social jadgeneat (slcl" 
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"We asked him about some things in this report, and we said. *We just don't feel 

that this is true/ And I asked about the depression, 'What are you basing that on? Is it a 

test or is it your observations?"" Kathy elaborated. "^And he said.' WeU. basically 

observation.' And 1 said. 'What did you see in Stuan that told you he was depressed?' 

And he said. 'Well he talks sk>wer than most people do." By time Kathy finished the 

phrase. Stuait had begun laughing and moved his head demonstrating his complete 

disbelief. 

B thoaght that carmt asscssmcat rcsalts are reasoaably 

accarate cstiaiatcs of his carreat leveb of cogaitive, eaiotioBal 

aad behavionil faactmaiag.** 

Someone who at the beginning of the evaluation was described as '^varm. friendly 

and trustiUr had become "easily upset, tense, excitable, restless irritable, emotionally 

immature and unstable with a k>w frustration tolerance.'' Stuart who was initially 

described as "actively cooperative." was later "glum, sober, serious, subdued and 

pessimistK." Finally, the report ''predicted that Stuart has feelings of anxiety, dread, 

frustration and self-pity" and he "may tend to withdraw from others, be taciturn, 

incommunicative, seclusive. retiring and introspective." 

**Staart's physical aad emotioaal disabilities preveat seekiag, obtaiaiag or 

raaiataiaiag eaipioyBieat.'* 

''Staart Carter qaalifies as an (sic| severely disabled clieat" 
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'^Thaak yom for tkis opportiaity to be of service." 

Coda: "1 wasn't depressed until 1 read this repon~. 

After speaking with the psychobgist. Kathy and Stuart found out that the 

psychologist had a brother who had had a stroke and was never able to regain control of 

his life due to a severe clinical depressk>n. Kathy went on to describe Stuart's response; 

"What Stuart toM him was 7 mzsn i depressed until I read this report, about how bad off 

I was.'" she said, as Stuart laughed, finding the underlying irony of the process to be 

almost unbelievable. **He felt that he was doing us a favor [...] by making it as bad as 

possible.'^ (Cathy commented. Because the evaluation was a requirement to apply for 

State services, it seems like the evaluator believed that a negative report would increase 

Stuart's chances for receiving services. "We even think, even if that's the case, it is not 

true. So. why have something in there that's not true. Specially if it pigeon holes him into 

stapling the bottom of a paper bag or something because he is dangerous...or...'' (Cathy 

said. "Or not responsible. " Ken added. "Right," responded (Cathy. "And that's the way it 

presents him." 

"Well," Stuart said, "the thing has to say, just do it..." "Correctly." (Cathy 

mentk)ned. "Honestly", saki (Cen. "Honestly," Stuart continued, "even if that means I 

won't get more help from the State. Because that's... that could hurt me more than the 

truth." 

Stuart: A EHfferent Portrait 

The representation of a different portrait of Stuart's literacy competence, a portrait 

emerging from an ethnographic perspective for the study literacy within everyday 
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contexts, is possible when the object of study is seen as residing beyond the fvesence of 

the individual's brain injury. The following literacy profile portrays a unique literacy 

configuration to honor the complexities of Stuart's literacy practices. Taylor (1993) 

eloquently describes how, "Thinking about the types and uses of reading and writing 

enables us to focus upon the social processes throi^ which individuals and groups of 

children create literacy configurations that are functional in everyday life'' (p.64). In 

addition. I am inspired by Lytle's (1991/2001) rendering of wtiat is entailed in the 

construction of literacy profiles. Lytle states that; 

A person s literacy profile might be conceptualized as a contemporary 
quilt in progress, a kind of patchwork whose cor^guration is closely 
linked to specific settings characterized by specific opportunities and 
constraints...Intra- and interindividual d0erences in literacy development 
reflect context of use. so that any individual's quilt will be both unique and 
dynamic " (p.382}. 

Stuart's literacy profile is constituted by a detail configuration of unique patterns of 

literacy in use. I begin by a brief description of historical literacies from Stuart's 

autobiography. Subsequently, 1 describe Stuan's contemporary reading and writing 

practices since the onset of aphasia, and include as part of these accounts, detailed 

examples of what Barton and Hamilton (1998) have described as the "texts of everyday 

life." These texts consist of Ihe texts of personal life, generated in the course of 

everyday activities" (p. 257). 

Historical Literacies 

Literacy seemed to have been part of Stuart's life since he was bom. His mother 

kept a detailed record of his early years in a 'Baby Book', whkrh has yellow bard covers, 

and is bounded with a light beige lace; a scrapbook which represents a rich source of 
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memories of his early years, and which Stuart shared with Ken during one of their 

sessions early in the study, on November of 1994. His mom had meticulously 

documented all significant events from Stuart's first years, from his birth announcement 

and hospital records, to his weight at birth and his first words. From this documentation. I 

learned that Stuart was somewhat of a 'slow talker'. Under the Language section, with 

beautifully crafted calligraphy, the text reads: "At 21 months he could speak but he was 

very reluctant toch so.̂  It later continues. "At 3years still does not speak clearly but he 

is very demonstrative and expressive " His favorite toys were "Musical animals and 

music boxes. " 

From the sharing of this 'Baby Book.' it seemed that print was regarded as 

something with deep personal meaning in his fomily. The scrapbook was rich with cok)r 

and black-and-white photographs that spoke of Stuart's past Muhiple handwritten aiKl 

printed texts added important details to his history. Stuart's mom calligraphy 

complemented the off-white pages and provided personal meanings to the black-ink 

printed texts, like newspaper clips and printed documents. Stuart told the story of his 

second birthday, which was celebrated on the 4'*' of July at the house of some friends. 

Reading one small newspaper clip Ken asked, *^Your birthday party got into the 

newspaper?" "You bet!." Stuart responded with a huge smile on his face. 

Turning the pages of the scrapbook evoked the telling of anecdotes of Stuart's 

past and family memories. Stuart's father, who currently lives m New Mexico, used to be 

a politKian. He won in 1968 his first electk>n to a regk>nal political positk)n in the state of 

New Mexico, and then he won again in 1976 and 1980. He hokls degrees in political 



science and economy, and later changed professions and took on timing, among other 

things. His mom. who passed away to cancer in March of 1986. came fix>m Polish 

descent but she was bom in the United States. 

•Stacks by the bed:^ Reading in Stuart's Literacy Practices 

Jumping ahead in Stuart's iiterac>' history, it was evident early on in the 

collaboration with Ken that he was an avid reader. "You get many magazines?," asked 

Ken in their initial sessk)n on October 8.1994. *X)h yes,"" responded Stuart '^He k)ved to 

read," Kathy added, "he has stacks by the bed. He is interested in everything." 

"Everything," corroborated Stuart almost at the same time as Kathy finished her phrase. 

"We shoukl tell from that too.. .There's tnore things." Stuart said as he took out from his 

black cover planner a list of books he wrote and gave it to KeiL The list, whkrh was 

handwritten on paper form Stuart's co-op meeting of September 14, 1994. included 

books he had read or was reading approximately six months after the stroke (Figure 7). 

"Oh, 1 probably got... well... this one the eight... eight time," Stuart pointed to Abraham 

Lincoln by Carl Sandburg (1993). "Chapter?," Ken expk>red, but Stuart did not elaborate 

his response. "And that one, 1 did, 1 did," Stuart continued, pointing to Bom in Blood-The 

Lost Secrets of Free Masonry by John J. Robinson (1989.). 

As evidenced from his list of books in Figure 7, Stuart enjoyed reading on a 

variety of topKs for recreational purposes. This type of reading was continued after the 

stoke, and was only iitterrupted during the immediate weeks of his recovery due to the 

inability to make sense of printed texts as a result of the inflammation of the brain. Once 

the inflanmiatkin subsided, Stuart returned to his usual recreatmnal reading practKes. 
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Many of the books he was interested on had to do with original history written by the 

founding Others of the United States. Stuart expressed his interest in reading many of 

these texts for educational purposes. His interest in histoncal texts continued to be a trend 

in his reading practices throughout the years. On our last interview in August of2001 

Stuart was ei^aged in reading the book 7%e Founding Brothers by Joseph Ellis (2001), 

and winner of the Pulitzer prize, and he carried with him a copy of the Constitution of the 

United States of America which he read in his spare time. 

Stuart also read numerous magazines for both recreational purposes, to inform 

himself of current events, and for scientific purposes, to expand his understanding of 

scientific topics. His past experiences as a Geobgy major and his work experience as a 

pecan former, made this type of reading an attractive and ongoing practKe for Stuart 

"The best one, we don't get any more is Smi- (He writes 'Smithsonian') How do you say 

that?."^ Stuart asked Ken for assistance. ^^Smithsonian. 1 have thaL'' Ken said. "^We had it 

like three years," Kathy added. 
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In addition to scientific magazines. Stuart received numerous magazines related to 

the field of Pecan Farming, as well as newsletters and seed catalogues which kept him 

up-to-<late with recent advances in the field even years after he had to sell most of his 

land because of financial difficulties. 

The newspaper was another form of print literacy through which Stuait kept 

informed about the happenings of the workL, and which alk)wed Stuait to participate in 

conversations related to k)caL national and international news. In this way. Stuait's use of 

the newspaper couki be klentified as supporting social interactwns. in additk)n to the 

gathering of news and current events. I observed one of these social interactk)ns mediated 

by printed texts during my visit to Willcox in August of 2001. Stuart established the 

Furniture store where he works as our meeting point. When 1 arrived to the store, Stuart 

was reading the newspaper in a room at the back of the furniture store with Randy, the 

owner of the store, his wife and children. Stuart's two children. Cameron and Caitlin. 

were also in the store. In such an informal gathering, 1 observed Stuart talking about texts 

with his fnends and &mily and commenting on the limited availability of the newspaper 

in his house. The following event took place when Randy asked a question about one 

local news report in the newspaper. 

Frofli FieUacitcs, Aagist 3,2001 

Randy asked me some questions about my research and somehow we 

ended up discussing an event reported in the news the day before. Randy 

asked Stuart is he had read the newspaper the day before, and Stuart sakl 

be hadn't. At that point Caitlin helped reconstruct the news of a man who 
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got injured during his work and a nail ended up beii^ caught in his 

forehead, or someplace near one of his eyes. The doctors in the hospital 

were able to remove the nail but the most interesting aspect was that the 

guy did not suffer any kind of damage from the injury. "The nail missed 

everything.'* Caitlin said. Stuart then shared his dissadsfiiction with the 

fact that he has to drive 8 miles to get his mail and his newspaper. "The 

guy won't deliver all the way to the house." Stuart said. Diane and Randy 

were surprised to how far he must go to get it. "Sometimes, you get there 

and he is not there. You end up reading the newspaper at 7 pm. You read 

three-day-old-news," Stuart continued. 

Early on. Ken discovered that Stuart kept informed of recent events by reading the 

newspq)er. On the first session they had together on October of 1994. Ken asked Stuart 

to read an artk:le from the Arizona Daily Star, the local new^)aper. Much to Ken's 

surprise. Stuart had already read that partkular article and could comment on the content 

of the article. Thus, the newspaper became one of the texts used during their collaborative 

sessions to expk)re his oral and silent reading, a text Stuart had klentified as one that he 

continued to read after the stroke. Later on. Kathy mentioned that Stuait woukl 

sometimes read ak)ud Newsweek not only for the purpose of gaining information from the 

text, but with the purpose of'practicing' his reading abilities. This particular purpose for 

reading a text to support his rebabilitatnn process came to be part of his literacy 

configuration after the stroke, and will be discussed later in the chapter. 
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Stuart used readii^ to build and maintain social relationships (Taylor. 1988). He 

often read children's book with Caitlin and Cameron. As a resuh from the stroke, this 

practice was not eliminated. Stuart continued to read with Cameron, who was six years 

oki and learning to read when Stuart experienced the stroke. This social interactkinal use 

of reading was reflected Stuart's in his 'silent' participation almost following the stroke 

in a chat room related to aphasia. The website was called the "Stroke Coanectbn" and 

Stuart used to read the messages of other people recovering from a stroke. During the 

initial stages of recovery from aphasia. Stuart found it interesting to read about the stories 

of others recovering from aphasia. 

Reading for instrumental purposes had always been part of his life. Reading to 

gain information became a particularly important function of literacy when Stuait had his 

stroke and when he suffered the first seizures one year after the stroke. These events 

moved Kathy and Stuart to search for relevant informatnn about his conditnn in all 

different kinds of texts. Early on during the spring and fall of 1994. Stuart turned to the 

internet and partkripated in chat rooms to learn about aphasia- "The Stroke Connection. I 

think it was called." Stuart shared during our interview in August 2001. Reading Email 

messages from chat rooms in the internet not only relates to Stuart's technical uses of 

reading, but also to his active search for informatk>n about his conditk>n. 

We also know from his autobk)graphical story that Stuart participated as the 

campaign manager of political candidates at the k)cal level His father was a politician, 

which meant he was well informed of past and current political happenings, and that 

campaign materials were once part of his every day life. In more recent years before the 
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stroke, though, since he started his &rm in 1985, Stuart also kept well informed about 

relevant events related to the field of pecan Arming. Being an active member of the 

Board of Pecan &rmers after the stroke, he received numerous print newsletters, 

informational and technical texts within this field. He also read specialized magazines 

about pecan farming and seed catalogues. 

In April of 1995, Stuart suffered from a seizure: "You got some vague sense that 

you coukl be subject to seizures?."" Ken asked after finding out the news. *t)h yea," Stuart 

responded, ~we had write it. read before^ Ken found out that no doctor seemed to have 

informed him of the possibility of the seizures. **No, not I think." Stuart responded. 

~which I don't know why." Kathy shared how important it was to get information on 

their own about Stuart's condition. "Well one thing I discovered through this process is 

that they do not really inform you very much. Everything I've learned about stroke has 

been on my own." Kathy commented. "I checked up two books, and about seizures, that 

is a possible sign effect of a bleeding stroke." But somehow, no doctor tokl them about 

the risks and so Kathy and Stiiait read to gain new knowledge to corroborate information 

about the use of medicines and the dangers associated with them. When Ken asked about 

how k)ng was Stuait supposed to stay under medication rehted to his seizure, he 

re^nded, **Some things are writtened it would be two years, but some things the doctor 

here said forever, so who knows." Stuart made explicit connections between his present 

condition and his readings on the subject and was able to use writing to document 

relevant turning points of his process of learning to live with aphasia. 
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Other uses of readii^ in his life had to do with the reading of environmental texts, 

such as signs on the street, license plates, labels and all other forms of print found in our 

environment. One interesting note is that Stuart continued to drive after the stroke, thus 

his use of environmental print to navigate his way when driving was not changed after 

the stroke. Furthermore, he also continued to be responsible for the financial records in 

his househokl and all the financial texts associated with his farm. This meant numerous 

transactions with numerous bills, account information, computer records and financial 

statements. In later years, he became interested in "'making money by trading stocks in 

the internet.'^ Stuart expressed his interest on the stock market, although he complained 

of the current state of the economic situation; The past... 14 months though it has been 

harder to make money." 

•"With the farm 1 would do it more:" Writing in Stuart's Literacy Practices 

Multiple texts served to mediate the organization of Stuart's daily life (Taybr & 

Dorsey Gaines, 1988). His calendar and his agenda are one example of the texts that 

allowed Stuart to use writing for instrumental purposes in order to meet the practical 

demands of his everyday life. ""Well, the plans, like for doctors appointment, whatever, 

you have to do that at a certain time." Stuart explained. However, he feels that the 

amount of recording in writing his daily life has changed since the stroke. **With the farm 

I woukl do it more, because there woukl be watering... schedules or...whatever. I don't 

have to have so much recording, messages or information," he said. 
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Figure 8. Writing Sample of a To do list' Tuesday, November 11, 1994 

Previous to the stroke, Stuart used an agenda and a caietxlar for instrumental 

purposes to keep up with his daily schedule. Through his calendar, he kept up with 

watering schedules for the &nn and doctor's appointments. With the onset of aphasia, the 

amount of recording diminished but Stuart continued to use writing to document his 

activities as needed because of his multiple responsibilities (Figure 8) and his 

participation in several national and state organizations related to Pecan Arming, and to 

leisure groups like Antique Automobile Clubs. He also read numerous medical reports 

and insurance forms that needed to be filled out. Bankruptcy papers had to be filled. He 

also wrote as part of lawsuits for malpractKe for psychobgical evaluations and for forms 

from the state to ask for economic support. He also dealt with the financial implicatmns 

of his condition and used writing to make decisions about the best ways to handle 

expenses and pay debts (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. List of expenses dated November 2, 1994 

With the onset of aphasia. Stuart's daily schedule was transformed by the amount 

of services and therapies he received. Thus, documentation of the multiple rehabilitation 

services in his life becanne necessary. A sample of Stuait's agenda exemplifies one of his 

daily routines, as he planned to attend occupational therapy (OT), speech therapy (ST), 

and physical therapy on November of 1994 (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Documenting his life schedule after the stroke- November 17. 1994 

When Stuait and Ken began collaborating, they agreed on the need for exploring 

Stuart's writing process after aphasia. In order to accomplish this goal, iCen suggested 

that Stuart keep a written account of his daily activities, much like brief journal entries 

which would provide a space for Stuart to 'practice' writing on a daily basis. This 

expiratory use of writing through his journal/agenda served as a tool through which 

Stuait documented not only his daily activity but his linguistic progress. Stuart wrote 

about his metalinguistic insights and his small successes (Figure 11). 
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His agenda/journal was a text in which writing became a way for him to define 

what was difficult and what was easy (Figure 12). He also used this type of writing to 

express his difficulty dealing with those who treated him as incompetent. This journal 

almost became an autobiographical account of his life during the longitudinal process of 

recovery and releaming language. Written texts provided him with the possibility to 

document and understand his experience. In this way, Stuait used print to mediate his 

experience with the stroke as well as to organize his life. 
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Figure 12. Writing Sample from November 6, 1995. Starting a new season at the cotton 

gin. 
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Other identified purposes of writing in his life related to his work at the cotton gin 

and later as a sales person in a kxral furniture store. Stuart began working at the cotton 

gin six months after the stroke. This was a challenging experience given the &ct that his 

recovery process was pretty much on its way, and Stuart was still in the process of 

devek>ping strategies to deal with the associated language and literacy difficulties after 

the stroke. His work at the cotton gin involved keeping the records. He was responsible 

for the records of the trailers coming into the gin to have their cotton weighted (Figure 

13). Writing at work was demanding. It was also partkrularly difRcuh because Stuart 

found it hard to concentrate: he described the office as being 'too noisy.' In his work, he 

used writing to communicate with his co-workers when oral communication was not 

possible, using writing as a substitution of a verbal message. He was required to use 

writing through the use of technical tools, such as computer texts and &xes. 

A couple of years later, Stuart began working twk;e a week at a bcal furniture 

store, in add(tk>n to the seasonal job at the cotton gin. In the furniture store Stuart 

explained that his responsibilities ranged fix)m selling furniture, to delivering 

merchandise or putting any furniture that required assembly. "Because the store is a 

one... person show," Stuart saki, "^so it's just anything.'' Within this job-related domain, 

Stuart transacted with a whole variety of texts that required his use of writing, like 

invoices, shipping orders, and price tags, among others. 
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Stuart used writing as a memory aid. writing down shopping lists, phone 

messages, and *to do' lists. From these, taidng down phone messages became especially 

challenging after the stroke, because Stuart required the speaker to go stow, so that he 

would be able to write down the numbers accurately. Otherwise, Stuart explained how he 

usually tended to get one number off (Le. he wrote 6 when in fact he wanted to write 7). 

These and other examples of his difficulties will be expired in greater detail in chapter 

four. 

New Purposes of Reading and Writing in Stuart's life After the Stroke. 

Even though most of the uses of written kmguage in the life of Stuart remained 

the same, new functions emerged after the stroke. These include: clinical and evaluative 

uses of reading and writing; reading and writing for rehabilitation purposes; and the type 

of exploratory reading and writing he engaged with Ken as they both tried to understand 

the characteristics of his literacy processes. 

Clinical and evaluative uses of literacy, that is, literacy used for the purpose of 

evaluating literacy competence, or isolated literacy drills within clinical settings, became 

a part of his literacy profile as Stuait had to respond to many different assessments, and 

as these type of literacy activities shaped part of his transactions with texts. With the 

onset of aphasia, much of his initial contact with written language was mediated by the 

presence of tests and evaluations, aimed to assess the resulting kmguage and literacy 

difRcuhies. In this same way, rehabilitation began and continued as an important use of 

literacy in Stuart's life. Reading and writing for rehabilitatk>n purposes had two 

distinctive forms. One of them was associated with the work he conducted with his 
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speech therapists, in which rehabilitation targeted smaller units of lai^uages (words, 

sounds). On the other hand, Stuan actively er^aged in a process of self-authored 

rehabilitation process, as be rehearsed oral reading in his house and participated in the 

exploratory research with Ken. 

Finally, a new and interesting purpose of writing emerged as part of his literacy 

configuration after the stroke, which 1 have called mediational writing to denote the role 

of writing for supporting his oral language. During his collaboration with Ken, Stuart 

used written language to meditate his communication purposes. This complex form of 

writing is comprehensively expbred in chapter four. 

With the £ibove mentioned new uses of reading and writing came transactions with 

new texts, or texts that were not part of his daily life before the stroke, like the 

articulation exercises from SLP and the medical and neurok)gical reports. Interestingly. 

Stuart's experiences with these novel ways of using writing describe how common texts 

were used for these new purposes. In this way, a newspaper, a magazine or a journal 

entry was used as rehabilitation texts used to rehearse his oral reading. 

Therefore, existing literacy functions were fulfilled with new texts, and familiar 

texts were used to fulfill new literacy purposes. Both of these discoveries provide 

opportunities to discuss the complex connection between the fimctions of literacy and the 

texts used to fulfill such purposes, as well as the idea of transformation of literacy 

domains b>' the texts used, but also by the way texts are used. 
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Numeracy and Literacy 

In writing. Stuart's multiplicity of texts provide evidence that he did not only 

produced 'written discourse.' but he evidently used other types of representations, from 

numbers in his financial records and reading and writing the weight of cotton in the 

cotton gin. to using nonlinguistic texts, like diagrams and drawings to aid his oral 

language. This type of distinction was also addressed in the work of Scribner and Cole 

(1981). who make the distinction between textual and non-textual production of texts, as 

they expk>re the functions of the Vai script. 

Literacy in Stuart's life was integrated with other symbolic systems, like drawing. 

Barton & Hamihon (1998) present an excellent expiration of numeracy in the Lancaster 

study, and they found it helpful to identify ~a semiotic landscape of different symbolic 

systems and other resources which can be drawn upon to make meaning.'* (p. 177) while 

partkripating in a communicative event. 

As 1 kK)ked at the data, it became evident that numeracy was a big pan of Stuart's 

reading and writing practkes. Not only did he sometimes used numbers to mediate his 

oral language for dealing with functk>ns words (Le. 2 became a way of representing 'to', 

'two' and 'too'), but many of his literacy practices had something to do with numeracy. 

From the data analyzed I documented the uses of numeracy in Stuarts's life, as another 

dimensk>n to the multiple landscapes of his literacy competence. This are summarized as 

follows: 

• Using dates and numbers in the • Numbering lists to be done 

agenda, dates in pkmnes, &mily • Taking down telephone numbers 

photographs 
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• Calculating mileage per gallon for 

his car 

• Reading prices and measures in 

products and magazines, and 

catalogues and menus 

• License Plates and speed signs 

• Prescriptions, recipes 

• Maps, charts in newspapers 

• Using clocks and other types of 

• Logging the scale weights in the 

cotton gin 

• Financial records, stocks on 

technok>gical equipment 

• Bus time table 

• Farming, measuring land 

• Mediational use of numbers to 

computer, invoices, account 

records and bills four 

initiate speech to too two. for and 

Bi-numeracy is expk)red by Barton and Hamilton (1998) to explain the interesting use 

of two different numeric systems in England, the imperial and metric units. In my trip to 

Willcox in the summer of 2001. Stuart shared his concern with the &ct that he had not 

kx>ked up the equivalence between an acre and kilometers, acknowledging my use of 

kibmeters coming from Mexico City. What 1 found interesting was the fact that being a 

city girl myself, both distance referents were hard for me to pkrture and to visualize what 

the land would look like. Much to my surprise, I found myself being completely amazed 

by the size of the 500 acres of what used to be his farm 

Discussion 

Clinical and Ethnographic Portraits of Competence 

Most of the existing evaluations related to aphasia and language reduce oral and 

written language to sentences and isolated words, thus constructing partial and artificial 
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portraits of what people with aphasia are able to do with language. When researchers 

within aphasiology refer to written language performance in reading and writing, they 

mostly make reference to how the reader performed reading isolated words or nonsense 

words in contexts that are far removed from normally occurring literacy contexts. The 

Boston Diagnosis Aphasia Evaluation (Goodglass, et aL, 1982), reported in Stuart's 

communicative evaluation and very commonly used in the field, has but one section 

where the examiner asks the patient to read a paragraph. Even though this is not the place 

to extensively review the problematk nature of such type of evahiations is enough to 

point out that the theory behind these tests is no different fh)m the theory behind so many 

of the standardized tests currently used in school contexts. The reading portion of the 

Boston battery consists of items and of one or two paragraph segments to read. In this 

sense, evaluations which assess written language in aphasia k)ok at language fitim a 

reductionist theory, fit)m a fragmentalistic view of language in general and written 

language in particular. 

These evaluations clearly define an "^in the head" type of evaluation of the 

damage caused by the stroke (Taytor, 1993). The most striking evidence to refute the 

constructmn of a 'disabled image' came from Stuart himself, who read the Moderate 

Psychobgical Evaluation Report and identified the internal contradictions and 

unacceptable portrayal of his abilities. His "7* grade reading abilities," as the examiner 

described, allowed him to complain about the report which initiated an investigation on 

the particular psychobgist in questmn. In addition to finding out about the psychobgist's 

brother, who suffered a stroke, it was later discovered that he had a template in his 
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computer from which he cut and pasted to create his repoits. writing the same reports for 

all of his patients. This clinical psychologist was *'a cookie cutter." in Stuart's words, 

who had been constructing 'disabling' reports based on false data. The possibility of 

misrepresenting and misinterpreting test results through these t>T5e of narrative may have 

a dramatic impact on the life of an individual. *That was the worst one.** Stuart said 

remembering that report seven years after the evaluation took place. "He is out of 

business now." Stuart proudly said during our final interview. He fought the system and 

used his literacy competence to deal with bureaucratic institutions. This is an important 

idea to keep in mind when defining literacy competence, as it involves critical uses of 

literacy to resist the burden of what Denny Taytor (19%) has called "toxic literacies" 

imposed by the system. In addition. Stuart's critical use literacy exemplifies the process 

that Barton and Hamilton (1998) identify as using literacy to "become an expert" within a 

particular domain. They write that. "When people assert or devetop themselves as 

experts, and especially where this involves confronting or challenging professional 

experts, then this is a key pnKess in redefining and empowering the self" (pp.244-245). 

My analysis relates to a recent research study conducted by Dunchan (1999) 

where she investigates the situated nature of competence coastniction in the writing of 

evaluation and progress reports prepared by speech and language pathohgists. Dunchan's 

(1999) research contrasts two different types of reports commonly used in speech and 

language therapy: evaluation and progress reports. By questioning the underlying 

purposes behind each of these types of reports, she found two different agenda that 

shaped not only the content of the reports but the overall organization of the written 
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documents. She summarized this process as follows. **Evaluation reports were aimed at 

persuading readers of the existence of a problem (concerns, background information, 

assessment results) and that something could be done about it (recommendations). 

Progress reports were aimed at persuading readers that particular solutions were 

successful and should be continued (progress, reconmietKlations)'* (p.243). According to 

Dunciian's analysis, each report also differed in their percentage of positive and negative 

comments within the narrative, being the evaluation reports more prone to higher 

numbers of "tiegative descriptions** while progress reports were characterized with more 

positive renderings of the 'client.' Dunchan's study brings to light how "the social 

construction of a person with a suspected or actual communication problem depends on 

the circumstatKes in which the targeted iixiividual is being evaluated** (p. 43). 

The clinical reports of Stuart*s competence and performance varied depending on 

the purpose of such report. Therefore the evaluation reports presented a negative and 

incompetent image of'the client,' while the progress report presented promising results 

to document progress experienced as the resuh of treatment. 

In striking contrast, an ethnographic interpretation of his social literacies opened 

up new possibilities for understanding Stuart as a lifek)ng language learner, who 

continues to invent and generate new forms of documenting relevant things to his life 

using written language system as his tool In other words, Stuart's devebpment as a 

literate person with aphasia, in the Vygotskian sense, was crystallized through the 

construction of an ethnographic literacy profile. On my last interview with him on August 

2001, he had just purchased a new CMC Sierra truck and had devebped a complex data 
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base for documenting the mileage that he was gettii^ from each gas tank (Figure 14). The 

purpose of this type of writing was mostly personal as he mentioned how he had seen in 

the web page of the brand of his truck that there was a space to share this information 

with other truck owners: therefore, a very personal but yet socially shared text and 

purpose for writing it. 

7ry^.S2i.9 ^ ift4 4S1JL. 
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Figure 14. Writing sample documenting the mileage per gas tank of Stuart's new GMC 

Sierra Truck- August, 2001 

Purposes and Uses of Literacy 

One of the most evkient discoveries of Stuart's literacy practices was that the 

notion of''Purpose" when using written text was constructed through the active 

participation in literacy event, and not 'contained' in texts. Functions of written language 

is Stuart's life aroused from the social uses of texts and were not 'owned' by the texts 

themselves. As &r as the purposes of reading and writing, the data showed that Stuart 
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continued to use reading and writing for similar purposes than what he did before the 

stroke. There were two interesting findings regarding the fiinctions of literacy and the 

texts, ^liile most of the purposes for reading and writing remained the same, some of the 

texts involved changed. In some cases, this change was related to a larger change in 

Stuart's life, like his work in the &nn. the work at the cotton gin and. later, his job at the 

furniture store. Within this particular domain of literacy (Barton & Hamilton. 1998). the 

texts changed as his work context changed. He dkl not have to do financial reports based 

on his work in the pecan ferm. and he did not have to document watering schedules in his 

planner. These texts were substituted by trailer tags at the cotton gin and rehabilitatk)n 

schedules, for example. Within this dimensnn. okl uses of print encountered new texts 

within personal and work domains. It is within this line of analysis that 1 found it most 

useful to think in terms of domains of literacy in his life, involving his literacy practk:es 

and the texts involved in the transactk>n. 

All of the observed and documented literacy purposes provide evidence of what 

Hamilton and Barton (1998) have called vernacular literacies, which they define as those 

literacies ~which are not regulated by the formal rules and procedures of dominant social 

institutions and which have their origins in everyday life" (p.247). In their Lancaster 

study of literacy practices. Barton and Hamihon (1998) klentify six areas of vernacular 

literacies, all of which are reflected in Stuart's literacy configuratiott These areas include 

the use of literacy for: 

a) Organizing life 
b) Personal Communication 
c) Private leisure 
d) Documenting life 
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e) Making sense of the world 
f) Social Participation (Barton & Hamilton. 1998. pp. 248-250) 

Vernacular literacies are private, hidden, so individuals can be competent in one domain 

but considered incompetent in other domains. In this story, the dominant literacies are 

represented by the medical portrait of literacy, while local literacies emerge in the life of 

one individual survrv ing a stroke. Navigating landscapes between dominant and 

vernacular literacies. **In some of these hidden areas, then, people may be very 

competent, even if they woukl no appear so in terms of dominant literacies" (Barton & 

Hamilton. 1998. pp. 256). Boundaries between dominant and k)cal literacies are also 

messy and not easily identified. 

1 found it helpful to think in terms of domains of literacies, which provided 

information about his participation within many networks of support, which represent 

how he is part of larger social networks. like &mily. community, work, professional 

organizations, among others. He is thus a active paitk:ipant in many socially mediated 

literacy practices. 

Ongoing Transformations of Literacv Practices 

Stuart was able to use his literacy competence to help shape and reinvent his 

literacy practk:es to &ce the obstacles he encountered. One particular literacy story 

shared by Stuart captured the active transformation of his literacy practices through the 

years, as he was determined to continue to live his life as he did before the stroke. During 

the interview Ken and I had with Stuait in June of2000. Stuart recalled his experience as 

the treasurer of the Electric Co-op in his community. As part of his re^jonsibilities 2is 

treasurer, he had to present a report during the annual meeting of the Co-op. Stuart began 
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by sharing how he was goii^ to try to get the videotape of the speech he gave three years 

ago; **I try to get a the tape of my., two years ago., no three years ago. it was my speech 

in front of probably, maybe two or three hundred people it was different." Stuait said. 

~The first year. I didn't say anything except what I had to introduce and why I wasn't 

speaking.** The speech was first drafted and then copied into the computer. Stuait tlien 

read the speech aloud and had it videotaped. It took him six takes to get the reading 

without any miscues for the final version (Figure 15). 

My name is Stuait Caiter. Maybe, I should say something 

about the fact that I am using video tonight for my speech. 

About one year ago, I had a ceiebfal hemonfaage which is just a 

£mcy name foTAStroke. Now, it is a challenge to have a 

conveisation witfiout screwing iq> gnmmar and usi^e ̂ ong die 

way. I would do everthing tonight, but you want to get out of 

here at a decent hour. 

< 

Figure 15. Writing sample of Stuart's speech at the Co-op meeting- Final Draft typed by 

him in the computer and the one he used to read in front of the video camera. It took six 

takes as recorded in the bwer right comer of the document. 
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This sample brings to the foreground his ability to address a formal audience 

through written language, his humor and his inventions and strategies for dealing with 

difficult words (which will be explored in depth in the following chapter). 

The second year. ** Stuart continued sharing the story. "I put it [his speech] onto 

the computer and the computer voice, and I had it on small tape recorder. The third year. 

I spoke it. Not good (he laughs) but I spoke it.*" Stuart said, as if with determinatkin to 

demonstrate his ability to use both oral and written language to fulfill his responsibilities. 

This speech was approximately ten minutes k>ng and was read in fivnt of approximately 

three hundred people. I cannot help but wonder what the psychobgists who performed 

the Cognitive Communication Evaluatk>n and the Moderate Psychok)gical Evaluatwn 

woukl have said if they were sitting in the audience. 

CoiK:hisk)ns 

A sociocultural understanding of literacy addresses the cultural and situated nature 

of literacy. It is thus understandable that as the context of Stuart's life changed, the same 

happened with the literacy practkes in his life. However, a medical paradigm of learning 

would not offer plausible explanatk>ns to understand how Stuart engaged in reading and 

writing practkes even after having suffered a stroke, thus making evident the differences 

between a reductionist model of language and literacy versus a socially constructed 

model of language and literacy. This last framework provides a lens to understand how 

his practkes were indeed transformed by the experience, but the underlying nature of his 

literacy competency remained. 
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CHAPTER 4. ''BOY, IT WAS HARD TO READ THE PAGE:" 

SOCIOPSYCHOLINGUISTC LANDSCAPES OF LITERACY COMPETENCE 

On Reading 
Stuart: In the hospital in Willcox, so it is from the...the second day. or [...] 
week until the five. Jifth week, after the stroke. There again the... the lady 
had asked if I wanted to have a book and I said 'Yea, I guess so.' And I 
would just open it and pick... pick up the day, the words, and that was the 
only way / could do 'cause everything else was gibberish, more or less. 
(Transcript, November 29, 1995). 

On Writing 
Ken: Are you right handed or left handed? 
Stuart: This way now (laughing and pointing to his l̂ t hand) 
Ken: You are left handed now? 
Stuart: That s right (Laughing) 
Ken. But you were right handed? 
Stuart: Right (Transcript, Octobers, 1994) 

Not long after he suffered the unilateral intracerebral hemorrhage in the spring of 

1994. Stuart learned that one of the most upsetting consequences of aphasia was that both 

oral and written language processes suffer as a result of the neurological shifts 

experienced by the brain (Nadeau. Gonzalez Rothi, & Crosson, 2000). During the acute 

phase of recovery on the weeks following the stroke, Stuart and his &mily made some 

shocking discoveries regarding the state of his oral and written language processes. One 

particular story shared by Kathy during their second meeting with Ken, in October 16, 

1994, related to one of Stuart's initial attempts to write after he recovered from a k)ng 

and dangerous surgical procedure. **He tried about four or five hours out of surgery,'' 

Kathy remembered. Given the size of the bleeding from the cerebral hemorrhage, Stuart 

went through "^an emergency craniotomy to evacuate the hematoma'* (Medical records 

dated April 9, 1994, p.2). This surgical procedure has been described by some authors as 
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a "life-saving brain surgery'' (Ewing & Pfal^rat 1995. p.25), and it is a common 

operation in the medical history of people recoverii^ fix>m aphasia, "iie was up in ICU 

[Intensive Care Unit].'' Kathy continued, "and he came out of the anesthesia, and he 

started writing. And he wrote 'I'm... sorry...!.* and then, he just kept trying a lot of 

words over and over... We could tell that much Ken turned to Stuart and asked, 

~You don't know what you were sorry about?" Stuart responded. "^Who knows," and 

laughed, as he usually did when uncovering details fix>m some of his aphasic literacy 

stories to which he couM find no explanation. 

Stuart's and his wife's recollection of these events tell the story of some of the 

specific challenges Stuart &ced as he began to read and write after the stroke. Their 

memories not only shed light to Stuart's underlying literacy competence folk)wing the 

onset of aphasia, they also signal the beginning of a k>ng process of re-leaming how to 

read and write with aphasia. While his comprehension of oral language was mostly intact 

once the inflammation from the hemorrhage subsided, Stuart had to invent new ways for 

maintaining his partKipation in communicative and literacy events through the use of 

transformed oral and written language processes. To this respect, Ewing and P&lzgraf 

(1995) note that in many cases Ihe person with aphasia still clearly comprehends his 

environment but has k)st the ability to communicate effectively in it." They go on to state 

**how devastating the effects of this disability are on those struggling to interact and react 

in a culture where verbal communication is essentiaT (p. 12, emphasis added). Although I 

agree with the authors, I would add that written language has a pervasive presence in our 
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literate society, and thus, in this culture, written language has also achieved a privileged 

position for communication purposes. 

In Stuart's case, his expressive aphasia greatly affected written and oral modes of 

communication, that is to say his speaking, reading and writing. The technical names for 

these associated disorders of productive and receptive language are: (a) apraxia. for the 

resuhing difficulties with artkulatmn of oral language, (b) agraphia, defined by Rapcsak 

& Beeson (2000) as **the collective term used for varwus acquired disorders of writing 

caused by neurotogKal damage" (p. 184). and (c) alexia. *lhe generalized k)ss of meaning 

and sound associatk>ns to written symbols'* (Goodglass. 1993. p. 154). All of these 

associated language difficulties usually vary in severity as time goes by. with the 

immediate days after the stroke being the ones with the most severe and evident language 

difficulties. 

In their work. Ewing and P&lzgraf (1995) use the metaphor of "^constructing 

pathways'* as a way of addressing the muhidimensmnal process of recovery from 

aphasia. They describe how path to recovery is the same.. .Every story illustrates that 

the direction one chooses is influenced partly by the direction from which one has come" 

(p. 14). In this chapter. I have chosen to describe one of these intricate pathways as I 

investigate Stuart's transactional literacy processes by way of his meaning making 

process through reading and writing across the k>ngitudinal study. I ask the following 

questions; 

How have Stuart's reotSHg and writing processes evotvedfotUnving the onset of 

aphasia? 
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filtaf amlextiialfeahms kmdend or supported Samt*s traHsactkms wM tacts 

immediatefyfoUowimg die stroke mdtkrotî uMil Us recovery? 

How does Smart construct his literacy competence dtrough his partidpatioit im 

literacy events? 

Having described the social dimension of Stuart's literacy practices in chapter 

three, the questions that guide the present chapter explore the sociopsycholinguistic 

nature of his reading and writing processes in order to understand how Stuart read and 

wrote after the stroke. I explore a number of related questions such as: How did he 

constrijct meaning as a reader and writer with aphasia? What new reading and writing 

strategies did Stuart develop as he learned to participate in literacy events after the 

stroke? These questions require a detailed analysis of literacy as a process by k)oking at 

Stuart's reading and writing from a transactional socio-psycholinguistic perspective 

(TSP). 1 have been influenced by Edelsky's (19%) proposal for considering literacy as 

both practice and process, and in this chapter I focus my lens of analysis over the 

underlying nature of literacy as a language process. As Edeisky (1996) ek)quently states. 

It is a short step from seeing literacy as a social practice to seeing it as 
only a social practice. And, in &ct. because interior processes have been 
'discredited' as *psychok>gk;al' within the literacy-as-social-practice view. 
this work discourages a serious consideratk)n of the profoundly social 
nature of interior processes, and reciprocally, the extend to which 
underlying processes are implicated in social practice (p. 90) 

Keeping this inclusive understanding of literacy's social and individual nature 

throughout my research, this chapter is dedicated to the '̂microanalysis'̂  of Stuart's 

reading and writing processes with the purpose of understanding the TSP dimensk>n of 

Stuart's literacy competence. The chapter is organized into three sections. 1 first introduce 
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the theoretical context associated with the aforetnentioiied questions in the initial section 

of the chapter. I then present the major discoveries that emerged from the process of Hara 

analysis of Stuart's reading and writing processes, which I have organized into four main 

areas: (a) Stuait's reading process across time; (b) Stuart's composing process of written 

texts; (c) Stuart's use of writing and texts as mediational tools; and (d) Stuait's literacy 

competence associated with multiple literacy contexts. The third and final section 

provides a discussion of Stuart's literacy process as related to current understanding of 

reading and writing in aphasiology. 

Theoretical Framework; Literacy Processes and Aphasia 

Transactional and Sociopsvcholinguistic Perspective of Literacy Processes 

In this research, 1 build from the TSP model of Ken Goodman (1994) to 

understand Stuait's literacy processes. I conceptualize written language as language, with 

syntactic, semantic, and graphophonic cueing systems. I also believe readers and writers 

are actively involved in a process of making meaning through their transactions with 

texts. This construction of meaning is characterized by a psycholinguists process during 

which the reader uses informatk)n gathered from the cueing language systems in the text, 

in conjimction with reading strategies (sampling, predKting, confirming and 

disconfirming) to make sense of print. I understand reading as a ''psycho linguistic 

guessing game" (K. Goodman, 1%7/1982) that involves a dynamic reader bringing 

his/her personal meanings, and tentatively putting all the pieces together to construct a 

parallel text, a "^rsonally constructed reader text" (K. Goodman, 1996, p.91). 
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Goodman's (1994) TSP nwdel of reading provides a way of understanding how readers 

use all the cueii^ systems when reading, and that deviations from the expected responses 

of what is written on the text, what he called 'miscues.' are a natural part of the reading 

process for all readers. K. Goodman coined the term 'miscue* to refer to the observed 

responses when readers produced something different than what is contained in the page. 

His research throughout the past decades has demonstrated bow miscues are not random 

responses, but 'psycholinguistic responses' that demonstrate the complex transaction 

between the text's linguistic system and the reader's linguistic knowledge and 

psycholinguistic reading strategies. 

In terms of writing, I conceptualize writing as a social process during which 

meanings are created through complex transactions between the writer, the texts and the 

writing context (Dyson. 1993: Goodman. & Wilde. 1992). 1 follow BerthoflTs 

(1983/1994) description of composing as an act of "forming abstractions" and as "a 

process of making meaning" (p.l 12). The process of creating meaning through written 

texts. foUowing Halliday (1989). varies depending on the contextual feattires of the 

situation, the roles of the partkipants, as well as the specific functions the text is made to 

serve. These variables are referred to as the field, tenor and mode by Halliday (1989) who 

explains that they represent the shaping forces that 1hat determine the functional variety, 

or register, of the language that is bemg used" (p.45). Writmg. is therefore a transactional 

process through which the writer must negotiate personal meanings within socially 

constructed events. 
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My understanding of the transactional nature of literacy processes is influenced by 

the transactional literary theory of Louise Rosei^lait (1978). Rosenblatt's work invites us 

to consider reading as a transaction where the text and the reader are involved in a 

nonlinear relationship of meaning making at a particular time and place. It is an "oi^oing 

process in which the elements or Actors are... aspects of a total situation, each 

conditioned by and conditioning the other^ (p. 17). Her emphasis on transaction rests on 

the understanding that when a text and a reader meet, they both contribute to the creation 

of a new experience. ~a poem", which depends not only on the text but also on the reader 

and on the overall context of the literacy experience. 

Following the same line of kieas. I also borrow from the work of sockKultural 

theorists in order to conceptualize literacy as one of the symbols systems we use for 

cultural mediatk>n. Tlie work of Vygotsky (1978) has helped me understand that written 

language is ~a partkular system of symbols and signs whose mastery heralds a critKal 

turning-point in the entire cultural devebpment of the child*" (p. 106). In this way. a 

sociocuhural theory of literacy contributes to my understanding that reading and writing 

are not only individual processes of meaning-construction, but also processes of social 

and s>'mbolic transactions through which we leam to use written symbols within 

particular sociocultural workls. 

Literacy Processes and Aphasiolngy 

During my literature review of related reading and writing research in aphasia. I 

found that many studies about reading in aphasia were not defining "reading as a process 

of making sense from print" (K. Goodman. 19%. p.3). In other words, reading in most 
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studies did not imply constructing meaning from text within social contexts. The majority 

of the research accounts claimed to investigate reading when in &ct they were looking at 

'exercises* (Edelsky. 1996) in which people with aphasia were asked to 'read* non-

words. syllables, isolated sounds, and words, or to point to the correct object after 

'reading' its name printed on a card. This type of experimental research can be described 

as reductionist in their underlying conceptualization of languages. As Ken Goodman 

(19%) writes. "Reductionist research in reading has inevitably focused on recognitk>n of 

bits and pieces language rather than on comprehension of real texts** (p.5). 

In a study of reading problems in chronic aphasia by Webb and Love (1983). the 

authors used a "battery of twelve reading tests... designed to assess recognition, 

comprehension and oral reading** (p. 165). The comprehension and oral reading of test 

included single words, "sentences and paragraph stimuli... taken from reading material at 

a sixth to eight grade tevel" (p. 165). The authors state that. "The ability to read with the 

accuracy, speed and pleasure of pre-morbid capability is often not possible following the 

onset of aphasia** (p. 48). Their concern with accuracy and fluency overshadows the 

process of constructing meaning from texts. Webb and Love (1983) conclude their study 

by claiming that. "With reading disorder remaining as a significant residual of the 

language deficit resulting from brain injury, it is imperative that we continue to search for 

effective and efiicient methods of treatment** (p.l70). I would have to agree, but add that 

researchers first need to identify how effective and efficient readers with aphasia 

(function) are instead of disregarding their underlying language competence by the use of 

h^hly decontextulized reading test. 
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For the purpose of the present research. 1 have chosen to construct a parallel 

framework in order to establish relationships between the theoretical discussions of 

language and literacy as found in most research on aphasia, and the TSP model of 

readira and writing I use as my theoretical frameworL It is beyond the scope of this 

review to explore in depth each of the language disorders associated with aphasia as 

presented in Table 10. But I feh it necessary to present some of the terminology 

commonly used and how it relates to oral and written language processes. 

Table 10. 

L^npuape Processes and Common Language Difficulties Associated with Aphasia 

LaBKvase Processes Prodactive Rcccptivc 
Speaking Listening 

Oral Laagaage Brocca's Aphasia Wernicke's Aphasia 
Expressive Aphasia Receptive Aphasia 

Writing Reading 
Written Laagaage Agraphia/ Dysgraphia Alexia / Acquired Dyslexia 

One group of researchers in aphasiology has been very much influenced by the 

work of linguists such as Michael Halliday to expand current understandings of language 

and to introduce the construction of meaning to the otherwise reduced linguistk: analysis 

of aphasic discourse (Armstrong. 1995). Talkii^ about the influence of linguistics in 

aphasic clinical work. Lesser. Witworth. Summersall. and Boughey (1998) assert that 

Two branches of linguistics have devekiped analysis of language which 
are being applied in clinical practke. These are psycho linguistic analysis 
of cognitive processing by the individual (developed in association with 
cognitive neuropsychok>gy) and conversational analysis of the social uses 
of language and nonverbal communication (devek)ped in association with 
sociolinguistics and pragmatics) (p. 2). 
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Unfortunateiy. research related to written language and aphasia has until recently 

begun to experience this conceptual transformation. Much of the resistance has to do with 

the commonly held belief that written language is not as important as oral language. As 

Carlomagno and lavarone (1995) point out *^writing disturbances in aphasic patients have 

usually been considered a secondary aspect of their communication disorder. This point 

of view was supported by the (quite general) assumption that writing is a mere graphemic 

translation of spoken language" (p. 201). 

The work of Ewing and P&lzgraff (1990) provkies an interesting deviatk)n from 

the traditk)nal experimental design in reporting language difficulties associated with 

aphasia. Their work includes descriptive information about the Uved-through experiences 

with communicatk)n bss in six aphasic survivors and their &milies. They describe the 

experienced difficulties of their six partkipants with listening, reading, speaking and 

writing. They include quotes from interviews conducted with their informants and their 

families using the partkipants' own words to tell their own literacy stories. However, the 

authors folk>w a subskills model of reading in which I'eading is learned from parts to 

wholes through a carefully worked-out sequential hierarchy of skills'* (Y. Goodman, 

Watson, & Burke, 1987, p.l32). Ewing and Pflazgraf(1990) write that tDnce a person 

has learned accurate perceptkn and basic letter recognitk>n, he must be able to decode, or 

get meaning from letters and words'* (p. 100). They believe that reading involves first 

letter recognitk>n, then phonetic recognitkn into syllables and only later in this process is 

meaning taken into conskieratkn. The authors go on to state that According to current 

research, much of the normal process of reading involves this kind of recognitkn" (p. 
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iOl). They treat comprehension as a separate "ability" as a "skill in understanding words, 

sentences, and paragraphs'' (p. 101). while ignoring years of research from a TSP 

understanding of literacy, through which com(»ehension ts understood as a process of 

meaning construction and therefore, as the center of the reading process and not as an 

isolated skill. 

Other than this research, most of the research repotted on written languf^e and 

aphasia deals with ck)sely controlled experimental tasks where researchers attempt to 

map or to document the performance of those who suffer from aphasia while they 

participate in reduced clinical activities with decontextualized language (Greenwald, 

2000). The literature I have reviewed presents descriptive symptoms and extensive 

comparisons with previously published accounts in order to prove reading models based 

on cognitive informatmn processing analysis (Carlomagno & lavarone. 199S; Rapcsak & 

Beeson, 2000). 

Discoveries 

The folk)wing sectk>ns are dedKated to represent Stuart as a reader and a writer 

with aphasia. 1 describe the process dimension of his literacy competence, identifying the 

salient features of his reading and writing processes from a devebpmental perspective, 

which makes it possible to describe changes in his literacy processes across time. Stuart's 

reading is discussed first, followed by Stuart's composing process of written texts. A 

third section describes Stuart's use of writing fit>m mediational purposes. A final section 

expk)res the intimate relationship between literacy contexts and evidence of literacy 

competence. 
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Sfiiait'*; Reading Process 

Ken: When did you begin to feel that you were understanding what you 
were reading? It seems like you were reading all along. Were there any 
period where you gave up? 
Stuart: Everyday 
Ken: Every day you would be frustrated? 
Stuart: No. I didn t do that... I 'd say ok, I can t, not today. I can t. ! 11 try 
it again. (Transcript, October 16. 1994) 

The opening quote for this chapter, and the above conversation with Ken, capture 

Stuait's recollection of his initial attempts to read after the stroke. During the immediate 

days and weeks foIk)wing the onset of aphasia, Stuart remembered his inability to 

understand written language. **! coukin't,'' Stuart saki, **I tried, but there is nothing in 

that." And this lack of understanding was not associated with any difficulties with his 

visual field. "I coukl see it....but nothing....it wasn't any sense,"^ Stuart shared. ''In the 

very beginning,*^ Kathy added, ~he had a little bit of peripheral k)ss in the right, because 

you kept checking your eyes."' Much to Stuart's surprise, he had no recollectmn of that 

temporal loss of peripheral visk>n, which according to Kathy came right back. **We had it 

checked," she said. The Neuro-Ophtahnic examinatun conducted three months after the 

stroke indicated in the assessment sectk)n that ^No neuro-ophtahnic residuum from his 

4/08/94 left CVA (Cerebral vascular accident)^ (Neuro-Ophthalmic Evaluatnn Report 

dated 7/07/94, p.2). 

Just as he regained his normal vismn, so did Stuart regain his ability to understand 

written language as the edema from the bleeding subsided. This iiiflammatk>n take time 

and it has been noted that, ''All the cerebral edema...may not subside for six months to a 

year" (Ewing & P&lzgraf| 1990, p.8l). The process of regaining control of his reading 
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began in the early stages of his hospitalization. Stuart recalled his daily struggle to keep 

trying to read while he stayed at the halfway house in Tucson. Seven years after the 

stroke. Stuait highlighted his determination to read again, even though the initial attempts 

seemed to be somewhat discouraging. 

Stuart: But I didn t give up...And boy. it was hard to read the page. 
without reading it. You know what I mean? I went though the whole page 
though... and put it away and pull it out again the next day. 
Andrea: When you say that you went through it. did you ident̂  the words 
that you knew? Were the other words blank and you just kept going? 
Stuart: Yes... had no...it mean, meant nothing [...J But Then 1 umkrstood 
with time that it will be better. (Transcript. August I, 2001) 

By the time Stuart and Ken started collaborating, approximately six months after 

the stroke. Stuart demonstrated a relatively strong ability to understand printed texts 

when he read both silently and orally. In the case of oral reading, one crucial discovery 

was that his ability to understand printed texts was not affected by his laborious oral 

reading, given the resuhing verbal apraxia associated with his expressive aphasia. 

Starting with the assumption that Stuart was a reader. Ken introduced a number of 

expbratory reading events in order to understand better his underlying literacy 

competence as well as to expbre some of the contextual features that supported or 

hindered his process of transacting with texts. As previously presented in Table 6, there 

were three different kinds of expbratory events involving reading, which include: (a) oral 

reading; (b) silent reading; (c) shared reading events. Each of these reading events took 

place using a wide variety of texts. Table 11 presents the type of texts utilized within ach 

of the observed types of reading events. 
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Table II. 

Texts Used During Exploratory Reading Events 

Type of Reading Type of Text Used 

Silent Reading Magazine articles & Indexes 

Newspaper articles 

Maps & Charts 

Stock Reports 

Agenda/Journal 

Oral Reading Newspaper articles 

Baby Book excerpts 

Children's books 

Recipes 

Words & Letters 

Catak)gue prices 

Numbers & Math functions 

Self produced texts: Speech CoOp Meeting 

& Agenda/Journal 

Shared Reading Children's books 

Newspaper artkrle 

Agenda/Journal 

All of the expiratory reading events in which Ken and Stuart partkripated 

involved a very complex dialogue about written and oral language, and about the reading 

process itself. There was a remarkable awareness on Stuart's part of what was difRcuh 

for him, or what was easy. Kathy was also very aware of his areas of difficulty and 

commented on Stuart's strengths during the sessnns. Yetta Goodman and Ann Marek 

(19%) have investigated this type of metalinguistic awareness of the reading process 
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through retrospective miscue analysis (RMA) with both young and older readers, some 

more proficient than others. They write that ''retrospective miscue analysis allows readers 

to become overtly and consciously aware of their use of reading strategies and to value 

their knowledge of the linguistic systems they control as they transact with written texts'* 

(p.40). Although the meetings were not structured as RMA sessions (Y. Goodman & 

Marek, 1996), the emerging from those encounters presents many of the characteristics of 

the process of revaluing discussed as one of the basic tenets for conducting RMA with 

readers who have experienced any type of'devaluing" of their abilities as readers. 

The conversations Ken and Stuart maintained around written language and the 

reading process coukl be said to serve as a tool to mediate Ken''s understanding about 

Stuart's experiences with reading before and the stroke. This is the type of talk that Wells 

(1999) describes as 'dialogic inquiry' which promotes the devek>pment of knowledge 

through collaborative action. Wells (1999) writes that "diatogue of knowledge building'' 

may be characterized as "one mode of discourse in which a structure of meaning is build 

up collaboratively over successive turns" (p.72). 

In this research, the space created between the participants and the transactk>ns 

with texts allowed for the reading process to become an object of socio-psycholinguistic 

expbration. From the selected database, I analyzed a total of seven dififerent expk>ratory 

oral reading events using modified miscue analysis procedures (Y.Goodman, Watson & 

Burke, 1987) in order to understand Stuart's use of the linguistK cueing systems and his 

reading strategies while transacting with a di£ferent types of texts. The selected events 

purposely present a wide range of texts. This variety makes it possible to document the 
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delicate and complex relationships that exist between the linguistic nature of the text and 

Stuait's literacy performance while reading aloud. In addition, these events were taken 

from different points in time during Stuait^s process of recovery. The events are 

summarized in Table 12 and results of this analysis are presented in Table 13. 

Table 12. 

Exptoratorv Reading Events Analyzed Using Miscue Analysis Procedures 

ID Locatkjn Date Title Type of Text 
I vol 10/8/94 Passage to Antkiuity Newspaper artkle 

2 VOI io/8m Isolated Words Words & Letter 

3 V03 10/23/94 Soccer Game (Thildren's book 

4 V03 10/23/94 Time for bed Children's book 

5 V19 11/19/95 Drake didn't lie Newspaper article 

6 V19 11/19/95 His Job at the Cotton Gin Self-produced Journal entry 

7 V20 11/29/95 Critter Contest Newspaper artkle 

The use of miscue analysis procedures served as a heuristic tool in my 

understanding of Stuart's reading process (Y.Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1987). I use 

modified miscue analysis procedures for several reasons. First of all, miscue analysis is 

used as a research tool to help me interpret and make sense of the available recorded data 

from Stuart's oral readings throughout the archived data set I believe this to be the most 

important feature of my use of miscue analysis. Ken did not necessarily prepared the 

sessk)ns as described by Goodman, Watson, and Burke (1988) in the Reading Miscue 

Inventory (RMI). There was no typescript and miscues were not marked during oral 

readings. Nevertheless, given Ken's expertise in this field, be continuously used the 
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information gained from Stuart''s oral reading during his probing and explorations to 

inform his decisions about what materials to offer and which directions to turn to. 

Second, given that miscue analysis is a performance oriented analysis of reading, it 

became important to use it as a tool in combination with other qualitative and descriptive 

tools. I use miscue analysis data and in conjunction with other ethnographic research 

strategies for the purpose of contextualing the information obtained from the analysis of 

Stuart's miscues within a theoretical context related to the relationship between 

competence and performance. Take for example, miscue analysis data from Stuart's 

reading of a newspaper article entitled Passage to Antiquity,** the first oral reading 

Ken invited Stuart to do. Looking at his statistkrs for language sense in procedure II 

(Table 13), he obtained a score of 100% for language sense weakness, which wouM 

reflect a reader who was unable to make sense from the printed text. These statistics 

made Stuart k)ok very ineffective and inefficient. However, these statistics do not reflect 

that Stuart had already read the article silently in the comfort of his home; reading the 

Sunday nmrning paper is part of his literacy practices. Stuart knew that the artkle was 

about a newly found tunnel under the Sphinx in Egypt, evidenced from his conversation 

with Ken and his written response to the content of the article. But his productive 

language difncuhies made it almost impossible for his oral reading performance to 

demonstrate his underlying literacy competence and his ability to make meaning through 

his transactions with text. Stuart's inefficient oral reading had everything to do with the 

associated language disorders as a result of his aphasia, and nothing to do with his 

underlying language and literacy competence. 
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A third reason for using modified miscue analysis procedure is the fact the 

videotaped reading events did not include actual retelling of the reading passages in the 

traditional sense of a retelling in the RMI procedures. Nevertheless. Ken provided 

multiple opportunities for Stuait to share his interpretations of the texts either through 

oral or written language. It is important to reiterate at this point, that both productive 

language processes were affected due to the stroke. Thus, either of the proposed retelling 

forms proved to be a challenging situation for Stuart, but yet comprehension was 

demonstrated throughout their oi^oing expteratoiy conversations. In this research, thus, 

comprehension of the stories, articles and diverse passages was interpreted from the 

resulting oral conversations, as well as from any written responses Stuart produced, and 

not by formal retellings of the readings. In addition, statistical data of analyzed events 

corroborated interpretations of Stuart's comprehension of written texts. 

Finally, in the case of aphasic literacy processes, the use of miscue analysis as a 

research tool proved to be an invaluable resource for understanding the underlying 

linguistic principles of Stuart's miscues, which in turn provides an opportunity to 

understand not only Stuart's literacy development with aphasia, but to gain new 

knowledge about the nature of literacy processes as an object of study. 

It is in this way that I use miscue analysis in my research, taking a bngitudinal 

perspective of the observed responses during oral reading events in order to capture 

Stuart's reading process across time. In this sectnn I wiU first present Stuart's reading 

profile, constructed from my quantitative and qualitative analysis. I then present a 

description of Stuart's reading strategies. 
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Stuart's Reading Profile 

Stuart: Well, and some things, some things... words, I can t even... like 
the little ones, I can Y. sometimes at all... /can t say it even in my head 
(Transcript, Octobers, 1994) 

On October 23,1994, Stuart shared some of the texts ready by Cameron, his 

youngest sotL Prior to this meeting. Ken and Stuart had been discussing Stuart's 

participation in shared reading events with Cameron, given that Cameron was in the 

process of learning to read at the time. Stuart selected one of these books to read ak>ud to 

Ken, called Soccer Game. This text has a predictable structure, with one sentence per 

page and complementing cobred illustrations. Although the text is much too simple 

compared to Stuart's usual reading materials, like the newspaper or historical novels, I 

use this reading to introduce Stuart's reading profile because this partkular reading event 

provides evidence of Stuart's negotiation of meaning through his use of psycholinguistic 

reading strategies, as well as his use of syntactk, semantic, and graphophonic language 

cueing systems. 

A note on the markings of miscue examples is necessary before I elaborate on 

Stuart's reading profile: C, indicates self correction; - indicates a partial attempt; UC, 

indicates unsuccessful attempt to correct; PC, indicates prompted correction if Ken 

provided support; and $ indicate the production of a nonword. 

When reading the first sentence of the text the following interaction took place: 

Ken: You know what it 
means don't you? 
Stuart: Mhm, game 
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Stuart's first attempt at reading the word game resuhed in the word time, a miscue 

that maintaiRs the same grammatical fimction with the expected response (Le. a noun for 

a noun), with only some degree of graphic and sound similarity between the miscue and 

the expected response. When Ken probed further and asked about the meaning of the 

word, Stuart was able to produce the expected response. I describe this type self 

correction as "prompted correction' to denote the supportive nature of Ken's intervention 

during the reading event. Prompted corrections did not occurred frequently in the 

analyzed data, but whenever present, Ken's support was not intended to penalize Stuart's 

observed responses, or miscues. Rather, this type of probing was instrumental for 

investigating Stuart's ability to comprehend the text when the oral rendering of the text 

was difficult. Stuart's production of the expected response 'game' not only notes the 

interactional nature of the reading event, but also the dynamic displays of performance 

that provided hints to Stuart's underlying competence. 

I analyzed Stuart's miscues from his reading of Soccer Game (Table 13) and 

found that out of a total of 61 words in the story, Stuart produced a total of 12 miscues, 

which represent 19.7 miscues per hundred words (MPHW). Statistics fit>m procedure m 

(Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987) indicate that 100% of his sentences were 

syntactically and semantically acceptable, which provide evidence of his control of the 

English language syntactk system, as well as his concern for meaning while reading the 

text Although be persevered some times with specific words, he was able to correct 75% 

of his substitutions when these changed or affected the meaning of the text. An example 

is provided in the following sentence: 
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many 
fiin 

0 
1501 We're having 

The substitution of many for fim in this particular context does not produce a 

syntactically acceptable structure, nor does is makes sense within the context of the 

sentence, or the whole text. Stuait's correction of this miscue demonstrates his ability to 

monitor and confirm or discomfirm his predictions. In this substitution, his prediction of 

the word many does not work syntactically or semantKally, thus forcing Stuart to 

discomfirm his predictran and correct the miscue. 

Only 17% of his substitutmns remained uncorrected, and the remaining 8% of his 

correctnns were prompted by Ken. In most instance, whenever his miscues remained 

uncorrected, Stuart made several attempts at producing the expected response before 

moving ak)ng in the text. Other times, Stuart's use of correction as one of his reading 

strategies sometimes caused him to abandon high quality miscues, in pursuit of an 

accurate oral reading. High quality miscues can be defined as those miscues that result in 

syntactically and semantically acceptable structures without change the meaning of the 

story (Y. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987). 

1601 We see a 

(^1 
J 
ball 

hole 

ucJSholled 
^Shool 
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Stuart's first substitution of ball for Ao/e provides an example of his ability to 

predict an alternative linguistic structure that fits nicely with the overall pattern of the 

text It shows that he is constructing his own paraUel text and its meaning. It would have 

been acceptable at both iiie sentence and the story level, if Stuart had chosen to leave the 

word ball and continue reading. However, Stuart decided to stay close to the printed text 

and attempted to correct his miscue. Unfortunately, the word hole proved to be difRcuft 

to articulate and the resulting nonwords, Shool and Sholed illustrate Stuart's 

approximations to producing the expected response. In this case, Stuart made inefficient 

use of correction as his reading strategy. 

Stuart's oral reading throughout the analyzed data provided multiple instances to 

problematize the relationship between oral production and comprehension in reading with 

aphasia. It became important to distinguish between those miscues that were caused by 

difficulties at the moment of executing, or articulating his response, with those miscues 

that were caused due tc a break down in ^accessing' the desired response. In some 

instances, like in the first two examples provided, Stuart substitutnns of the words time, 

or many did not seen to be related with any evident difficulty in artKulating the expected 

responses gcme orJun, respectively. These miscues seemed to originate from his 

difficulty in 'accessing' the expected response in his first attempt at reading the text 

On the other hand, there were instances in which the miscue seemed to be solely 

related to Stuart's inability to artkrulate the desired word, like in the case of the nonword 

substitutions for the hole. The following example also illustrates this same pattern, as his 

nonword substitution of Sdibble for dribble may have been influenced by his appraxia. 
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(TtWibble 

1601 We dribble 

As &r as Stuait's use of the graphophonic cueing system. 33% of his word for 

word substitutions in his reading of Soccer Game were coded as high for graphic 

similarity between the observed response and the printed text. 50% of his substitutions 

were coded as having some graphic similarity, and the remaining 17%, as having no 

graphic similarity with the expected response. In this last category, Stuart substitutions 

included only two miscues, both involving function words: Mie was substituted for it, and 

we was substituted again for this. When looking at the rest of his substitutions within the 

seven analyzed reading events, I found it interesting that whenever his substitutions were 

coded as having no graphic similarity with the expected response, these substitutions 

involved for the most part, function words, such as pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions, 

etc. Stuart's reading of function words throughout the study became an area that required 

more detailed analysis because of the particular ways in which certain patterns emerged. 1 

make reference to some of this patterns when discussing Stuart's reading devebpment 

throughout his recovery from aphasia later in the chapter. 

Patterns of Miscues 

The detailed analysis of the seven reading events reported in Table 13, resulted in 

the realization of how certain patterns of miscues emerging from the analysis constitute 

Stuart's experiences as a reader with aphasia. Similar to miscue research with non-

aphasic individuals, Stuart's miscues throughout the different reading events maintain the 
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same grammatical function as the expected response most of the times. Foi exan^le. in 

his reading of a brief article entitled 'iDrake Didn't Lie,*" 88% of his substitutions 

maintain the same grammatical function as the expected response, substituting nouns for 

nouns, verbs for verbs and so on. In some cases, he maintains grammaticality of the 

sentences with the production of nonwords that also reflect his awareness of syntactic 

structures. His use of nonwords signal grammatical knowledge, and his search for 

alternative words when the target words are challenging. Consider the following example 

from his reading of'̂ Drake Didn't Lie^ 

105 The reports were widely 

0 ^^regarduig Sexagiertion 
regarded as exaggerations... 

In this example, Stuart's substitution of regarding for regarded maintains the 

same grammatical fimction, but the tense does not work in the syntactK structure, causing 

Stuart to correct the miscue and continue reading. I found this and other miscues in which 

Stuait only chained the morphemic part of the expected word, turning -ed into -ing, or 

singular nouns into phiral nouns by adding the phiral marker -s. These miscues have 

been documented in the literature relating to aphasia as reading difficulties associated 

with the linguistic sphere ofaphasic difficulties (Ewing & Pfalzgra^l990). While the 

nonword Sexaglertion serves as granunatKal place hokier that supports Stuart in moving 

ak>ng the text (Y. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987). 
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Ewing and P&lzgraf (1990) describe that, '̂ It is important to remember that an 

aphasic person's ability to say the word out loud is nor an indication of understanding*" 

(p. 102). I think the opposite is also applkable in the case of reading with aphasia: for 

example, Stuait's inability to say a word aloud was not an indication of lack of 

understanding of the meaning of a particular word. This phenomena was repeatedly 

observed in Stuart's readii^ and represents and interesting feature of Stuart's literacy 

competence. 

Miscue analysis research presents evidence that readers deal with concepts, not 

with words, as they read texts, and that it is easier to read words in contexts than in 

isolatwn (Y. Goodman & K. Goodman, 1994). Stuart's miscues are in most cases, not 

words that he doesn't know, but words that he is unable to produce or to access. In terms 

of accessing informatk>n, some times, his miscues involve words that have not been used 

that frequently or that he has not seen since the stroke. He had the sense that once he had 

seen a word and read it, it became easier to ^access' the word later on. This pattern dkl 

not hoki true, however, in those cases where he was able to say a word one day, and then 

was unable to say it the day after, hinting at the situated nature of language use versus the 

isolated recognition of words while reading. The possibility to pronounce or not 

pronounce, or to produce the desired expected response seemed to follow uncertain and 

capricious conditions. Some days, he would have complications with a word when other 

days he woukin't. The exception to this wouM be his reading of functk>n words, where 

his difficulties accessing the words seemed to be ongoing. According to Stuart, even in 

the years following the stroke, be still has to concentrate to produce the functun word 
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appropriate for the syntactical structure when reading either orally or silently. I could be 

said, then, that there were different types of miscues associated with Stuart's reading after 

aphasia: 

1. Those associated with the apraxia-which lead to semantic paraphasias and non 

words 

2. Those associated with the linguistic breakdowns since the beginning of his 

aphasia at the level of accessing the deep structure of language, which made, for 

example, function words, and bound morphemes challenges 

3. Those associates with the natural reading process in the making of meaning from 

transactions with texts. 

Change Across Time 

Since the beginning of their coUaboratnn. most of the conversatwns about the 

reading process involved engaging in a discussion about how Stuart read, what he found 

difiicuh and how his reading had evolved though time. In their first meeting together, in 

October of 1994, Stuart read akiud a sectk)n of a newspaper artk:le entitled Passage to 

Antk)uity.'' The headline of the article read "Newly found tunnel adds to mystery of the 

sphinx.'' Stuart made a number of miscues in this first sentence, including the substitution 

of we for NeMfly, and add for adds. When he got to the word to, Stuart paused and said 

''This is my worst," pointing to the word with his left finger. Stuart explained how he had 

a very difficult time reading and writing 'little words.' Nevertheless, Stuart also indicated 

that it was much worse at the beginning of the aphasia and that he recognized that there 
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have been growth in his ability to deal with written language since the stroke. In this 

section, I retrace some of the most evident changes in his reading process across time. 

Quantitative data from the reading events analyzed indicate that Stuart's miscues 

per hundred words (mphw) decreased from 67 mphw in the reading of "A Passage to 

Antiquity^ in October of 1994. to 12 mphw in the reading of an article entitled Xritter 

Contetesf* in November of 1995 (See Table 13.). Keeping in mind that miscue analysis is 

the exploration of that small percentage of unexpected responses, while the rest of the 

text is read accordingly, these data provide striking evidence of his devebpment as a 

reader and his control over the linguistic structures and grammatical structures and 

productive aspects of reading aloud. The same is true when one compares his statistks 

for Language Sense in procedure II from these two readings: 100 % of the resulting 

structures in his oral reading ofPassage to Antiquity" were coded as weaknesses. 

while 67% of the resulting structures in his reading of entitled 'XTritter Contest"' resulted 

in strengths. In classic studies of aphasia, this lack of initial observable performance is 

sometimes, more often than not, equated with lack of competence. 

In general, Stuait encountered different types of challei^es when reading texts 

orally. His articulation difficuhies made it challenging to pronounce certain words, thus 

his oral readii^ was characterized by the production of a number of non-words with high 

graphic and sound similarity with the expected response. In addition, very early on, his 

oral reading included numerous omissnns, mostly of flmction words. In this case, it was 

not an articulation difficulty that caused the miscue. Rather, Stuart seemed to have 

difficufties dealing with the underlying syntactk: structure of the text I found interesting 
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similarities between Stuart^s experience and that of Paula, one of the participants in the 

longitudinal study conducted by Ewing and P&I^raf (1990). In the case of Paula, her 

reported verbal apraxia **prevented her from fluently reading words out loud. It took so 

much concentration to remember how to s^ the word that by the time she could. 

meaning eluded her^ (p. 102). This specific mention of loss of meaning was not reported 

by Stuart in relation to oral reading, but it was mentioned by Kathy in relation to oral 

language. 

Stuart's patterns of miscues evolved through time. In later readings, he stopped 

persevering so much with producing the accurate pronunciation of the expected response. 

He had an increased tolerance for using non-words to serve as placeholders whenever he 

was unable to produce the desired word. This made him become more effective in getting 

to the meaning, and more efficient in his use of his reading strategies (Goodman, 1996). 

Many of his non-word substitutions could be described as being mis-articulations, in 

which case his semantic scores would be higher than what they seem (Table 13). 

In the case of handling function words during his oral readings, his omissions 

became substitutions, which demonstrate his prediction of syntactic structures influenced 

by the printed text. In addition, there were other issues to consider when looking at his 

performance in reading, as with 'iwise overk>ad'̂  (Ewing and P&lzgra^ p. 92) or fetigue. 

Stuart described early on that he found it very difficult to concentrate when there was 

noise around him. This condition got better with time, but &tigue was always an issue in 

terms of his performance in reading, or writing and speaking, for that matter. If Stuart 
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was tired, he found it very challenging to concentrate on reading and his reduced 

tolerance to noise went hand with hand with &tigue. 

Reading and Aphasia 

Much of the recent discussions of reading in aphasia literature represent a 

subskills model of reading (Y. Goodman. Watson, & Burke, 1987), which assumes, 

among other things, that the size and frequency of words influence comprehension. In 

describing the 'expected' reading difficulties of individual recovering from aphasia, 

Ewing & P&lzgraf (199S) discuss how '̂ longer and more abstract words such as 

'adversary' or 'architect' are less likely to be recognizable" (p. 102). By assuming that a 

word is more or less difficult based solely on the length of the word, the authors are not 

taking into consideration the reader's previous experiences and individual socmcultural 

context. If the reader is an architect, assuming that the word 'architect' woukl be difficuh 

woukl probably not hokl true. Background knowledge and experience in reading serve as 

important mediators in the construction of meanings. 

Stuart's reading continuously demonstrates how he uses prior knowledge when 

interpreting texts, as he is concentrated on constructing meaning. An example of his use 

of prior knowledge was evidenced when Stuart deak with "'bnger and more abstract 

words". In ''Drake Dkln't Lie,'* an article Stuart read ak)ud in November of I99S, the 

word paleoclimatological was in the text As he worked his way through the text, Stuait 

saw the word paleoclimatological and stopped. Then he said: 

Stuart: Ahh, I know what it means Roughing} the paleo- is old 
(underlining pheo- in the text), and the, cal- cal-, this one (pointing to 
dima-) / can't get... cl- weather, weather type, and then... 
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Ken: You know that word (pointing to dimalolopctti) has to do with 
weather forecasting 
Stuart: And how they can do it three, no four... centuries after. 
(Transcription, November 6, 1995) 

This represents a very interesting example of how the content of the readings and 

the relevance to Stuart's previous experience supported him in constructing meaning 

through transactions with texts. The possibility for reading the word paleoclimaiological 

had nothing to do with the lei^;th of the word or the abstractness of the concept. It had 

everything to do with the support offered by the text to construct a plausible 

interpretation fix)m the printed text. 

Research done with aphasic individuals, as reported by Steve Strauss (1999), 

supports the notion that performance varies depending on the contextual situation. Strauss 

states that, "^Data from aduh aphasic language provides striking support for Goodman's 

notion that lai^;uage performance is optimized in social contexts that involve authentic 

texts and prompt language users to have particular communicative purposes" (p.40S). 

As Strauss (1999) has already mentioned, recovery from aphasia seems to be a process of 

learning language for a second time. Engaging in exploratory conversations, like the one 

just described, seems to aUow talk about language to mediate abstract understandings 

about the nature of the reading process. 

Writing Process 

Stuart: Well, I mean... even, just writing or speaking. It is the toughest 
thing for me is... to put it in a form that / want... So everybody 
understarub it (Transcript, June 9, 2000). 
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Goodman, et aL, (1987) propose that the main purpose of writing is to construct 

meaning To achieve this goal, the writer needs to keep the audience in mind, to pay 

attention to the constraints of the situation, and to shape the text according to the 

functions it serves within a particular context. Stuart was aware of both of these intrinsic 

characteristics of writing when he identified that the Roughest thing" of writing with 

aphasia was being able to construct meaning for others to understand. As part of the 

exploration of literacy processes. Ken provided numerous opportunities for Stuart to 

participate in writing events involving different types of texts and muhiple literacy 

activities, like composing, copying or dictation (Table 14). The diverse range of 

exploratory writing events allowed Ken and Stuart to map out, or trace, Stuart's literacy 

competence, as they discussed what &ctors shaped his written performance within 

different contexts. 

Table 14. 

Types of Texts Produced bv Stuart During Exploratory Writing Events with Ken 

Type of Writing Event Type of text Produced 

Composing Sentences 

Paragraphs 

Dictation Words 

Letters 

Numerals & numbers 

Copying Paragraphs 

Sentences 
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In addition to the activities suggested by Ken, Stuart also documented his writing 

process by collecting samples of his written texts from work and from other activities in 

his life. In particular. Ken asked Stuart to keep a journal, a kind of daily k}g in which he 

recorded and described aspects of his daily life. The purpose of this log was to provide a 

meaningful context in which Stuart could practke his writing and to provide some kind 

of expbratory writing outskle of the sesswns with Ken. Journal writing was also selected 

as Stuart used to keep some kind of written records of his life before the stroke, 

especially while working in the &rm. 

Even though the journal writing was suggested by Ken, Stuart took ownership of 

the process as well. In January of 1995, after the Winter break, Stuart mentmned that he 

had not been writing or reading much. When Ken asked him why, Stuart responded, Tm 

just, it is like... it's my va-,** '̂ VacatmnT' Kathy asked. '̂ Vacation,'' Stuart responded and 

laughed, "^Especially with the kids." It seems like the collaborative relatk)nship 

established between Stuart and Ken allowed Stuart to have the freedom to choose when 

and how much to write or read. He also took the initiative of selecting which texts to 

bring and share with Ken during their sesswns. Table 15 presents a summary of the texts 

he brought during the selected data base. 
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Table 15. 

Types of Texts Shared bv Stu^'t Diirtng Exploratory Writing Events with Ken 

Type of Text Examples 

Journal Entries Multiple Journal entries 

Samples of Work Literacy Sample of Cotton Gin Scales 

Messages to Co-workers 

Co-op Speech as a Treasurer 

Clinical Literacy Samples of work with SLP, Le. writing 

exercises 

In understanding Stuart's writing process, and because of my theoretical 

understanding of literacy as process, I had to kx>k both at his writing process and his 

writing profhdcts. For this reason, I selected expbratory literacy events in which Stuart 

composed texts. These events included mostly prompted composition related to events in 

his life or as responses to readings. In additnn, I also k)oked at some of the writing 

samples Stuart share during his meetings with KetL Because of Stuart's role as a co-

researcher with Ken, as much as an informant, Stuart collected samples of his writing, 

and the conversations that took place about these texts bring to the sur&ce many of his 

underlying writing strategies and difRcuhies. Stuart explained the context in which the 

texts were created, and described some of the writing strategies he found useful He also 

verbalized some of the difficulties he encountered in composing texts. 

I found it interesting that there were not many composing events going on within 

the sessions with Ken as much as meta-narrative analysis about his writing, with Stuart as 

the main informant of the analysis. Therefore, fix>m the selected data set, I k)oked ck)sely 
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at four videotaped events in which he composed texts, and I also looked at those literacy 

events in which Stuart described his writii^ process of previously composed journal 

entries or other self-produced texts. (Table 16). 

Table 16. 

Analyzed Writing Events and Texts 

Id Location Date produced Title Type of Text 

1 vol 10/08/94 Passage to Antkiuity Response to Reading 

2 V02 10/15/94 Concentrating at the Gin Journal Entry 

3 V03 10/23/94 Instruction's Manual Message to co-worker 

4 V I I  4/02/95 The Seizure Prompted composition 

5 V12 4/09/95 New Mexico Response to Reading 

6 V13 04/23/95 Co-Op Speech Speech 

7 V19 11/06/94 New Season Cotton Gin Prompted composition 

Together, Stuart and Ken came to discover and define the contours of his literacy 

competence when writing. These expbration led me to recognize as the contextual 

factors that hindered or supported Stuart's intent to construct meaning through written 

language. This section presents portraits of Stuart's literacy competence while composing 

written texts. I discuss the writing strategies he developed to &ce the challenges of 

writing with aphasia and I present a k>ngitudinal perspective tracing his development and 

growth as a writer during different stages of recovery from the stroke. 
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Composiny as Problem Solving 

I believe that composing is a **dynamic transaction among a variety of constraints 

and influences that can be organized into three broad categories to highlight their 

s^nificance; the literacy community, the writer and the written text** (Y. Goodman, 1992, 

p.3). In the &11 of 1994, Stuart began a new job at the cotton gin. As a result, his use of 

written language had increased demands and he had to negotiate new forms of written 

texts. On one occasion, Stuart brought in samples from his writing at the cotton gin. One 

of these texts a journal entry with a post it note dated October 19, 1994 (Figure 16), 

captured Stuart's composing process and provided a broad sketch of his process of 

authoring a text These particular sample demonstrated not only his use of numerous 

writing strategies for composing texts, but his sohitions to multiple roadblocks he 

sometimes had to &ce as a result of his aphasia. 
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Figure 16. Writing process- Written sample produced at his job in the cotton gin in 

October 19,1994. Example of his use of Post-it note as a strategy for editing his writing. 
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One of the strategies Stuart used in composing this text, was using a 'post-it' note 

to produce a draft of his intended message in order to edit for grammar and spelling. He 

then the copied the message and produced a revised final draft. Stuart explained that he 

had to leave a note for on of his co-workers about fixing a problem with a burner at the 

gin. What seemed like a 'simple' task required that Stuait solved a number of related 

problems, making evident his creative approach towards the process of composing. 

Stuart's first set of decisions included working out the best adverbial phase to use 

for communicating his meanings. His writing on the pots it reveals that some of his 

choices included deckling whether to us THERE IS versus HERE IS. In this way, Stuart 

made multiple attempts at constructing a structure that wouU best communicate his 

intended message. Other decisk>ns had to be made in terms of selecting between two 

different degrees of the same the adjective, Le. EASIEST versus EASY, and in terms of 

choosing the most appropriate verb, Le. GET versus READ. Finally, he had to solve yet 

another problem because he couki not 'access' the spelling of one of his desired nouns to 

complete his message, Le. INSTRUCTIONS. Here is how he explained his solutk>n to 

this situation: 

Stuart: That was going to say... see, I can t (He starts writing 
INSTUCTION- in his yellow pad) 
Ken: I-n-s.. you started to write that... inspector? Oh! Instructiot.s, that s 
what you were going to write. 
Stuart: Yea 
Ken: And you just wrote 'the users manual' 
Stuart: / coultbi'/... I could not say it 
Ken: Instructor, Instructions and so Just wrote users manual 
Stuart: Same thing 
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In his process of composing texts, Stuait not only had to search for alternative 

grammatical structures for saying what he wanted to say, he also needed to search for 

alternative words in orcter to communicate his intended meanings. Sometimes, his 

solution was to find a synonym, as in the case of USERS MANUAL instead of 

INSTRUCITONS. Other times he would write a homonym of the word, Le. SUM for 

SOME. Stuait mentioned that contractions were also challenging to write, and that 

although he could say them in his mind, when he wrote, they didn't come out as a 

contraction but in its complete form, Le. IT IS. 

A any rate, all of these solution show his ability to find alternative ways of 

fulfilling specific functions. They are powerful testimony of his underlying literacy 

competence and his learning to live as a writer with aphasia. 

Composing as a Process 

As composing is such a dynamic process involving multiple and simultaneous 

decisions, 1 selected the following videotaped episode to represent the wide variety of 

strategies and resources Stuart used during the actual process of composing a text. This 

event took place on April 9, 199S, exactly one year after the stroke. I selected this writing 

event because it captures many of the strategies that Stuart and Ken had discussed 

throughout their conversations, but also, because of the fact that it presents evidence of 

Stuart's writing process one year after the beginning of the aphasia. (Figure 17). 

Furthermore, this writing was a response to the reading of a newspaper artkle Ken had 

asked Stuart to read. The article was about New Mexico, a place Stuart knew well 

because he was bom in New Mexico and part of his fimiily was still residing in that state. 
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I viewed the videotaped episode multiple times and used an adaptation of a writing 

observation form developed by Graves (197S) in order to capture Stuart's composing 

process in action. The narrative account of the of how this episode evolved follows. 

Ko u wT(AN Ru»t*OSO is-TbWK v\flCQl 

4^4S,C.Lc»o©CRon- is AS»#\APJC^ 

Tt^WIvi 

Figure 17. Writing sample one year after the stroke produced on April 9. 1995 

Observatioaal FieldBotcs, Videotape April 9,1995 
Stuart was sitting at the Ken's table with an IV in his left arm as a 

result of a recent infection. Kathy was sitting to his right and se was 

engaged in reading a newspaper article while Stuart began to write. Stuart 

wrote with ease the first couple of words, leaving two spaces marked with 

a line after the word 'CENTRAL.' He stopped after the word 'NEW and 

reread what he has written so &r. He resumed his writing almost 

immediately subvocalizing sometimes as he writes. Once he had written 

the word 'MEXICO/ Stuart stopped and kwked back at his is writing 

apparently thinking about while be reread, putting his left hand in his chin. 

At this point, he had written: 'THE CENTRAL NEW 

MEXICO.' 

After a brief pause, Stuait wrote the words 'IS BOTH,' saying the 

word 'Two' when he began to write 'BOTH.' He sometimes held his pen 

very ck)se to the paper as if getting ready to write a word. Stuart wrote a 

line to indicate that something was missing. He had also revised the 

previous blank spaces and wrote 'PART OF' to complete the first 

sentence. Afterwards, he wrote "MOUNTAIN AND VALLEY. RUID,' 
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leaving the word Ruidoso incomplete as he looked at the newspaper in 

which the word Ruidoso was printed. Stuart used the newspaper as a 

resource and copied just the information he needed to complete his writing 

of'RUIDOSO/ Stuart reread his text, and again paused briefly as if 

organizing iiis ideas before resuming bis writing. He then wrote 'IS 

TOWN W.' When he arrived at the letter 'W,' Stuart stopped writing and 

said aloud 'with,' but was not able to write this word at the time. Instead, 

he continued writing on a new line the phrase ̂ SKI AND HORSE 

RACING. 

At this point, Stuart looked up from his paper and asked Kathy for 

help with the writing of the word 'with.' Kathy, who was still reading 

seating in the same table, spelled out the word for him, and Stuart edited 

his writing 'with' with her help. Once the word 'WITH' was complete he 

underlined TH. indicating that he had a difficulty with these particular 

word. Stuart continued to write with ease, editing and revising as needed. 

He turned wrote 'SKI AND HORSE RACING AREAS' and then went 

back to edit 'SKI' into 'SKIING.' He stopped again after having written 

'CLOUE)CROFT' to k)ok at the newspaper as if corroborating the spelling 

of this town. "Got it," Stuart said as he pushed away the newspaper. He 

might have corroborated the spelling of CLOUDCROFT. He finished the 

line with the words 'IS A SMALLER' and started the fourth line writing 

'TOWN AND HIGHER TOWN.' Stuart stopped and k)oked at the ceiling 

for a second or two while writing the word 'HIGHER.' He also stopped 

after 'TOWN' to reread his work. At this point, he revised his text and 

inserted the word 'A' after 'AND' and went on to open a parenthesis and 

to write ELEVATION.' 

Stuart once again kwked away from his paper and tuned to Kathy. 

'That?,' he asked her, with a tone that seemed to have an implicit request 

for her support. Kathy spelled the word to him. Stuart's first attempt at 
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writing the word was not successful, as he began writing ' AS^ instead of 

'T-H/ *^Dkl you want '̂ that'?," Kathy inquired after observing his writing. 

That''s an *a' and an *s.* Scratch that,'' Kathy told Stuart, who was having 

a particularly hard time with the writing of this word. don't know," 

Stuart responded and tried again to write 'THAT but he couldn't do it. 

He gave Kathy the pen and asked her to write the word for him on the 

newspaper. Kathy write the word '̂ that,' and Stuait copied it into his 

writing. He then wrote writes *IS' and ck)sed the parenthesis. 

In this composing episode, Stuart used a variety of strategies to construct his text. 

He also makes evident the number associated activities that make it possible for him to 

create a text. These activities include, among others: rereading, monitoring and editing 

his writing, subvocalizing, consulting resources, thinking, and talking with Kathy. 

In terms of the strategies, be deliberately leaves blank spaces indicated with a line 

to mark the place where he needs to go back and revise his writing in order to incorporate 

any word that he is unable to access at the time (i.e. PART 0F>. These blank spaces are 

later filled with the desired word. The resulting eflfect of the underlined text serves a 

secondary purpose after the writing is over: Stuart is able to k)ok back at his writing and 

identify examples of places where he had difficulties while composing the text. In 

addition, the use of the blank spaces while writing help Stuart to concentrate on the 

meaning of his message, not on the formal aspects of writing, and thus keep his 

composing process in action. 

This event reveals Stuart's use of textual and human resources present in the 

writing event. For example, he used the newspaper when writing the word RUIDOSO, 

and he also used Kathy as a linguistk resource to solve his difficulty with writing the 
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word 'that' In addition to these strategies, he edits his work as he goes along, inserting 

function words where needed, or revising the spelling of a particular word, like in the 

case of skiii^. As a side note, Stuart also incorporates humor to his writing when he 

writes '(ELEVATION THAT IS).' He asked Ken, **00 you get the joke?" when reading 

this piece ak)ud. 

Compensating strategies. 

In order to reieam how to communicate through written language, just the same as 

oral language, Stuart was involved in a process of inventing strategies. Learning was a 

process of invention in the sense that he had to find novel ways to accomplish his desired 

outcomes. Stuart used a wide variety of compensating strategies for composing texts and 

dealing with some of the difficulties associated with his aphasia. If he had a particular 

questk)n regarding the spelling of a word, he would either invent the spelling and 

underline it, so that he would be able to return to this specific word when editing, or he 

wouU leave a blank space signaled with a line and keep writing. "If I wanted to write a 

letter or note or something I could...1 knew there was something missing," Stuart shared 

with me, ''So, I would skip that portk>n and Til get back and I dkl it. Or words, when I 

knew it was wrong, or if something was wrong with that word, underlined it. I knew." 

Stuart's literacy competence allowed him to 'know' when something was wrong or when 

something was missing. In addition, Stuart was also very aware of his recovery during the 

first six months following the stroke. He knew, for example, that fiuictk)n words (Le. 

prepositk)n, pronouns, conjunctrans) were the hardest to write, not because be didn't 
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'know' the spelling, but because of their grammatical role in the construction of 

sentences. In contrast, nouns and verbs were much easier to write. 

These strategies fecilitated Stuart's search for alteniatives ways of dealing with 

his difficulties. Stuart used strategies like drafting a ''post-it" note before writing the final 

draft. He also became aware of the need to search for altemative words to communicate 

his ideas whenever he got 'stuck* during a conversation and the context wouM not aUow 

him the time to resolve this difficulty. Stuart found a way to use material resources from 

the physical environment to mediate his use of written language; He first began using a 

rock as paper hoMer, as his right arm was not available for this function. The rock was 

later substituted with a cushmned weight, as Kathy had complained that the rock was 

ruining Stuart's pockets. He also used a variety of linguistk; resources available within 

the inunediate context of the writing situatnn. For example, Kathy often served as a 

linguistic resource offering Stuart words when he requested them. Stuart also used texts, 

like newspapers or calendars, to incorporate informatnn in his writing, whether to 

corroborate a spelling of a word, or to confirm informatk>n like a date. 

Regardless of Stuart's inventmns, there were other issues that influenced his 

process of releaming language and that are associated with the consequences of the 

stroke. This whole process was often shadowed by the &tigue associated with aphasia. 

Stuart shared that if he was tired, everything seemed to take nnore time, and thus his 

attempts at communicating were not as successful Other barriers were 'noise overbad.' 

Releaming how to constmct meaning from text implied learning that to read with £q)hasia 

meant knowing that noise and &tigue were detrimental to his construction of meaning. 
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Changes and growth across time 

Stuart: Something thai just stroke me with the writing cursive it s like the 
... writing with a ... quill and ink ... It would...to me, I think people 
writing then, they had to think about it more than someone now using the 
com- computer because it is so quick now... Where as two years, two 
hundred years ago. they thought it... they thought it twice or three or four 
times before the complete sentence HXJS put down in paper (Transcript 
June 9. 2000) 

During their first session together. Ken asked Stuart to read a newspaper article 

about recent discoveries in Egypt regarding a tunnel under the Sphinx, as discussed 

pre\iously when talking about his oral reading. Much to Ken's surprise. Stuart had 

already read the article on the newspaper that morning and he had background knowledge 

on the content of the article. After reading the first couple of sentences aloud. Ken 

invited Stuart to write something about what the story was about. Stuart paused for a 

moment and then began writing TUNNELS (Figure 18). and then stopped. Ken provided 

a prompt. ~Why don't you write something like 'They found the tunnel under the 

Sphinx'." Ken suggested. Stuart agreed and began writing. His final senteixre read 'WE 

FOUND THE TLNNEL UNDER THE SPHINX'. 

Tuk/VJE-LS 

W-E PDOWD TVN^tuwwe.U 

Figure 18. Prompted writing in response to reading of the article "Passage to Antkjuity,'' 

Octobers. 1994 

Stuart shared his writing with Ken and then proceeded to explain how his writing 

had progressed since the beginning of his aphasia. "At first.*" he said. *i coukin't... well 

like here, it woukln't have that, that and that (underlining 'UNDER' 'THE' and 'THE'). 
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"You wouldn't have the function wordsT* Ken asked. 'tJr even that (underlining "WE*)." 

Stuart explained as he underlined the word 'we.' Six months after the stoke. Stuait was 

able to use prepositions, determiners and pronouns in composing written texts although 

his writing of these words continued to be deliberate even years after the stroke. 

By June of2000. Stuart who had previously been writing script, was now writing 

in cursive. Tve had some problems with my [...] wrist." he explained to Ken and to 

myself during the intervie^v that took place that summer. "If I'm writing a k)t. it's 

better... to do it... cursive one for my strength." 

Even though there was growth in Stuart's ability to write fix)m the days foUowing 

the stroke until my last interview with him in August of2001. some of his difficulties 

never completely disappeared. However, it coukl be saki that there was a change in the 

severity of the problems, or the degree to which they hindered his ability to produce 

written texts. In his \\TTting. functk)n words came more naturally and he was able to 

write with more ease in later phases of the research. Although his difficulties with 

functk>n words, or his difficulties with composing message as he initially had in mind dkl 

not disappear, his control over process and his use of compensating strategies appeared 

to diminish the problem. 

One area that specially continued to gave him trouble was selection of appropriate 

wording when constructing the syntactk structure of written messages. "What it is for me 

is that... handwriting anything for me is better now." Stuart explained. "I don't have to 

stretch it out so much. But I still have to put the... I have to think about it."^ Beskles 

thinking about the physical act of putting the word together, Stuart explained that he is 
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aware he has to stop and think about the gramniatical function of the woixl he is using. 

Stuart used a sentence he had composed during the session as an example. The sentence 

read; 'Cameron is n^ son who is 12 years old' Stuart said, "Like the word *my' that I 

underlined it here...'my' is right but I had to think about it: Is that the r^ht word for what 

1 want?" However, his ability to communicate through writing for multiple purposes and 

his construction of meaningful texts never stopped getting better. 

Similarly, his writing strategies also evolved. Some strategies remained, like the 

fact that he continued to use his strategy for underlining functun words if he was not 

absolutely sure of the way he was using them. Other strategies appeared more prominent, 

like the use of a computer. Stuart talked about the computer as tool for composing. Even 

if composing in the computer was still laborious, Stuart described how he woukl usually 

do it by hand first and then be would copy it into the computer. "Now 1 can get it by 

typing it, printing it, proofreading," he said. He wouki still need to edit his work for 

grammar as the spellchecker **would take care of the spelling, not the grammar." Overall 

Stuart believed that his devek>pment had not stopped and he hadn't reached a plateau in 

his process of learning to write with aphasia. 

StiiaTt'«; I Tse of Writing and Texts for Mediaiional Purposes 

Kathy: Ifind it interesting what when you want to say a word you start 
writing it down. Do you have an explanation of why that is? 
Ken: What he is doing is using all the systems to support each other [...] 
Stuart: And sometimes is just that [pointing to his writing] to get it all out 
Ken: To get it started [...JYour intuitions are very good 
Stuart: Ar^^wayyou can do it, you got to ( Transcript. October 8, 1994) 
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Whh the onset of aphasia. Stuart was forced to invent new ways of using his 

written language processes. As a result, new purposes and functions of written language 

emerged as pan of his landscapes of literacy competence. I have described one particular 

function of Stuart's writing as mediational. which includes the type of writing he used to 

support his oral language and his oral reading, and to a lesser extent, to aid his composing 

of texts when using a word processor in a computer. 1 use the term mediation following 

the work of Vygotksy (1978) and other sociohistorical scholars (Moll. 2000: Wells. 2000: 

Wertsch. 1991). Mediation has been regarded as one of the central tenets of Vygotsky's 

thinking, as Moll (2000) describes, "human beings interact with their workls, primarily 

through mediational means: and these mediational means, the use of cultural artifacts, 

tools and symbols, including language, play crucial roles in the formation of intellectual 

capacities" (p. 257). 

Relevant to the discussion of mediatk)n in this sectk)n. is the notk>n that 

mediatunal means are part of the overall distribution of cognition within activity 

systems. As Salomon (1993) describes, "the social and artifactual surrounds, alleged to 

be 'outside' the individuals' heads, not only are sources of stimulatk>ns and guidance but 

are actually vehicles of thoughr (p. xiii). In my analysis of Stuart's use of writing for 

mediational purposes, a distributed nature of cognition that accounts for how lools 

literally carry intelligence in them," as descnbed by Pea (1993), strengthened my 

interpretation of Stuart's use of written language. 

As I have mentnned before, Stuart came to each of the sessions with Ken 

equipped with a paper pad, a pen and a paperweight he used to keep the p^)er in place, as 
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he was not able to use his right hand for this purpose while writing with his left hand. 

Stuait used writing as one of his 'mediational means* to support his participation in 

communicative events and to build ahemative ways of representing meaning after the 

stroke. An extraordinary collection of texts was created during the collaboration between 

Stuart and Ken. These written samples contained print and drawings used to support his 

oral language as well as responses to any expkiratory writing activity requested by Ken. 

for example, dictation, copying, composing of messages or respondii^ to readings. Thus, 

the written texts produced by Stuart had a provocative combination of words, letter, 

numbers, sentetices. paragraphs, and drawings, as represented in Figure 19 and Figure 20 

and summarized in Table 17. 

Table 17. 

Texts Produced bv Stuart for Mediational Purposes 

Print Fragments of words 

Whole words 

Numbers and Numerals 

Drawing Diagrams 

Representation of his Brain structure 

Maps 

These writing samples capture the variety and richness of literacy e}q>k)ration 

taking place during any given session with Ken. They represent texts produced through 

participation in multiple literacy events involving different forms of writing. In this 

section. 1 e}q)k)re his use of print and drawings for mediational purposes. 
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Print as Mediatinnal Writing 

Stuart began working during the &11 of 1994 at a cotton gin in his home town. 

Some ver> good friends of the &mily. as described by both Stuart and Kathy. gave him 

the opportunity to work at the gin. "It was nice because the people that gave me... they do 

it for me... I dkin't ask.*" Stuart explained to Ken in October of 1994. During the ginning 

season, Stuart worked from 5:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m. on week days. ~Then he is getting up 

to go to therapy from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.,*^ Kathy added, **It is kind of a rough 

week." Ken was curious to know what his work at the cotton gin entailed and the 

following conversatk)n took place as Stuart explained his job. 

Ken: [...JWhat do you do? 
Stuart: This is what today is...a... a scale. And keep... keeping up the... 
the... (writes RECORD) records. 
Ken: You are keeping records? How do you do it? 
Stuart: How do it? 
Ken: Are you weighting cotton bales? 
Stuart: N... the ra- (writes R) rawl-
Kathy: raw 
Ken: Raw cotton? 
Stuart: Raw from... on the ...cotton (writes TRAILER)... tra- trailers. 
Ken: The trailers come in with the raw cotton? 
Stuart: Right. It 'II also have dirt or the, the leaves. 
Ken: Leaves and parts or plants 
K: Whatever. Then you could... the other, the far end... you get... the 
bales [...] and then / have to for...do it again. 
Ken: Weight again? 
Stuart: Right. 
Ken: So you weight when it comes in and when it is all clean and bailed 
and you keep those records. This goes on all night? [...J 
Stuart: Yea, it is about... (writes WBALE) [...] This is one we did... the 
best one (pointing to 99) 
Ken: 99% bales 
Stuart: No that's how many bales 
Kathy: Per night? 
Stuart: Yes 
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Ken: 99 bales a night 
Kathy: The best you 've had 
Stuart: So far 
Ken: So you have some machine equipment [...J 
Stuart: There is also people like in the (writes PRESS) in the press [...] 
and after put a bag and go down (Transcription October 16. 1994) 

The actual text Stuart produced during this conversation is presented in Figure 20 

as well as in Figure 21. Stuait wrote on five different instances of his explanation of the 

type of record keeping involved in his work at the cotton gin. He wrote four words 

(RECORD. TRAILER, PRESS and BALE), one letter (R), and one number (99). a 

common combination of words, letter and numbers present in many other events in which 

writing was used for mediating his oral language. One particularly interesting aspect 

about this use of writing, is his shifts of intended audience; In some instances, Stuait 

wrote complete words which he was finding difficult to pronounce at that particular 

moment (i.e. RECORD. TRAILER). The writing of the complete word not only triggered 

the pronunciation of the intended word, but sometimes he wrote words that were usually 

read by Ken or Kathy, who used them to make more definite interpretations of what 

Stuart wanted to say when he was not able to produce his intended oral message. 

Figure 21. Print as Mediational Writing- Explanation of Job at the Cotton Gin 

However, there are other instances in which the audience seems to be Stuart 

himself, a personal and private audience in which case there is no need to write in 

R 

Tit4vuE^ 
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complete words as he is using writing as tool for his own communication purposes (Le. 

*R' for "raw' in Figure 19. or "N* for 'Noise' and 'TREASU' for •Treasurer* in Figure 

20). Stuart offered the following explanation "I can...like a word (writing the letter K as 

an example)...! can put just one [...] and it can. you can...it's O.K. thea after that." . 

When this happens, there seems to be no intent of someone else reading his writing 

except for himself. This reminds me of the way Vygotsky (1986) described the 

abbreviated nature of inner speech as related to the closeness of the audience, the 

intimacy of self as an audience, which allows for more ambiguity in the writing because 

it would be comprehensible to the desired audience, in this case, himself. Stuart's use of 

letters and fragments of words to aid his oral language, when looked upon by an outsider 

of the process of creation, is highly ambiguous and not easily interpreted. These are the 

characteristKS of the text given the purposes it was meant to serve (Halliday. 1989) 

As with any other type of written or oral text, those texts produced to serve a 

mediational purpose were defined and shaped by the sockKultural context in which they 

were created. Therefore, these texts have meaning only when interpretation takes into 

consideration the particular contextual features of the literacy event. Kress (1997) writes 

that ~texts derive their sense, their order, their coherence, their k)gk:. from the k)gic, 

seiise. order, of the (structure of the social) enviroimient in which they were produced by 

one or more speakers or by a >\riter who had her or his absent audience nevertheless 

ck)sely in mind" (p. 118). When I first started working with the archived data set as a 

research assistant, I remember clearly the moment in which I was able to understand the 

written texts and samples of print accompanying the video taped sessions. Like an 
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archeoiogical search through which each small piece became part of something much 

lai^er. I discovered bow each sample handwritten on a yellow-pad-page had meaning. I 

understood that Stuart wrote those isolated words, fragments of words and numbers to aid 

his oral language, or in some cases, his oral reading. An example of the mediational use 

of writing when reading aloud was observed when Stuart read aloud the book Time For 

Bed by Mem Fox. One of the words he was having difficulty pronouncing in the 

following sentence was the word 'made.' which was actually omitted in his first reading 

of the sentence. 

Stuart finished reading the sentence. He then took his pen and said "This.** as he 

pointed to the word 'made.' and wrote 'MAID' on his paper, which mediated the 

possibility to access the pronunciation of the expected response 'made* (Figure 21). 

According to Stuart although he used a homophone and knew the meaning of both words, 

he needed an alternative representation of the word in order to trigger the expected 

pronunciation. He had a similar strategy for reading aloud fimction words like 'to*, 'too' 

and 'for', the only difference is that he used numbers to recall the expected response as 

described earlier in the discussion of bis reading strategies when reading the book Time 

for Bed. Figure 21 contains his writing of the numbers *2* and '4* as well as his written 

explanation of his difficulties with 'TO* and 'TOO.' 

One important thing to mention is that mediational writirig was never requested by 

Ken as part of the exptoratory investigatk>n of Stuart's literacy. On the contrary, it was 

Stuart who explained the way he used writing to siq)port his oral language, which meant 

402 What happened today that you laugh? 
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he was consciously using one mode of language to support another one (Halliday, 1978). 

It also demonstrates how higher psychobgical functions, as described by the cultural-

historical psychobgy ofVygotsky (1978) and Luria (1973). are organized in terms of 

larger fimctional systems, and that any change or disruption to one of its components 

would cause the system to find alternative paths to serve the affected function. In Luria's 

words. 

.. .the formation of new fiaictional systems ... is a means for the unlimited 
development of cerebral activity. The human cerebral cortex.. .becomes an 
organ of civilization in which are hidden boundless possibilities, and does 
not require new morphological apparatuses every time history creates the 
need for a new function (Luria. 1967. cited in John-Steiner. & Souberman. 
1978. p. 125). 

Stuart's use of writing for mediational purposes demonstrates his ability to make 

use of all his available language processes to support one another. It also demonstrates 

his ability to participate in meaningful communication events by using a written mode of 

communication if the oral mode is not available at that particular moment. 

Therefore, his mediational use of writing is crucial to understanding Stuart's 

writing process. In &ct this observation has been hinted at by other researchers in the 

field of aphasiology. who studied the writing rehabilitation of aphasic patients. The 

literature reported some cases in which people recovering from aphasia may use written 

language in lieu of oral language. Although working from an informatk)n-processing 

theoretical standpoint. Cark>magno and lavarone (1995) write that, 

Increasing interest in fluictional communication in recent years points to 
the possibility that reskiual writing abilities might supplement and/or 
replace oral language. Fawcus and Fawcus (1990) for instance, described 
strategies of patients suffering from severe apraxia of speech in sending 
messages. Two of them were found to use written messages although these 
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messages contained spelling errors. Patient RG (Carlomagno. et aL. 
1991 )...used writing wiien oral messages were unavailable. We feel 
justiiied in proposing writing therapy for those patients whose oral 
language is severely impaired. Such impairment might be supplemented 
by means of written messages, (p. 221) 

On April 2. 1995. Ken was curious to know about Stuart's use of writing for mediational 

purposes at home. Kathy said haven't seen you writing lately. I noticed you picked up 

the pen here but at home you don't do that.** "Right. ** Stuart commented. During their 

conversation Stuart shared that he was having less and less difficuhy saying what he 

wanted to say. and thus the need for print as a mediatk)nal resource diminished with time. 

In my last interview. Stuart had paper and pencil just in case. In our meeting he did not 

use writing, but he did use drawings of the brain for mediational purposes. 

Drawing as Mediational Writing 

Ken: What else are you good at? Are you an artist? 
Stuart: Not really but... but / could try. (Transcription. October 8, 1994/ 

One of the most thought-provoking conversatk)ns between Ken and Stuart took 

place early in the study. It was October 16.1994 when Stuart was sharing some of his 

initial testing experiences at the hospital immediately foUowing the stroke. Stuart was 

surprised when he realized that his responses to the evaluation questuns being posed by 

therapists and doctors were incorrect. **But I know what they said.** Stuart explained. "I 

think it was ok.** Ken went on to ask, "You thought you were ok?" "I'm right, you bet,** 

Stuart responded and laughed. Ken asked Stuart if he had any personal explanatk>n to 

account for what was happening. Stuart then began explaining his understanding of some 
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of the changes that took place after the stroke in terms of his access to information m his 

mind (Figure 22A). 

Stuart: It s like, this wzs... it s like...scrambled (he picked up the pen but 
didn't write). 
Ken: Like the wires were crossed? 
Stuart: Well, they were not out what they, they werenit saying we are 
ok but everybody else didndidn't think so. I think you are doing 
around the thing that was (draws a cirde) ... that was wrong that 
blocked They are going the round way. 
Ken: You were? 
Stuart: Well my head was. whose going around... because it used to be go 
right between (draws a line across the cirde), right in. Where now you 
have to go... (draws a time going arotuu! the cirde). 
Ken: You found another way around? 
Stuart: Yes, right now... to start (Transcription October 16, 1994) 

A. B. 

Figure 22. Drawing as Mediatk>nai Writing- Samples of his drawings October 16.1994-

A. Explanation of akemative ways ongoing around^; B. Explanation of how access was 

bk)cked. 
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At muhiple points in this conversation. Stuart used drawing as an ahemative 

mode to represent meaning with similar purposes to his use of print- - to mediate his oral 

language and to support his narration and telling of stories. Ken used Stuart's oral 

narrative and his visual representation to understand Stuart's explanation of this very 

abstract phenomena. When Ken paraphrased Stuart's words in order to corroborate if he 

had understood what Stuart was explaining, Stuart reiterated his initial explanation using 

again both oral language and visual images to construct meaning. (Figure 22.B). **It*s 

like my thought was here.'* Stuart said as he drew a second circle and an *x' outside the 

circle, "and whenever... but that is, it used to be that...," Stuart draw a straight line across 

the circle and paused for a moment, as if searching for a word to complement his 

drawing. "The pathway?" Kathy suggested. "Yea," Stuart responded. "This is ...you can't 

go, you have to go... you can't go this way any more," Stuart continued as he made a 

mark in the circle like 'blocking* access to his thoughts "It is blocked," Ken said, "by the 

inflammatk)n." "What ever." Stuart added, "you have to away, around the way." 

Stuart's use of drawings for mediatk)nal purposes resuhed in the production of 

what couM be called "hybrid texts" containing a rich combinatk>n of symbolic 

information. I found Kress's (1997) investigatk)n of early literacy and semiotic 

representatuns in young children's writing useful for my interpretatnn of Stuart's use of 

drawing as another 'mediational means.' Kress writes about young writers using visual 

displays combined with verbal narratives in the telling of stories. He believes that "^vhen 

'story* is important but writing is not yet controlled, we see them making stories, 

narratives which tend to be hybrid things with language used to indicate action and 
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narrative sequence, and drawing used to refvesent, to display, the people and objects in 

the story*^ (P-24. emphasis added). 

Kress (1997) goes on to state that children might use ^images to show the 

elements of a story, and language to relate the action^ (P-143) which can denote a 

specialization of preferred modes or children might see oral language and drawing as a 

single mode of representing meaning. Kress investigates whether young writers 

differentiate between drawing and writing at an early moment in their literacy 

development. He believes that there is a point in which children are ''drawing both the 

print and the image, or writing both print and image"^ (p.61). Although alternative 

explanations of the relationship between words and drawings in early literacy 

development have been discussed by Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982), the 

conceptualization of children writing both print and image offers a plausible framework 

for thinking that Stuart is writing both print and image in support of his oral narratives. 

Stuart seems to use drawing as a way to represent not the **objects of the story*" as in the 

case of younger children described by Kress (199T).However, Stuart is drawing 

representatk>ns of complex ideas that involve explanations of neurok>gk:al and physical 

changes in his body after the stroke. These seem to be instances in which an image would 

be much more richer than words couki be. This partkularly interesting use of drawing by 

an individual with aphasia was reported in the &mous bngitudinal case study of Zasetski, 

whom Luria (1972) foUowed for twenty six years. Luria reports how Zasetski drew in 

order to express the difference between his visual field before and after the gun wound to 

his brain. 
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Stuart found drawing helpful in explaining aspects of his physical recovery. In 

January of 1995. Stuart talked with Ken about some of the changes he had experienced in 

the sensitivity of his right skie of his body, specially with his arm, leg and mouth. think 

it was about...the week o£*^ Stuart sakl as he wrote DEC 25. ''Before that*^ he continued, 

pointing to his writing, ~my...ann [...] I could really...! think it was like mid..." 

"December?" Ken asked. "No." Stuart responded, "like how for 1 couki feeL" he 

elaborated, pointing with his left arm to his right arm. After the Christmas break. Stuart 

had regained some feeling and control of his right arm and leg. "And then yesterday and 

the day before, down to the elbow," Stuart continued. "On the control for my arm." he 

added. "It used to be... if you wanted to lift my arm. I had to do it... with my ... 

shoukler... And now...I can do it with... with the elbow." Then Stuart began drawing the 

right skie of his body and said "My leg., or my., arm... is first at the shoukler... this gets 

harder," pointing to his drawing. Kathy elaborated "It is working its way down?" "Yes." 

he replied "Same with this too." he saki pointing to his arm represented in the drawing. 

w 

Figure 23. Drawing of his body January 22, 1995 
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The use of drawing as part of his mediational use of wrinen texts demonstrates 

Stuart's knowledge of the semiotic tools available to him. He knew how drawing as a 

mode of representation can capture his meaning better than attempting to solely explain 

the phenomena through oral language. In the case of his description of access to 

information in his brain, he uses the illustration to complement his oral language, thus 

both modes, oral and visual had a specific role during the communicative event and they 

each serve a purpose. They conqilement each other, creating hybrid texts and allowing 

for more elaborate meanings to be created, given the difficulty with his oral production of 

narratives. 

This type of symbolic representation is important as we expand definitions of 

literacy competence. The change in his life brought to a level of awareness aspects of his 

overall performance in everyday activities that were otherwise automatic or unconscious. 

Stuart's discussion of brain organization became a recurring theme during his 

conversations with Ken, which will be addressed in more detail in chapter six. For the 

purpose of understanding his use of drawing, Stuart seems to be constructing ahemative 

paths to construct meaning and using what is useful at the particular time to fulfill this 

function. Vygotsky's work with special learners and his early writings in defectok)gy 

(Knox & Stevens, 1993) foreshadows a sociohistorical understanding of Stuart's personal 

interpretation of his devebpment as an individual recovering from aphasia: 

Whatever the anticipated outcome, always and in all circumstances, 
devefopment complicated by a defect, represents a creative (physical and 
psychobgical) process; the creation and re-creation of a child's 
personality based upon the restructuring of all the adaptive functions and 
upon the formation of new processes- overarching, substitution. 
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equalizing. - generated by the handicap, and recreating new. roundabout 
paths for development (Knox and Stevens. 1993. p. 17. emphasis added). 

In the summer of2001. during the last interview we had together. Stuan 

mentioned how he was not using writing that much while speaking, as his ability to 

articulate oral language had gotten much stronger over the years. However, during our 

meeting Stuart did use drawing when he offered me an explanation on the areas on his 

brain affected from the stroke. He also ilhistrated once again, his understanding of how 

the stroke had affected the usual pathways in his brain to access deals information. 

Throughout the years. Stuart became more and more interested in reading about 

the brain. **Anything talking about the brain. I say. 'that makes sense'." Stuart began 

telling me. "From what I have read.** he continued explaining as be drew an image of a 

brain, ~it*s generally... there. The speech center is behind the ear." In his illustration of 

the brain (Figure 24) Stuart klentifies the two most common and controversial areas of 

the brain discussed by neurok>gists since the 19"' century; a) Brocca's area- believed to 

be for many years the expressive cortex of the brain; and b) Wemincke's area- believed 

to be the receptive cortex. Even if the stroke affected one of these areas. Stuart believed 

that there were possibilities for building alternative pathways. **But that doesn't mean it 

coukin't leam other ways." Stuart continued. "The synapse is gone... it has to establish 

another way. I have been reading that the brain has a memory, so that the piece that you 

have k>st. they... it knows what's there and what is k)st and we are going to do it another 

way." 
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Figure 24. Drawing of Stuart's brain- August 1. 2001 

In very interesting ways. Stuart's oral and written representations throughout the 

years, including print and image, oral and written texts, all complement each other, 

yielding a complex web of systems supporting one another and mediating Stuart's 

participation within language and literacy events. They represent yet another landscape of 

his literacy competence. 

Stuart's Literacy Competence Associated with Muhiple Literacv Contexts 

Stuart and Ken had been reading orally mult^le types of texts during numerous 

exploratory literacy events. On their third meeting, on October 23.1994. Ken selected the 

book Time For Bed by Mem Fox for an oral reading. The book has predictable language 

structure and Ulustrations that suf^it the construction of meaning from the printed text. 

Ken asked Stuart to read aloud the first couple of pages. Stuarts's oral language at the 
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time of these readings, six months after the stroke, seemed very laborious and he was still 

ver>- much in the phase of ongoing recovery. Given the previous expk)ratofy readings 

they had done together. Ken knew that it was easier for Stuart to read meaningful texts 

than isolated letters, and that his reading comprehenswn was not affected by his oral 

performance while reading aloud. 

During Stuart's oral reading of the first four pages of Time For Bed, Stuart's 

miscues consisted mostly of corrected partials or word for word substitutions. In some of 

his substitutions, the observed response was similar to the expected response both in 

graphic and phonok)gical structures Le. kK)se for goose). He also produced some high 

quality miscues in which he produced syntactically and semantically acceptable 

structures, as in the case of substituting kitten for little cat. 

There were two paitkrular words that caused him some difficulty during his oral 

reading: for and snuggle. In the first case, Stuart had already expressed his difficulty with 

reading "little words," as he called them. In the second case, snuggle, the initial and final 

consonant chisters proved to be an articulation challenge. Because Stuart had shared his 

attempt to read books with his son. Ken recommended that he read the book with 

Cameron at home. Two weeks later, on November 6, 1994, Cameron and Stuart read the 

book together. 

Stuart and Ken were sitting at the dinner table in Ken's house. Kathy joined them, 

sitting at the &r right end of the table. Cameron sat comfortably next to Stuart, with the 

book. Time For Bed opened in fix>nt of them. Cameron began reading and Stuart was 

responsible for turning the pages of the book. Cameron read with ease, and turned to his 
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&ther for both assistance or reaffirmation of his reading. Stuait offered both as needed. 

He also prompted Cameron to correct some of his uncorrected miscues: Cameron read 

finally for falling and went on to the next page. Stuart turned back the page and asked 

Cameron casually. **What was that?^ as he pointed to the word falling. Cameron had no 

difficulty offering the expected response and realized he had read something different 

than what was on the page. Just like his &ther. Cameron stumbled upon the reading of the 

word snuggle. After substituting it for the word settle and unsuccessfully attempting to 

correct his miscue. Stuart promptly provided Cameron with the expected response. 

"Snuggle." Stuart said, and Cameron repeated the word and continued reading. 

Interestingly, the same word that he had been unable to pronounce during his previous 

oral reading, was now offered as support for the oral reading of his son. 

This supportive role was maintained throughout the reading event as Cameron and 

Stuart constructed meaning fix>m the text together. At one point. Cameron had some 

difficulties reading the word still and the turned to Stuart for help. Stuart attempted to say 

the word a couple of time but his difficulties with production of oral ^leech prevented 

him from pronouncing the word. Stuart's resource was to turn to his wife Kathy for help. 

~I can't do it." said Stuart "let's ask mom." In this way both Cameron and Stuart actively 

used the social context of the literacy event by using other readers as linguistic resources 

to support their process of making meaning. 

This event resembles the shared experiences as &milies transact together with 

print (Taylor. 1983). During this literacy event, Stuart's role changed from being the 

'struggling reader' attempting to read and decode the text by himself in his first reading. 
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to the 'competent reader' who provided suppoit and feedback to aid Cameron's reading. 

He even prompted his son to correct some of his miscues and offered reassurance when 

Cameron's tentative reading. The influence of the social and linguistic network created 

during the transaction with the text was so strong that Stuart's own difficuhies with the 

text disappeared. Furthermore, he was also competent in negotiating the available 

linguistic resources in the room, as he turned to his wife when he knew that he was not 

able to offer the linguistic support requested by Cameron. This is a powerful example of 

Stuart's ability to perform as a competent reader by using strategies that support the 

construction of meaning and highlight the social nature of literacy. This literacy story is 

also invaluable evidence of how literacy contexts have the potential to transform the 

transactions between readers and texts, painting different literacy competence portraits. 

Competence, what readers are capable of doing, must be separated from 
performance, what we observe them do. It is competence that results in the 
reader's control of and flexibility in using the reading process. Their 
performance is simply the observable result of the competence. (K. 
Goodman, 1975/1982, p.7) 

By placing a transactional and sociocultural lens as my framework for 

interpretatk)n and analysis of the expbratory literacy events described, a whole new 

range of possibilities for observing muftiple patterns of competence and performance 

emerges. Participants in these literacy contexts are actively fashk>ning the literacy event. 

The identification of patterns of literacy competence depending on different learning 

contexts releases language users fit)m labels that predetermine their performance 

(Varenne & McDermott, 1999). In Stuart's story, the official version of his literacy 

competence is reduced to the linguistic weaknesses he has acquired as the resuh of his 
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stroke. Based on this analysis, his rehabilitation program is structured to provide 

sequenced and simplified uses of oral and written language through numerous isolated 

activities. The unofficial version, the one socially constructed by his literacy transaction 

with texts, is different. In this latter one. Stuait is allowed to use his highly complex 

knowledge of oral and written lai^uage to partkripate in relevant literacy events. 

On Wholes and Parts and Context of Written Language 

.Artificial texts that control word frequency and disrupt authentk: sentence 
structure don't provide readers with cues for predicting and expecting. 
Authentk: texts, on the other hand, not only control their own vocabulary 
but also have predkrtable. authentic grammar and thus provkie natural 
grammatKal cues for readers (K. Goodman. 19%. p. 77) 

One of the most interesting implications of the work with Stuart is that it questk)ns the 

common belief that reading is decoding from print to sound and then encoding it to 

graphic, or that writing is encoding sounds into graphic informatwiL Stuart's 

performance throughout the k>ngitudinal collaboratk)n with Ken demonstrates that the 

more reduced the linguists and situatk>nal context, the more difficult the task becomes. 

and thus, he demonstrates the *k)wer end of his literacy abilities* or 'his weaknesses' with 

dealing with written iangu^e. The more he transacts with texts within more complex and 

authentk textual and situatk)nal contexts, the more he is able to demonstrate the 'higher* 

end of his literacy abilities or his 'strengths as a reader and a writer.*^ The ethnographic 

research of Nadeen Ruiz (l99Sa, 199Sb) with students placed in a special bilingual 

educatwn students classrooms highlights that "^The abilities and disabilities of children in 

special educatk>n vary according to the context of interactk)n" (199Sa, p.476). In this 

research, the same rel^ionship was found to be true, allowing for explanatk)ns of literacy 
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competence and performance based on the contextual features that represent more or less 

literate competent identities. Figure 25 presents a visual representation of this continuum. 

Although bidimentionaL, it is my attempt to capture the dynamic flow between 

competence and performance. 

Less competent More competent 
performance performance 

•4 » 
More Reduced texts More authentic texts 
(letters & words) (Children's book & 
More Evaluative newspaper articles) 
contexts More emphasis on 

Meanine Construction 

Figure 25. Continuum of competetKe-performance in relation to the nature of the text and 

the situation. 

Influenced by Strauss (1999) who identified the most meaningful communication 

context of one of his patients recovering from aphasia, the analysis conducted in this 

chapter not only presents a detailed portrait of Stuart's literacy processes, but it also 

presents important issues related to the relationship between literacy competence and the 

context in which the literacy activities or literacy events take place. 

It is not easy to kientify the most meaningful context as a unkiue or solitary event, 

on the contrary, it is more realistk to talk in terms of a continuum of contexts that 

promote the construction of a competent literacy identity. There are a constellatk)n of 

factors involved in supporting Stuart in partKipating in any literacy event. The &ctors 
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involve the social sittiation. and the type of literacy activity involved (Le. composing, 

dictating, copying) as well as the nature of the texts involved in the transaction (letters, 

words, sentences). The flux of components involve the nature of the text, the unit of 

analysis, as well as the type of literacy activity being conducted. 

On the other hand, an interesting pattern emerged from the data that adds more 

complexity to the nature of the relationships between context and landscapes of 

competence. The observed difference in dealing with reduced or whole texts depends on 

the literacy activity being conducted. In other words, it was easier to copy letters than to 

read them aloud. Or it was easier to silently read a whole article than to read a couple of 

sentences aloud. However, the difference was in the degree of accuracy in performance, 

as his meaning construction process from written text was not an issue. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has examined closely Stuart's meaning making process in reading 

and writing. 1 have also explored the context of the literacy event as related to his overall 

performance (linking at texts and at the larger transactk>nal context), his use of 

mediational writing and drawing. Throughout this process. Stuart's inventions as he 

learned to read and write with aphasia have been the guiding point of the analysis. In 

many ways, by documenting ck)sely how Stuart wrote and read. Ken created 

opportunities for his writing and reading process to be captured on tape for later analysis, 

as much a "natural context' as possible within an expiratory event. 

Kovarsky. Kimbarow and Kastner (1999) write about ''partkular models of 

language and cognition that influence the discipline of speech-language pathokigy" 
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(p.308). They argue that implicit models for interpretii^ lai^uage and cognition guide 

evaluation judgments of con^)etence. Although writing about oral language, they do 

speak of the fragmentation of language and the problematic of recontextualization of 

language into something different than how it would normally be used outside of clinical 

settings. 

Gordon Wells (2000) writes about the multiple possibilities that emerge when 

knowledge is represented '̂ independent of oral memory in the form of writing or such 

other visougraphic forms of representation as maps, diagrams, and graphs'* (p. 77). These 

types of meaning representations may be returned to and revised by the author and other 

readers at multiple times. Wells cites Lotman (1988) who argues that "a text can serve a 

dialogic function, becoming what he calls 'a thinking device* and *a generator of 

meaning"* (cited in Wells. 20(X). p. 77). 1 believe Stuart created texts that served as both 

'thinking devices' and 'generators of meaning' not only for social purposes, but for 

individual purposes, mediating his personal construction of meanings within socially 

constructed literacy events and thus reinventing new landscapes of literacy competence. 
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CHAPTER 5. -I'M JUST SPECIAL:" AFFECTIVE AND PERSONAL 

LANDSCAPES OF LITERACY COMPETENCE 

On being tired 
Stuart: [...] Oh boy! It s almost... I'm tired of... of... the furtny things. I 
am Just ready to go... Ok. I'll. I'll. I'll waken, awaken and I'll be fine 
again (He laughs} (Transcription. April 2. 1995) 

On being cheerful 
Ken: What keeps you so cheerful? 
Stuart: I don't know (Laughst 
Kathy: He sometimes wonders himself 
Ken: Do you think that was one of your main traits before the stroke? 
Stuart: Oh yes! 
Kathy: [...] I compare Stuart with the tortoise in The Tortoise and the 
Hare. He just keeps going, and he is still going 
Stuart: And she did, done that before the stroke. (Transcript, April 23. 
I995i  

On April 2, 1995. almost one year had gone by from the day Stuart suffered the 

stroke. Just around that time. Stuart experienced his first seizure: the first of what later 

became a total of about fifteen seizures over the next three years. Stuart had been in the 

local hospital the night before the seizure due to an infection in his right arm that required 

him to receive antibiotics through an IV. The following morning. Stuart left the hospital 

to attend a Coop Board meeting, since he stayed active after the stroke as the Coop 

Treasurer. "In the morning,'" Kathy began, reconstructing the events a couple of days 

after the seizure, "I went to the hospital to leave a dress shirt because he wartted to go to a 

meeting." Kathy continued, "And he was just really tired. He said, "I haven't slept all 

night.' They came in every hour to check the temperature, or..." t)r something!" Stuart 

said, joining Kathy in telling the story to Ken during one of their weekly meetings. "He 
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was in worse ^lape than when I left him the day before." Kathy added. Nevertheless. 

Stuart changed into his clean clothes and went to the meeting. When the meeting was 

almost over, the seizure surprised him. Stuart did not have any recollection of feeling that 

the seizure was coming (Figure 26). 

rr FTs^Bumryi^ ONE. toud 
X Dfcj/r REI<ne)«R Wr></ue CPKUU 4 

Figure 26. Writing sample after the seizure written on April 2. 1995 

According to Stuart, the people who were participating in the meeting told him 

that the seizure lasted about two minutes. After that. Stuart said he was just "looking 

around*^ but he doesn't remember much. Interestingly enough, Stuart was surrounded 

during the meeting by an interesting group of seizure experts. '*They are different," Stuart 

said. **One guy is an EMT." "An emergency medical technician," Kathy explained. 

Sitting to his right, Stuart had a man whose sister had epilepsy, and who was familiar 

with the procedure for taking care of seizures. Both of these individuals knew how to 

react r^t away when the seizure took place. Stuart felt that he was very lucky to be in 

such good company during this experience. Meanwhile, Kathy was working at the nearby 

elementary school Living in such a small town, she was notified almost immediately 

after it happened. "They came to get me at school," Kathy remembered, "They called the 

ambulance and he was coming out of the Coop meeting on the stretcher. And he was 

kK)king at me and I called his name, and he kK)ked. There was no recognitioiL" Stuart 

J 4 ovi IL NWcif.J -mp-HAT 
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was then transported in an amtxilance to the local hospital in town and then transferred to 

the hospital of the closest city. 

The seizure brought back many memories of when Stuart had the cerebral 

hemorrhage. Kathy expressed fear to Ken of not knowing what was happening to Stuait 

when she went to see him. She described Sttiait as "looking around, like unconscious."* 

The medical staff at the hospital explained to Kathy that these behaviors were normal as 

Stuart came out of the seizure. **They tokl me that that's what we would see." she said. 

**as if he was coming through a layer of fog or whatever.** It was a frightening experience 

-specially at the beginning." Kathy recalled. ~when he didn't recognize me. I said 'Oh 

my Gosh!' Then, they reassured me that he was going to be fine.** 

Taking a different perspective on this incident. Stuart feh that each seizure had 

some kind of positive effect on his overall linguistic performance. He commented on the 

fact that his speech was much better after the first seizure. **You will see if you...if you 

k)ok. there's a difference between the last date and today.** Stuart tokl Ken. He also 

noticed more sensitivity in the right skie of his face, whkh was affected by the 

hemiparesis, and more strength in his right arm and leg. "Almost... I wouki like to get a 

seizure, every...three months ago, months... and I get better.** he sakl. Nonetheless, Stuart 

was well aware of the many dangers of having seizures, like their unexpected nature. 

-But if you don't know where... if you have to, you have to do the... pills, because you 

don't know where it will do it.** As a result of the seizure, Stuart began taking a 

medication, which his doctor thought he might need to take for the rest of bis life. 
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Kathy and Stuart gathered information about strokes and seizures on their own. 

called the American Heart Association and they sent me this,** Kathy said showing a thin 

brochure to Ken. "The rest of them I already had." Reading the brochures. Stuart found 

out relevant information about seizures. *t)ne thing I wrote, or read, was that only 12, no. 

20% of the people will get them," Stuart commented as Ken skimmed the information 

from the brochure. **Oh. I see." Ken said, who then read the following sentence from the 

brochure, **15% to 20% people of stroke survivors will begin to have seizures within nine 

months to two years after the stroke." Ken kwked up at Stuart and stated. **WelL that 

certainly fits your case." Stuart agreed and provided more informatbn, "And another one 

is," he said, **it's less, it's k)wer if he's had the same type of stroke" "That you've had?" 

asked Ken. "Yea," replied Stuart, **which means, and I said to Kathy. and other people 

say, that means that I'm just special, because I usually do it with the ... odds against." he 

said with a playful smile on his face. 

As Stuart tokl the story of his first seizure, and shared his reactions to this event, 

his words somehow hinted a muhiplicity of mixed emotions. The seizure brought up an 

opportunity to analyze conflicting feelings. On the one hand, Stuart mentioned that he 

was tired of the "funny things" regarding his language performance; he spoke about 

being ready to wake up one day to find no trace of the aphasia that had entered his life. 

On the other hand, a couple of weeks later, Stuart seemed cheerfiil and determined to 

preserve the positive attitude that had characterized him during his collaboration with 

Ken. So much so, that Ken openly addressed this with Stuart a couple of weeks after the 

first anniversary of his stroke; "^Ever since I've been working with you, 1 have the sense 
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that you have the confidence that if you coukl work on it you.. "You could do it." 

Stuart added confidently, with a syntactic shift in the use of pronouns that often 

characterized his oral speech ever since the stroke. 

Throughout the longitudinal expk>ratk>n with Ken, Stuart's stories not only 

represent unimagined landscapes of literacy competence with aphasia, they also touch 

upon a multitude of significant personal and affective issues that shape Stuart's 

experiences living with aphasia. In this chapter, I expbre yet another 'pathway* (Ewitu & 

P&lzgraC 1995) of the complex journey involved in understanding the connectwns 

between aphasia and literacy. My lens of analysis changes back to a larger sockxruhural 

context in which Stuart participates as an actor shaping his own story. 1 k>ok at the 

themes that emerged from Stuart's narrative accounts involving learning to read and write 

with aphasia, and I ask the question: 

What are the sigm îcant issues that ̂ nart has faced as a reader and writer with 

aphasia? 

With this question, I expk)re some of the overarching tensions that frame Stuart's 

literacy experiences with aphasia within the context of his life. 1 seek to understand the 

underlying strategies, inventrans, and coping mechanisms that Stuart devebped in order 

to deal with the changes in his literacy performance. These issues are deeply embedded 

within the storied nature of Stuart's daily activities and his retelling and interpretation of 

his past experiences ever since the night of the stroke. To this respect, I am thankful for 

Helen Wulfs writing (1973), who described her aphasia as her "'current crusade'̂  (p. 14) 

intended to voKe her personal story of recovery from language k>ss due to a stroke. She 
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found a new meaning for her life through the writing of words and ideas that plagued her 

thoughts as she learned to cope with aphasia. And so, she became an author of her own 

story. She described aphasia as ''an experience in revelation: an awareness of subtle 

nuances in human frailties and strengths'* (p.l6). Stuart's testimony about his personal 

encounter with such a perplexing condition as aphasia has served as my revelation of the 

incredibly creative agency of an individual determined to make the most of his strengths 

and overcome any limitations caused by a swift disruption in the neurological structure of 

the brain. 

In this chapter. I first introduce the theoretical framework and related literature 

that link narrative accounts with the process of recovery from aphasia. In a second 

section I present the personal and affective landscapes of Stuait's experience by 

elaborating on the issues that emerged from the analytic process, which I have organized 

around four main themes: (a) The self as a mediating resource; (b) Recovery as a process 

of reieaming language; (c) The process of coping with change; and (d) Resisting the 

construction of an incompetent identity. A third and final section of the chapter presents a 

discussion of Stuart's story within a sockKuhural understanding of learning and 

devefopment as seen through the a social constructionist perspective. 

Theoretical Framework: Narrative and the Aphasic Experience 

I have found the work of Carol Witherell and Nel Noddings (1991) insightful in 

my understanding of the role of narrative in the constructun of personal stories and 

situated selves. They write. 
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Stories and narrative whether personal or fictionaL provide meaning and 
belonging to our lives. They attach us to others and to our own histories by 
providii^ a tapestry rich with threads of time, place, character, and even 
advice on whitt we may do with our lives. The stoiy &bric offers us 
images, myths and metaphors that are morally resonant and contribute 
both to our knowing and our beii^ known, (p. 1). 

Unfortunately, there are few opportunities for people living with aphasia to voice 

their stories and make them knowit Disabling narratives are very common in the 

literature related to aphasia as they usually describe the numerous linguistic disabilities 

associated with a stroke. Withereil (1991) notes that ''excessive reliance on normative 

measures of aptitude, intelligence, psychopathok)gy ...[may] take the place of the 

attention and diak)gue that the practitioner needs in order to understand the individual in 

the context of their personal and cuhural environments'* (p. 84). In the medical field, 

these narratives are commonly written by clinicians and researchers who usually fail to 

include the VOKCS of those individuals they describe and evaluate. 

The question 1 pose in this chapter is &amed within an understanding of narrative 

as a way of knowing, influenced by the work of Bruner (1986). He presents the notion of 

'narrative thought' as an alternative to the dominant Western paradigmatK thought 

concerned with Actual data and objective renditions of reality. On the contrary, Bruner 

describes the role of language in the social construction of our shared stories: '*Just as I 

believe that we construct or constitute our workis, I believe too that Self is a 

construction" (p. 130). In this way, Bruner believes that through the narration and 

interpretation of our personal stories, we create a new text" that changes as one's 

situation changes from young to okL from one kind of setting to another" (p. 130). 

Particularly relevant to my understanding of an individual within a partkular social and 
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cultural context. Bruner argues that "It can never be the case that there is a 'self 

independent of one's cultural-historical existence** (p.67). The existence of a 

socioculturally situated self in descriptions of aphasia has been rarely addressed in much 

of the history of the field of aphasiology. 

Silencing Narratives in Aphasiotogv 

My concern with narrative and the voice of those suffering from neurological 

conditions resonates with the work of Jacyna (2000). who expbred the 'self-less* texts of 

aphasiobgy in the nineteenth century in his book Lost Words: Narratives of Language 

and the Brain, 1825-1926. His research study of classic texts documenting aphasic case 

studies from this era. found, among other things, that these texts typically present a 

voiceless "aphasic protagonist.** Jacyna states that the **aphasic** emerged as **an 

entity...in the pages of medical journals and monographs in the latter part of the 

nineteenth century** (p. 6). He goes on to explain. 

The afflicted men and women who supplied the raw material for this 
invention mostly survive only as the object of this discourse. The "bst 
words** of the title [of his book] refers not only to their physical disability 
but also to the lack of power to influence the acts of representation within 
which they were entwined (p.6). 

One aspect of Jacyna*s work (2000) is particularly dedicated to tracing the origins 

of what he describes as ""genres of case history" (p.24) in aphask)k)gy, following a 

Bakhtinian tradition. Jacyna considers a literary genre as &cilitating "'certain discursive 

possibilities while precluding or at least hindering others" (p.25). In spite of the dominant 

traditk)n at that time of silencing the individual suffering from aphasia in written texts. 

Jacyna contrasted one of the earliest accounts of aphasia documented by an individual 
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experiencing such condition with one of the earliest case histories of aphasia considered 

to be an exemplary case study of aphasia. In the first case. Jacyna presents the writings of 

Jacques Lordat. a French medical doctor who suddenly became ill and realized he had 

lost the ability to speak. Lordat wrote meticulous accounts of his experiences in an 

attempt to "lay a theoretical foundation upon which a medical understanding of the 

human &culty of language could be buih** (p.23). Due to the personal and descriptive 

nature of Lordat*s writing. Jacyna describes bow Lordat's work was not seriously 

considered by the medical field at that time. His 'naturalistK* observatnns were regarded 

as 'unscientific' and his work was mostly left in oblivion. On the second case. Jacyna 

presents the work of another French medical doctor named Jean-Baptiste Bouillaud. 

whose work "adopted a positivistic model of medical progress" (p.37). Bouillaud's 

detailed descriptk)ns of k)ss of speech associated with partkular brain lesk)ns were well 

received by his contemporaries. Jacyna identifies Bouillaud's writings as what became 

the 'canon* for a bngstandii^ traditk)n of aphasic case histories, setting the tone for what 

became included and excluded fix>m this literary genre. Through his historical analysis of 

such texts. Jacyna (2000) presents the possibility to question the status quo of medical 

narratives and to search for the voKes of the silenced: "The silences of the canonical 

neurofogical case history will be seen to be as significant as what it allows to be said** 

(p.25). 

Specifically connected to the work! of neurok)gk;al disease and narrative. Oliver 

Sacks (1987) writes about his double passbn for the naturalistic as well as the physical 

workl of humanity in the prefece of his book The Man Who Mistook his W^e for a Hat 
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and Other Clinical Tales. He reminds us of the descriptive work of Hippocrates, who was 

the first one to trace the historical pathway of disease and who was a pwneer in 

descnbing the 'stories' behind pathok>gy. Sacks believes that scientific reports of disease 

have forgotten the human being whose story is being toU. and he argues that in order to 

"restore the human subject** in the medical discourse, descriptive case studies must be 

devek>ped as narratives, with a much deeper understanding of the relationship between a 

real "human being** and the disease. Influenced by Luria's (1979) descriptk>n of what he 

called 'romantk; science.' Sacks (1987) uses a mixture of &ct and &ble m his work, 

capturing the unique stories of human beings with complicated neurok)gical stories. 

**Central to romantic science.** Michael Cole (1996) writes describing Sack*s work, "is 

that it treats analytic science and synthetic biography of the individual case as essentially 

complementary** (p.346). Sacks* (1987) case studies of individuals with remarkable 

neurok}gical conditk)ns trace the devek>pment of a new era of Luria's romantic science. 

Sacks* research has demonstrated the personal voices behind individuals who otherwise 

woukl have been rendered incapable of meaningful communication or understanding. 

Breaking the Silence: Narrative VOKCS of Aphakic Experiences 

For this study. I have searched for and read narratives constructed from the lived 

experiences of those who have known the ups and downs of aphasia from first-hand 

experience. I used this literature to frame Stuart's story within the much needed arena of 

people with aphasia telling their stories. Although this type of narratives is still not very 

common in the medical field, a few individuals with aphasia have been authors of their 

own stories. One of these exceptk)ns is the story of Helen Wulf. who in 1973 wrote the 
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book Aphasia, My World Alone in which she narrates her deep and personal experiences 

recovering fix>m aphasia. Wulf s voice presents a hicid journey into the intricate and 

uncertain terrain of recovering from aphasia: "This writing is intended to share my 

experiences in having a stroke and aphasia, my reactions to this disorder, what episodes 

were distressing to me, the sorts of things that were funny, those who were and are the 

most important persons in my recovery" (p. 19). The pages of her book are covered with 

insightful recollections of the days and years that foUowed the onset of aphasia and her 

struggle to reclaim a voice to participate in her life. She found it useful to use a written 

narrative to make her story known to others, with and without aphasia. 

Another example of this genre is Ralph Raughley (1994). who wrote a brief article 

entitled "Let me tell you about my aphasia." in which he shares the painful process of 

rehabilitatkin and yet. the source of inspiratk)n he found following the stroke. His 

narrative account conchides by stating that "Every case of aphasia is imique. My own 

case was a source of unending interest to me. At no time have 1 been bored" (p.47). In 

this way. Raughely's optimistk vok% as a writer with aphasia invites others in his same 

condition to be involved in understanding and to be active in expk>ring the nuances of 

this complex disorder. 

There have been a couple of attempts to break the silence and document aphasic 

stories through interviews and descriptive case studies of those who have suddenly been 

surprised by the devastating effects of a stroke. Such is the case of the woii^ of Parr. 

Byng. Gilpin and Ireland (1997). who interviewed fifty individuals living with aphasia 

and learning to live with their language k)ss. Numerous features make their research 
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unique. One of them is the &ct that their research team was composed of two speech and 

language therapists, and two professors wlio were themselves recovering from stroke. In 

addition, they used qualitative methods of inquiry and data analysis to fulfill their 

research goals, which included the investigatk>n of the "k>ng-term effects of aphasia" and 

of the "disabling nature of aphasia** (p. 139) as klentified by individuals with aphasia. 

Through the use of in-depth interviewing, the researchers gathered stories of the aphasic 

experience and crafted a narrative using the participants' actual words. They organized 

their findings around three main themes. One of them involves the need to understand 

many of the difTiculties &ced by people recovering from aphasia as constructed obstacles 

rather than "inevitable consequences of the impairment*" (p. xii). All of the participants in 

their study had to deal in one way or another, with the social construction of disability as 

a result of the stroke. Participants* stories reveal the underlying struggles of having to 

live in a society which is not too tolerant to the communicative features of aphasic 

language. 

As part of their second theme. Parr and her team of British co-researchers (1997) 

present the positive and negative aspects of services and resources available to the 

aphasic individual within their context, but they do so only in as much as they relate to 

the overall experience of living with aphasia. They believe too many studies have 

concentrated on the evaluation of the rehabilitation and medical services offered to stroke 

survivors. In their research, issues related to the delivery of services came up in numerous 

occasions, but are intrinsically linked with the larger context of the aphasic experience. 
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Finally, the research conducted by Parr et aL (1997) addresses the complexity of 

language as their third and final theme emerging from the interviews with their 

participants. The authors state that. "The accounts given by aphasic people allow a 

detailed and sustained exploration of the intricate nature of language, in maintaining 

relationships, in negotiating and controlling the help that is giveiu and in understanding 

and coping with a suddenly acquired long-term impairment^ (p.xii). Their research 

provides a rich collection of language stones that deepen our knowledge base of language 

as part of our communication system, and as one of our defining traits as human beings. 

An additional important research account of aphasic individuals is the work of 

Ewing and P&lzgraf (1990). These authors interviewed six families in which one of their 

members had survived a stroke, and they reconstructed their experiences tracing the 

different stages associated with the onset of aphasia (Le. hospitalization, homecoming, 

future plans, among others). An innovative aspect of this research is that Ewing and 

Pfalzgraf constructed profiles of their participants including their lives before the stroke 

in order to document how each individual deah with their aphasia in an idiosyncratic 

way, influenced by the person each of them was previous to the stroke. Different than the 

work of Parr, et aL (1997). which dkl not include related accounts by family members 

and friends of the aphasic participants. Ewing and Pfalzgraf (1990) provkie an inclusive 

and polyvocal text, giving voice to the aphasic individuals and their immediate frunily 

members. Reflecting on their meetings with the &milies involved in their study, Ewing 

and P&lzgraf write, **when &mily members met with us and with each other in their 

homes, they began to talk about the stages of their healing. They shared feelings they had 
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not discussed before and discovered new perspectives as they became able to express 

what was once too painful or fearful to ^ce" (p. 13). 

Finally, the work Luria (1972) with Zatzeziu stands up as one of the most 

remarkable examples of the 'shattered worid' of a man who dedicated 25 years of his 

existence to documenting his struggle to reconstruct his worid and to find his k>st 

memories after he suffered a massive head injury. In telling his story. Zatzeski illustrates 

the incredibly complex nature of aphasia as a long-term condition, and the daily struggle 

to make sense of a new life. Zatzeski writes: 

I've become a very peculiar sort of person since I was wounded- sickly, 
but on the other hand a kind of newborn creature. Everything I learned or 
experienced in life has just dropped out of my mind and my memory. 
vanished for good since that awfol head injury. 1 have to try to klentify 
everything I see all over again, even things in my daily life. (Luria. 1972. 
p. 100). 

In addition. Luria (1972) uses Zatzeski's account to introduce his understanding 

of the organization of higher psychok>gKal ftinctkins in the brain. Interposed throughout 

the text, Luria shares the observatbns he made during the 25 years he was involved with 

Zatzeski as a clinical patient. Luria's explanations of memory, linguistk; structures, 

computatk>nal operatk)ns. reading and writing in the case of a 'damaged brain' 

complement the anecdotal nature of Zatzeski's writing. The resuh is an engaging and 

thought-provoking narrative that invites the reader to enter a workl of k>ss, self-

determinatk)n. discipline and wonder about the human conditun and the role of narrative 

in the organization of one's life. 

I believe that the authoring of one's story is part of the process of devek)ping a 

sense of identity, of exercising one's agency. It relates to what Holland, Lachicotte, 
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Skinner and Caine (1998) define as the process of "self authoring" (p.l69). Through this 

process, narratives serve liberating purposes as individuals are authors of their own 

stories who create spaces within which they &shion and form their identities through an 

ongoing and dialogic relationship between the self and the social spaces they create. The 

possibility to narrate one's story in aphasia is somehow disrupted by the presence of 

distorted language abilities. However, as mentioned above, newly found possibilities to 

share personal stories are gaining their place in such a medical field. 

Discoveries 

Stuart's shared his lived experiences with aphasia through narratives and through 

the telling of recurring stories. These stories offer detailed portraits of Stuart's daily 

encounters with aphasia and delineate the contours of his world. In what follows I 

represent Stuart's words in the form of narrative account to illuminate the personal and 

affective landscapes of literacy competence. I organize the section in four major sections: 

(a) The self as a mediating resource; (b) Recovery as a process of releaming language; (c) 

The process of coping with Change; (d) Resisting the construction of an Incompetent 

identity. Each of these sections represent a major theme originating fix)m the Hata 

analysis. These themes constitute, in turn, the personal and affective issues that shape 

Stuart's Stuart's literacy competence. 

-Tt't Smart's Spirit:" The Self as a Mediating Resniirpf 

Andrea: When did you realize that there was language loss? How did you 
realize that there was something wrong? 
Stuart: I'm weird. It don 't...it didn 't bother me at that time. / understood 
real quick though, I guess, with no speech at all coming out of my mouth 
"something s wrong, " but I did not bother me (Transcript, August I, 
2001). 
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One of the first questions that Ken asked Stuart back in October of 1994, was if it 

bad been a depressing experience for him to suffer from the stroke. Stuart responded, 

"^ot really^ with a smile in his face. From that day on, every single encounter between 

them and every time I joined them or spent time with Stuart, he demonstrated his self-

determination to overcome any difficulty associated with aphasia. Evidence of his 

determinatwn couU be observed in a simple *^1 can do it'' in response to Ken's questk>n 

"^an you say 'spoon'?" after he got stuck while reading the word. It couki also come in 

the form of a personal cheer when he managed to say the correct age of his youngest son 

in his first attempt without going one number over or one under, as be usually did as a 

result of his aphasia. Whether dealing with reading or writing, on many occask)ns Stuart 

explicitly verbalized his position towards getting frustrated or depressed due to his 

linguistk difficulties. "I don't want to do that," Stuart explained to Ken, **'cause 1 won't 

...I have to better. 1 have to sit there and do that I, we could do it better... do it." This 

stance towards his recovery from aphasia emerged as powerful organizing theme during 

data analysis. 

More than once, Kathy and Stuart shared evocative anecdotes that presented 

Stuart as a self-motivated and determined individual who was not ready to give up his life 

because of aphasia. Kathy remembered that '̂ He was starting his own therapy within 

hours of surgery," explaining that Stuart started moving his weak right arm using his left 

arm the day after the stroke. Soon, I learned how this positive attitude seemed to be a 

particular trait of his personality even before the beginning of the aphasia and how it was 

a driving force during Stuart's process of recovery. This understanding was later enriched 
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when I had the opportunity to meet some of Stuart's friends during my visit to his 

hometown in the summer of2001. 

Stuart had made plans for me to meet with his friends and neighbors, DJ and 

Susie, with whom he had established an even closer relationship after he suffered the 

stroke. DJ was responsible for offering Stuart the job at the cotton gin six months after he 

became aphasic. and he was also responsible for constructing a deck and a ramp at 

Stuart's house to replace the stairs of the main entraiKe to their home. The ramp and deck 

were in place by the time Stuart returned home from the hospital On the day of my visit, 

Stuart took me to the k)cal middle school where Susie works as part of the secretarial 

staff DJ was helping Susie put together a beautiful mahogany desk unit when Stuart his 

two children and myself appeared at the door of the school's main office. 

Fron FicMaotcs, Aagast 3,2001 
When we arrived at the school, DJ and Susie were moving things around 

and the mail office at the middle school seemed to be going under major 

remodeling before the school year began. Stuart, Cameron, Caitlin and 

myself stood ck>se to the office entrance, and Stuart introduced me to DJ 

saying, **This is the crazy lady who thinks I am speciaL,*^ and laughed. DJ 

replied, "We all think you are special'' as he walked towards us to greet 

me. Susie said helk) and joined our conversation from behind a large 

counter dividing a walkway and the secretarial space. DJ was standing just 

in front of me, resting his elbow comfortably on top of the counter. We 

stood there for some time talking. DJ basically asked me all sorts of 

questions about what 1 was doing, where I came from, how I met Stuart 

etc. 1 responded to his questuns and then I asked DJ about his job at the 

cotton gin. DJ replied that 'this is the kiwest cotton {»xxluctk>n in 35 

years." So, they are hoping to have enough cotton to nm the gin. 
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DJ proposed that we moved to the teacher's lounge, where we 

could sit down and talk more comfortably. Susie excused herself for a 

moment, as she kept doing some work in her office. We walked through 

desks, computers, papers and got to a large room where there was a long 

table, chairs and a couch. Cameron and Caitlin sat down at the couch and 

they went on to carry their own side conversation. I sat down on one of the 

chairs, Stuait sat beside me to my right, and then DJ pulled a chair and sat 

to my left, forming a kind of circle which included Caillin and Cameron in 

the conversation. 

DJ began talking about how much they cared about Stuart, and 

Stuart mentioned that he had been the one who had offered him the job six 

months after the stroke. By this point, Susie had already joined us and she 

was sting exactly in front of me. Stuait said how he always wanted to 

know why he had offered him the job right after the stroke. ^^But why?" 

Stuart sakl more than once. DJ replied that, ''Stuart was so meticulous, he 

could do it if he had the time.*' DJ also mentioned how they knew "^It's all 

in his head. It just coukln't come out.** DJ was confident that Stuait coukl 

do the job if he had the time, and that the gin provided him with plenty of 

time to do his worL Besides, he recognized that the gin was Ihe best it 

ever was** since Stuait took care of the paperwork. 

~DJ coukl sleep at night, Susie added, and talked about how DJ 

felt confident enough that he coukl leave the gin and go to sleep leaving 

things in Stuart's hands. Susie then shared with me a story fix>m when she 

went to visit Stuait in the hospital during the acute stages of recovery. 

"It's Stuart s spirit. " Susie began. ''It was a dusty day and the wind was 

bk>wing hard, and Stuait k>oked through the window and said 'This is a 

beautiful day.' That was Stuart before,'̂  Susie sakL Stuait remembered 

that day and mentnned how that was what he really thought. ''It is all a 
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maner of giving and now receiving back,'* Susie said. DJ added, it is 

good for us, I hope it has been good for him also.** 

Ewing and P&l^raf (1990) believe that **By looking at life before the stroke we can 

better understand how personality might play a role in recovery** (1990, p. 14). DJ and 

Susie helped me understand and materialize Stuart s spirit as a mediational resource 

actively shaping Stuart's process of learning to live with aphasia. I recognized how much 

of his personality, of his history as an individual, served as mediating resources in dealing 

with and responding to the enormous amount of challenges presented to Stuart at this 

time in his personal history. 

The notion of mediation, which has been one of the evolving theoretkal 

constructs from the Vygotskian tradition (Wertsch, 1991), supports the investigation of 

the dialectical relationship between mediating devices, including both language and 

thinking as well as other mediatk)nal means provided by the environment, and the 

reorganization of thoi^t and activity. In other words, given that individuals are social 

beings situated within historically created contexts, their use of socially constructed tools 

for mediatk>nal purposes becomes internalized through an active process of 

reconstruction of the social structures and the individual mental structures. This ongoing 

dialectKal reconstruction helps shape the individual's historical trajectory and transforms 

the individual into the most powerful mediating tool of all; one which will now not only 

use the available social resources as tools, but which will use his or her constructed 'self 

as a mediational resource to act upon and respond to the environment. 
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The work of Moll (2000) and his discussion of the writings of Cuban 

psychologists influenced by the Vygotskian tradition (Gonzalez Rey. 1995) were pivotal 

in my understanding of the 'self as a mediating resource. In his ethnographic research 

documenting the fimds of knowledge available in households and communities. Moll and 

his co-researchers found that "^children create their own social worlds with their own 

material and ideational arti&cts that are distinct yet mediate (and are mediated by) their 

relationships with adults and adult institutions'* (p262). Their research points to the 

interesting observation that '*the cultural life of children rarely replicates or reproduces 

that of their parents, for they are themselves fiilly creative beings" (p.262).Therefore, 

~Ethnographically speaking^ Moll (2000) writes, "we coukl say. the most important 

arti&ct created by children is themselves, the formation of their personalities'* (p. 262). 

During my final interview with Stuart in the summer of2001. our conversatk)n 

took us to the expk>ration of his sense of kientity before and after aphasia. "'How wouki 

you descnbe yourself before the stroke?" 1 asked. Tm the half full kind of guy. Kathy. I 

think, is the half empty," Stuart responded. "'And you are a full glass together," I said, 

smiling back at him. Stuait nodded and elaborated on his response: was the optimist, 

though. I always thought that I could do anything that I wanted to. Or as I think some 

people in college or in anything else, that only know how to do one thing." Stuart's life 

history had taken him down different roads. His latest profession before the stroke was in 

the business of pecan farming, but he had expbred other professuns. In his Personal 

History,' a document prepared by Stuart and shared with Ken during their collaboration, 

he included work-related experience in the area of pipeline constructk>n," and as a 
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**receiviiig ^)ecialist'* of computer materials. He also had experience as a '̂ material 

expediter of construction material from Seattle to the North Slopes of Alaska** - a 

position which had him stationed in Alaska for a lapse of three months for two 

consecutive years. Stuart ventured into the work! of politks, following the footsteps of 

his father, as the **Regional Director in New Mexico, Arizona, Hawaii, and Alaska 

Commitment *80 which was a campaign material dispersal and get out the vote program 

of the Republican Natk>nal Committee.** '̂ With the different, Arming, politics, and 

everything,** Stuart continued sharing his personal interpretation of his sense of selt 

ahvays had the felling that 1 was not testing myself I figure now I caa do anything, it 

[the stroke] tested me pretty good.** 

I found a related account of the importance of the self as a mediating resource in 

Wulfs words (1972), which foreshadow the critical role of the individual*s personality in 

coping with the new landscapes of thought available to those dealing with language k)ss; 

What is it like in one's mind? If we are elastk: enough to seek new ways 
when there seems to be no other route, we can find freedom unlike 
anything we*ve ever known or we can be in torment. Maybe that depends 
on how much personal security we have. (Wul^ 1973, p. 144) 

My conversatnn with Stuait that summer offered me the possibility to envisnn 

Stuart*s spirit as a socucuhurally constructed self serving as an 'elastk:* or flexible 

resource, to use Wulfs imagery. This supports the notion put forth by Moll (2000) in his 

claim that '*the most important cultural mediating creation in the child*s development is 

the child- not the child*s personality created in the abstract, but rather one that is 

inseparable from the social and cultural context of its devek)pment and the social 
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relations that constitute these contexts'* ( p^63). Stuart's story of resiliency and self-

determination extends Moll's interpretations from the 'child' to the 'individual' 

Recovery as a Process of Relei '̂"g ^ anyiiagp 

Stuart: [Reading aloud] helps. It s almost like a a little kid...starting 
to...to readout loud... and the, the more you do it the best... better it gets. 
(Transcript, January 29, 1995) 

A process of learning seems to be inevitably embedded within the idea of living 

with aphasia. However, what exactly is being learned is much more difficult to describe 

as learning presents itself as a muhifiiceted process. The second recurring theme that 

emerged from reading Stuart's words was his feeling that the process of recovery from 

aphasia involved some kind of "adult language learning" (Strauss, 1999. p.403). Strauss 

(1999) identifies three stages of stroke, which he called pre-symptomatk:, acute, and 

recovery. During the recovery stage, he believes that the foundation of the rehabilitation 

practices should be based on theories of learning. At this stage, Strauss consklers that 

"questnns about language will deal with how language is learned by an organically 

disturbed brain" (p.407). He goes on to state that '̂ ve can ask whether what is know 

about language learning in nonaphasic situations is applicable to aphasic individuals as 

well" (p.404). 

In Stuart's story, one important part of the process of learning involved releaming 

how to use oral and written language and how to produce language for communicative 

purposes within situatk>nal contexts. His linguistk; performance during the expiratory 

study demonstrates that he did not k)se his language competence or his ability to 
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understand language, but bis ability to use language as he had done during his 36 years of 

life prior to the stroke was distorted. 

Stuart had to releam how to do many things that he already knew how to do. like 

reading, but he also needed to learn new ways of doing things he used to do before 

differently, like learning to write with his left hand when he had been right banded. In 

this way, Stuart's inventions took the form of strategies he devek>ped to compensate for 

the resulting linguistk: difRcuhies associated with aphasia, which I will address later in 

this section. Recovery from the stroke became an ongoing tension between releaming and 

learning, mediated by personal inventk>ns and social interactions. 

In the case of written language, he had to learn how to use his left hand to write, 

although this was not completely new for him as he mentk>ned he used to play when he 

was younger with his brothers how to write using the his left hand. So. he had to releam 

bow to do something he already knew how to do. but he woukl now use his left hand as 

his medium for doing so. 

Multiple times. Stuart mentioned the process of learning as if he was a little kid, 

learning to do something basically from practice. He feh that the more he practKed 

reading and writing, the better it would get. Stuart also compared his difBcuky with 

writing down numbers as having to count numbers in a series to get his desired number, 

but still getting one off. 

Stuart: You 're.. It's like when you are a kid., and you 're, you are 1,2, 3, 4, 
5, 6... this one! 
Ken: But you write down the other one 
Stuart: Yes. but you have to... 
Ken: You have to count like a kid? 
Stuart: But you donit is off (Transcription, November 6, 1994). 
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Other times he compared his difficulties with certain letters and sounds with 

language development. In January of 199S, Stuart was trying to say the word *arm' but 

was unable to produce the sounds. Kathy gave him the word and proceeded to comment 

Those words that start with vowels are hard." Ken praised Kathy's insights and asked if 

there were any other sounds that were particularly difficult. 

Stuart: Well and M's remember? (looking at Kathy) 
Kathy: He was having trouble with m's. You are better now aren t you? 
Stuart: A little bit... And M's for kids are one of the easiest... and kids 
hard without s 's (he wrote S) 
Kathy: You are saying that s's are hard for kids? 
Stuart: But for me that one was easy (pointing to the s) 

Stuart and Kathy were both continuously aware of the peculiarities of his 

language difficulties and, in this case, they wondered how come he was having difficulty 

with sounds that children could produce easily when learning to talk, Le. the sound /m/. 

Learning took place at different dimensions, as he learned about aphasia and about 

language k)ss through reading, through the "stroke connectk>n'' internet chatroom, as well 

as through his partkripatwn in his rehabilitatnn treatment and his coUaboratwn with 

Ken. It is important to mention that the dialogue and expk)ratk)ns with Ken created a 

space where Stuart was invited to reflect back on his experiences. Once, Stuart 

commented "I hadn't thought about it,*^ in response to some of the questions posed by 

Ken about his difficulties with reading and writing. This active learning stance while 

recovering from aphasia is a common element in the experience of other aphasic 

individuals. As Wulf (1973) describes. **For me, this groping time was attuned to learning 

and adding"* ( p.30). Zatzeski (Luria, 1972) also joins the conversation about recovery 
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as reiearniiig language when writes, **Suddenly Fd think I wasn't dreaming. But if ail this 

was actually happening, Td have to move &st and learn to speak, read and write again if I 

was to become the person I was before the war, before the injury" (p.66). 

Given the nature of the collaboration between Stuart and Ken. they both 

influenced each other in their understanding of what was going on. This notion of 

recovery as a process of learning was sometimes elaborated by Ken. who [Hovided his 

theoretical explanation for why many of Stuart's literacy stories of success pointed to an 

active process of learning. Stuart, at the same time, shared experiences that connected 

with this perspective thus, both influenced each other, they co-constructed the narrative 

expirations. Even though there is reason to believe that the notion of learning was co-

constructed between his conversations with Ken. Stuart apparently made it his own and 

evoked the process of releaming language in nmltiple instances throughout the 

longitudinal study. 

In October 23. 1994 a first hint of this process appeared as Ken and Stuart were 

discussing some words that gave him difficulty while reading. One of these words was 

'Linderberg' referring to a type of cheese mentioned an article from the magazine 

Nature s Conservancy. Stuart knew what the meaning of the word, but had difficulty 

pronouncing the word. He then elaborated, "Sut... it's like, that was the first time I had 

seen... since my stroke. It's almost like if the... the word is used, it becomes..." "'You 

remembered it afterwards?" Ken asked. "Right," Stuart responded. In this context, the 

word 'Linderberg* was a word he knew, but he hadn't used since the stroke. Ken 

expk>red this fiirther and asked him, '̂ You kind of think that you have to releam it?" 
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think so." Stuart responded. As I have mentioned before, Stuart developed an interesting 

metalinguistic awareness as he became a co-explorer of what was difficult and what was 

easy. This knowledge served as a mediator for his process of releaming language. '̂ By 

making things go wrong.^ Parr, et al (1997) write, **aphasia forces people to focus on the 

components, the nuts and bohs of language'̂  (p. 107). 

Concern with Meaning and Accuracy. 

There were two driving forces or concerns in Stuart's process of releaming 

language. One had to do with his concern with meaning and his goal to communicate 

with others, while another was his concern with accuracy m the production of his 

messages. His process of learning and releaming to use language was evident in the 

tensions between accuracy and meaning in his use of written language. Stuart had to leara 

to monitor his written productk)n of texts by thinking about the usage of words for his 

intended meaning. Halliday (1975) writes about learning through, learning with, and 

teaming about language. It is interesting to consider that even in the case of aphasia, 

where the main problem is k>cated within disturbances of the language processes, 

human's ability to n»ke sense using language still hokls true. Indeed, Stuait leams by 

using written language in meaningful and purposeful literacy practKes, he learned about 

language as he expbred the peculiarities of his oral language, and he leara through 

language in all of these literacy and communicative events. 

Multiple times Stuart identified the hardest part of his recovery as constructing a 

message that wouM be understandable for his intended audience. '̂ Putting it in a form so 
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that everybody understands." Stuan desaibed in our last interview. *is the hardest thing.*' 

This was a concern present both in his production of oral and written language and was 

deeply connected with the second driving force: his concern with accuracy. 

Stuart: Because I want it right. (Laughs) Because, when I do, talk to 
Kathy, I talk, well the thing that we do. 1 have to, I don t know. 1 have to 
do it the right way. you said you can 
Kathy: are you talking about talking slower? 
Stuart: Yes instead of butchering it 
Kathy: Butchering it?[...J Sometimes when he is trying to access a word 
like this morning you were telling me something and then you got hung up 
with a word and then you finally spelled it or enough that you could say it 
and by the time you said it you couldn t renumber what you were trying to 
say. So he just picked up the comb and started combing his hair and then 
it finally came into your head. That happens sometimes (Transcription 
January 1995). 

Stuart was deeply committed to "getting the words" in their appropriate and 

conventional foniL He was determined to "get it no matter what" and this was a recurring 

theme that emerged over and over in his literacy stories. Ken played an advocate for 

making the case that meaning was more important than form. He invited Stuait, for 

example, to continue his oral reading, even in the case of mispronuiKiation of certain 

words. Ken*s past experiences with miscue analysis proved that when readers 

concentrated too much on gettii^ the sur&ce features of the text, and pronouncing every 

word accurately, meaning construction suffers (Goodman, 19%). Ken openly shared his 

theoretical position with Stuart who was skeptical about it Nevertheless, with time. 

Stuart learned to read the context of the situation and to use the resources available for 

him in order to concentrate on communicating and constructing meaning even if the form 

was not all too conventional 
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By August of2001, Stuart voiced almost the same concern with accuracy as he 

had done in January of 1995. Only this time, his ability to put his thoughts into a 

meaningful form had obviously evolved and gotten stronger. 

Stuart: For the speech...that's the biggest thing, you have to slow down if 
I want to do it the correct way without. I don't know, unintelligible words 
once in a while. Like Ken at the beginning said just like plow through, it 
didn 't matte. But it did to me. I wanted it right because if I was going to 
settle for second... second best, I'll butcher the English language. And I 
didn t want to do that. (Transcription, August 1, 2001). 

However, his concern with meaning sometimes won over his concern with 

accuracy, as he knew it was sometimes di£ficult to mamtain a conversation if he stopped 

to get ail the words right. If he got 'stuck' on a word, he would try to find another way of 

saying, or writing the same thing. In the case of writing, he usually had more time to 

resolve his difHcuhies. But in the case of speaking, the dynamic nature of the 

conversation forced him to devebp and invent strategies to compensate for his 

difficuhies. 

Stuait believed that recovery as a process of releaming benefited due to his age at 

the onset of aphasia. "I think the best thing for me is my age,'̂  he said to me during our 

interview in the summer of2001. '̂ The brain won't or wasn't hard, I guess, like it can get 

through okl age. And also being younger,** Stuart continued, have k>nger to get over 

it.** In neurok)gical terms it is the brain's plasticity, the process by which the brain 

compensates damage by creating new routes to compensate for k)st paths, which can 

account for some of the recovery during the first couple of moths after the stroke. The 

way the brain uses existing resources and accommodates and transforms the functional 

systems in the brain in order to compensate for damage serves as an invaluable force 
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during recovery fix>ni stroke. However, much of what Stuart managed to do with written 

language and aphasia had to do more with a process of learning than solely with the 

plasticity of his brain associated with his age. 

The Proce^ "f roping with Change 

Stuart's positive disposition and his strong sense of self-determination paved the 

road through recovery and learning. Even though his responses towards aphasia tended to 

be always optimistic and strength oriented, Stuart had to come to terms with the 

realization of what had changed since that night in April of 1994. Coping with aphasia is 

a third theme identified as shaping Stuart's landscapes of competence. This notion is one 

of the most common threads of experience shared by individuals who survived a stroke. 

Coping, in the research conducted by Parr, et al (1997) with fifty aphasic individuals, 

came to be klentiiied as an ongoing process. They write that 

Learning to cope with a suddenly acquired, k)ng-term condition such as 
aphasia is not just a simple matter of devek)ping strategies or finding ways 
of feeling better. It is an essential and complex process, which is not fully 
understood, whereby the person strives to make sense of the new situation 
in personal terms...It is a process in which the person with aphasia reaches 
an understanding of how life was before, how and why it has changed, 
wiiat has helped or limited recovery, and how life might be in the future'' 
(p.109) 

There are two interesting aspects of this description of the coping process that resonate 

with Stuart's story. In the first place, Stuait came to understand his acquired conditk>n in 

''personal terms" building from his previous lived experiences. He made it very clear that 

he did not feel as if his spirit, his identity, had changed, although he dki identify that 

there were differences from the way he was before in terms of his use of language and his 
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physical movements. It was his personal stance towards these differences which defined 

his ''personal terms" for coping with change. Stuait explained to me that if something had 

changed, like the speech, he would have to deal with it. think all. anybody wouki 

because you are different, but nothing wrong with being different to me."^ Stuart 

continued, *^1 don't know, you can't dance a jig but that's ok!" '̂ Did you dance before?" I 

asked him, ^^o, not really,'̂  he responded with a smile lighting up his bee. **1 didn't feel 

that being different is something negative." 

The second aspect fix}m Parr's, et aL (1997) understanding of the coping process 

relevant to Stuart's story is that of developing a temporal understanding of the changes 

that took place, in which the individual includes life before the stroke and life after the 

stroke. I found Stuart's literacy stones to be connected to a temporal sequence of his life, 

offering a portrait of what Stuait identified as being able to do before aphasia and after 

aphasia. I will first discuss the sense of time that emerged from the literacy expferation, 

and later, I will describe some of the coping strategies Stuart devetoped to find his 

individual and intimate way of coping with aphasic literacy 

Sense of Time. 

I discovered Stuart's discourse to be inundated with subtle references to temporal 

spaces defining what he was before and what he was after aphasia, not only related to 

literacy practices, but to all aspects of his life. Therefore, in his stories as a human being 

with aphasia, he used words such as ''before" and "after" to refer to the transforniatk>ns 

that took place in his life from the 'pre-aphasic' and 'post-aphasic' time perkxis. 
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From FieMaotes, Aogast 3,2001 
We had gone to see his old &rm and were going back to town. While 

driving in Stuart's new truck in Willcox, Stuart toU me the story about 

how he knew Randy, the now owner of the fiimiture store where he had 

started working a couple of years ago. in addition to his work at the cotton 

gin during the ginning season. Stuait knew the previous owner of the 

store. He started workii^ there sometime after the stroke. Then, the owner 

sokl the business and he was the only one that stayed working from his 

group of co-workers. "I was the only one they kept," Stuart sakL There 

were other co-workers in the store and he was the only one who stayed 

Stuait made specific emphasis on the &ct that Randy had not met Stuart 

prevmus to the stroke '*He dkln't know me before the stroke, just after.'' 

On the contrary, he knows most of the pecan farmers in the area, and they 

all know him from '̂ before the stroke." 

From his narrative accounts of personal experiences with stroke, we know that 

many aspects of his literacy practk^s stayed the same when compared to what he used to 

do before aphasia. Kathy mentmned that Stuart 'tended to print before the stroke" when 

writing, and that he ^loved to read," both of which he continued to do. I also found out 

that Stuart still had '"such a good memory" as described by Kathy when Stuart recalled 

specific words, sounds, and difficulties he encountered in his daily literacy practices and 

shared them with Ken during the sessions. Kathy commented that Stuait continued to 

have fine navigation skills when driving, ^e would tell me, 'You know, you are turning 

the wrong direction' and I would say, 'Are you sure?' and he would always be right. He 

knew which way to go and read the signs. Even post-stroke he had more sense than what 

I did," Kathy explained. 
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As time went by, and other incidents were written in his personal life story with 

this condition. Stuart distinguished between the time of the acute phase immediately 

following the stroke, and then later in the recovery period. The concepts of 1k>w" and 

'Ihen'' emerged to signify the difference between what he could and could not do right 

after the stroke and in more recent times. In October of 1994, when sharing samples with 

Ken of his initial writing attempts in the hospital Stuart explained that he was not able to 

read his nonsense writing now but that "'At the time,"' he felt pretty confident that he had 

written meaningful messages which he was actually able to read back theiL His writing 

also evolved in such a way that Stuart descnbed in the same month of October of 1994. 

how initially he wasn't able to include pronouns or prepositions, but that 'now.' six 

months after the stroke, he coukl write using some functk)n words in his messages. 

The bngitudinal nature of the research made it possible for his conceptualizatbn 

of temporal spaces to evolve. After Stuart suffered his first seizure in April of 1995, the 

concepts of before and after, now and then, changed to reflect this new experience. Stuart 

spoke about 'before' the seizure and 'after' the seizure, and the words 'now' and 'then' 

came to s^nal any changes in his performance as a consequence of the seizure. Talking 

about reading and writing, Stuart said "I can do a lot all the time. Reading the paper... the 

books, there's nothing. Now with a book. I can say out k>ud and better." During the 

summer of2001, his conceptualization of'now' also included plans for the future. Stuart 

spoke about how he was 'now' making plans for constructing their new home. Among 

his reading materials he had numerous architecture magazines fix)m which he was 

selecting possibilities for building their home. 
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Coping Strategies 

The process of learning to live with aphasia is muhidiniensional and evolving. 

One of the evident aspects of dealing with changes affecting language and literacy 

processes is to develop a set of coping strategies. Stuart found innovative ways for 

learning to communicate with aphasia, but he also found intimate strategies for coping 

with the linguistic and psychical consequences of aphasia. "Anything you do. the thing 

now is that it takes longer."' Stuart explained, '̂ If I wanted to carry... two bags of 

groceries, it would take two time, two trips. Or putting the dishes from the machine into 

the cabinet. It's the same thing it just take more time to do it and you have to...do your 

planning to get out of the door into town or something. You have to take that into 

consideration, the time, and that's the hardest thing I think is that timing it is different 

than what it was." 

There are a couple of general coping strategies that Stuart used in order to 

overcome his difficulties with aphasia, and that he also found handy when dealing 

specifically with obstacles in the use of written language. These coping strategies are 

more social in nature: they were partKular strategies and mechanisms that Stuart devek>p 

in order to guarantee his continued participation in social events. One of them was asking 

people to be patient, specially those who he described as being in a "^hurry up mode,'̂  

asking them to ^sk>w up" in order for him to get his message across. Ewing and 

PfalzgraC (1990) found in their research that "It becomes crucial for the {q>hasic person 

to ask the speaker to sk>w down to give him needed extra time to write. Requests for 

repetitions and clarification are also necessary" (p. 133). When Stuart began working at 
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the cotton gin in the Fall of 1994, he &ced the need to ask one of the drivers of the 

trailers coming into the scales of the gin to be patient as Stuait wrote down the trailer's 

reference number. This was one of his responsibilities while working at the gin. Stuait 

shared the complete story with Ken. 

Ken: Are people patient? 
Stuart: Yea. The one time I get... help, is things in... in... like here 
(pointing to his text). One guy yesterday has... it's (writes # 772 ̂ 2) 
Ken: It s his number? 
Stuart: His farm or whatever he does 
Ken: And you didn't know the number? Was he supposed to tell you that? 
Stuart: Yea, that s fine, he only has one [number] for the... all... and this 
is one. Yesterday was like this (pointing to his writing U2) But I can t... I 
can t... when he says it that fast...! can'/... This time I said, "Hold it "... 
He knew, he knows what I do... and why I'm this way. arui / said "One at 
a time. " I said, "what is the first one. and I can get it that way. " 
(Transcription. Novembers, 1994) 

Dealing with other people's "hurry-up" agendas was a daily struggle for Stuart, who 

learned how to vokx his need for the speaker to go sk>w and to allow him time to 

elaborate his response and document his messages. On a number of occasions, he also 

reminded himself of the need to go skjw when reading or speaking, so that he couM 

pronounce the words accurately. 

The story of the trailer number and the driver at the cotton gin continued, when 

Ken posed a hypothetical situatk>n: what would have happened if Stuait had asked the 

driver to skiw down, and if he wouU still have been unable to write down the numbers as 

dictated by the driver? 

Ken: So what do you do then? Do you give up, do you write it? 
Stuart: I go .Oh shit! (laughs) No I'll just... 
Ken: That is another strength that you have, and lam sure you know that 
you can laugh at yourself 
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Stuart: Well you have to— well like yesterday with the g^y, this... I tried 
and tried... but he kept saying it loo fast... and I said now hold on. one at a 
time and it was ok, with him and me. (Transcription, November 6, 1994) 

In their research Parr and her co-researchers (1997) found that people with 

aphasia used coping strategies for fighting depression. Among these, humor emerged as 

one of the coping strategies continuously present in Stuart's narrative. Early on his 

collaboration with Ken, they established a friendly environment in which Stuart could 

feel safe to speak and be himself. Soon, Stuart's humor and laughter became a natural 

part of their literacy exploratk>iL **1 can still humor, and I think it takes care of a it, a lot 

of it,** Stuait sakl to me seven years after the beginning of his aphasia. His humor 

seemed to have been an important part of his personality before and because of the &ct 

that his "humor was intact,'' Stuart believe that in his interactk>ns with his fomily and 

friends **1 could still pull their legs or...It was ok." 

Another strategy for coping with the process of change that Stuart demonstrated, 

was that of comparing himself to others. Stuart compared himself with people with 

aphasia and with people without aphasia. In both cases, the comparisons seemed to make 

him feel better about his conditwn and about the great possibilities of his recovery. On 

the one skle, he realized many of the particular things he needed to do in order to 

communicate and survive with aphasia, were things other people had to do as well, '̂ It's 

like you write things down, I do too," be saiH to me. '̂ You have to. I had to before 

because I woukln't... remember something." 

Comparisons with those not suffering from stroke £^)peared from time to time in 

his conversatk>ns with Ken. They were not explicitly stated but inferred in the tone of the 
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dialogue and the intended message Stuart was trying to get across. Writing down phone 

messages was another stressing situation for Stuart One time, Stuart informed Kathy ofa 

message he had taken from the local phone company. 

Kathy: Oh, but you took that one yourself, it wasn 7 a message? 
Stuart: Yea 
Kathy: Oh I didn 't know that. 
Stuart: Oh yea! 
Kathy: Ok. You get those salesman to call and they want you to change 
your phone service and that is a little nerve-racking for you 
Stuart: For anybody (Transcript, October 23, 1994) 

1 can relate to Stuart's response that dealing with telemarketing is indeed a nerve-

racking experience for anybody. In this subtle ways, Stuart made it clear that his 

difficulties were not solely related to aphasia, but that there were certain situatk>nal 

contexts whkh were complex for people with and without aphasia under certain 

circumstances. In the same line of ideas. Kathy once shared how '*Every now and then 1 

can swear I've said something and you say I didn't right after. But that could be normal,'* 

she said langhing "That's right," Stuart responded laughing and joining Kathy in the 

recollection of the story. Kathy also spoke about *ibrgetting'' that Stuart had aphasia and 

treating him no different than before. But she made a point in saying that Stuart made 

sure he was being treated as competently as before. 

On the other skie, Stuart frequently compared himself with others living with 

language k>ss. Through this process he constructed links that validated his experience as a 

indivkiual with aphasia as well as created images that made him unique from others with 

aphasia. **1 used to get in a chat[room]... I just listened, if you could call it listening," 

Stuart recalled. "^It was on the., a stroke., the stroke connectun I think. It was interesting 
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because some people had no problems, some don't or some do. Why they bad they 

stroke, was interesting.'* Stuart often wondered about the differences between his (nrocess 

of recovery and the process of recovery of others with aphasia, noting that there were 

some people who were not as hicky as he was. This realization had a profound effect in 

his process of coping with aphasia and validated his strengths as he took charge of 

authorii^ his own story. "WelL we have also seen, why am I doing so bad, so good. 

when somebody else... might not do the sameT* By comparing himself to others with 

aphasia he identified his strengths and his self-determinations in not letting other people 

define him as incompetent. 

Stuart: In the half house there was a stroke one... I understood that real 
quickly that there was a difference between him and me. 
If some one told me I coidd not do something, I'd say, 'You want to bet.' 
(Transcript. August, I, 2001) 

Resisting the Construction of an Incompetent Identity 

Kathy: [...] I knew a few days afterwards that there was still quite a bit 
there [pointing to her head as if signaling the brain], because I said [to 
Stuart J, 'How old are you? " I was having him write his name and things, 
and he put 87 and he scratched it and said "I feel like I am 87, " and then 
he wrote 36 or what ever it was (Transcript. October 16,1994). 

Wulf (1973) has criticized the utqirofessional nature of some of the language used 

by professionals in the fiekl to address what aphasia means. She is particularly critical of 

professionals who deliver what she calls ''gems" such as, ''A stroke is always a total 

personal disaster.' Or 'Her mind is almost gone''* (p.47). She argues that 

Interestingly, each of those aforementioned sterling statements came from 
(xofessionals. The patient, if he is surrounded on every side by defeating 
attitudes, can hardly be expected to snake his uncertain way ti^ugh such 
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a murky mess of molasses and emerge happy and smiling at the top of a 
compost heap hardly designed to nurture constructive thoughts. (Wait 
1973. p.48). 

Stuart's active process of resisting the construction of an incompetent identity was a 

theme that permeated almost all the stones shared during the research, and it is the fourth 

theme developed from the analysis. Kathy and his frknds and &nuly, joined Stuait in his 

struggle to fight a medical system determined to create a disabled subject. 

Competent Identitv. 

Construction of a competent identity was achieved through a process of passive 

resistance. This resistance came in the form of accepting to participate in the 

rehabilitation process and maintaining a strong sense of identity as evidence in his journal 

entry in October of 1994. (Figure 27) 

• • • 1 1 i j OCTOiEII ( 

•'F5 ' WUR'TO TNIVK I m 3n/PU&ijaa.cAus€ 
T I «r sPcAt^ ul^ 

M/P I ®0 KiT 
RJWWf THAT fCOKT ml ALL OitFCRwr. 

Figure 27. Journal Writing- October II, 1994. Resisting deficit labels. 

As part of his homework with one of the speech pathok>gists Stuart had over the 

course of the years, he had to write down some sentences and phrases. Stuait got really 

angry when the therapist responded negatively to his work, and this journal entry was his 

response to that episode. Stuart shared the story with Ken, letting him know that he 
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wasn't very fond of this particular therapist. "*1 don't like the woman,'' Stuart said. Ken 

asked him to elaborate on what exactly was it that he didn't like about her. think it's 

not me either it is just everyone," Stuart continued. "I think. I... I think this...She thinks 

that she is..." "^Superior?" Kathy suggested. 'Superior right, and that is what I say is 

that... it's when I say with that." Stuait intended at the time to elaborate on how he 

wanted to write about his perceptmn of this therapist as superior in his journal. **8^ 

sometimes that is just her, not me," He continued. **Was it something that you had written 

that she critkiued, that upset you?" Kathy asked Stuart, provkling a larger context for this 

particular story. '*She just... everything..." Stuart struggled to verbalize his thoughts, so 

Kathy continued with the story of his writing homework ''It took him twenty minutes to 

write this three sentences" "Or more!" Stuart added. ''Well," Kathy said, "she acted like 

'you need to do this and this and this', and 'you messed up here', and 'you did that.' And 

that upset him." 'XTome on... Wow!!" Stuart fervently added. Although Stuart accepted 

the need to partkripate in the medical workl of rehabilitation therapies, he was determined 

to maintain his identity as a competent human being. 

Other forms of passive resistance involved becoming ^miliar with what aphasia 

meant. Stuart sought explanatk)ns for the causes of stroke and searched for knowledge to 

inform him. In getting to know more about the causes of aphasia, he developed personal 

understandings of aphasia in terms of changes in his brain, of a bfockage. "It's like a ... 

fireproof... file drawer," Stuart sakl "That everything is been dump, they just.. .and 

everything is one the floor and you have to pick it up and put it in back in the file. And 

until you do that everythings are screwed up (making explanatk>ns with his hand)." Parr, 
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et aL (1997) found that some of the interviewed individuals with aphasia 'Nvfao do talk 

about their impairment m terms of brain functnn can understandably find themselves 

struggling with the details of tins'* (p.'̂ KH). 

The Broken Window Screen 

"^In the beginning,** Kathy began remembering some of the initial experiences 

with diagnosis at the hospital "the psychobgist at the hospital toM us not even to talk 

about the &rm with him because he said, *his brain was like a broken window screen* 

and if the bugs went in and they coukln*t get out and that wouki just agitate him., and not 

to even talk about it.** *That is such an interesting idea about the window screen,** Ken 

replied, don't know if I agree with that** "^I*m with him,** Stuait commented. So. the 

broken window screen became the first metaphor used to explain the consequences of the 

stroke to Kathy. It is thus how. "^Maintaining of a medicalized, normalizing, 'fix-it* 

therapeutk: discourse, may in the k>ng term, reinforce the aphasic parson*s k)ss of power 

and make if more difficult to deal with the consequences and significance of the 

impairment** (Parr, 19%, p.502). 

The words of this particular doctor stayed with Stuart k)ng after the stroke. In 

June of2001, we invited Stuart to participate in an Eye Movement session for further 

expk>ratk>n of literacy competence in aphasia. Ken and I, working with two other 

colleagues, worked with Stuart one day in the Eye Movement Laboratory of the 

University of Arizona. At the end of the reading, the following conversatk)n took place: 

Stuart: Ok. Like there is a good word. That is one, two three, four, five, 
that's five... 
Andrea: Five syllables? 
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Stuart: Syllables [...J Well, I think /.. when I see a big ah... word 
sometimes and I go, and I go through... it, I go back and count 
Andrea: The syllables 
Stuart: Ami / go yes!! (Laughs) 
Eric: I think that motivated you in a sense. He[the doctor] probably didn't 
mean to 
Stuart: But he didn t tell that to me. 
Ken: He said that to Kathy? 
Stuart: He said some off things too that never he said it to me. He did not 
say it to me and then Kathy ...didn t tell me for a while 
Ken: That's the one who said, "get used to him like this he is never going 
to get any better than this " 
Stuart: And that 11 be tough on the family. And I saidfrom the beginning. I 
chn 7 why doctors don V give a range. It can be that bad or it can be that 
good 
Ken: Oh you are pushing the range too 
Stuart: Well. / don t know about that, but that don t matter But they 
always go on the bottom range, the end of the range ami it's bad ah...for 
the family. I wotdd think (Transcription, June 9, 2000) 

The labeling and sorting of people has profound implications for the development 

of disabled identities. A label has the power to define the educational history of a learner, 

but, in the more intimate plane, acquiring a label also has consequences for the personal 

understanding of who we are and what we are capable of. Reception of external 

evaluations damages our potential to be critical thinkers by forcing us to rely on someone 

else to tell us how we are doing, giving birth to a pattern of negative dependency instead 

of fostering creative independence. Relevant to this process is Bruner's (1986) claim for 

the transactional power of narrative and story in the creation of self. He believes that 

"insofar as we account for our own actions and for the human events that occur around us 

principally in terms of narrative,... it is conceivable that our sensitivity to narrative 

provides the major link between our own sense of self and our sense of others in the 

social workl around us'̂  (p. 69). Using his idea of narrative sensitivity, it becomes more 
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evident that if we participate in events from which we create stories that define us and our 

understanding of others, disablii^ nanatives of incompetence will definitely leave scars 

in the overall image of the self we gather from these storied events. 

Conclusions 

Maxine Green (1995) evokes the power of narrative in the exploration of Ihe 

passions of phiralism." Citing the work of Charles Taytor and Alasdair Maclntyre, 

Maxine Green writes that *^vhen we understand our lives we do so in narrative form, and 

clearly, our stones while different are nonetheless connected by the same need to make 

sense, to make meaning, to find a direction"" (p. 165). Connelly and Clandinin (1988) also 

talk about "Narrative is the study of how humans make meaning of experience by 

endlessly telling and retelling stories about themselves that both refigure the past and 

create purpose in the future"" (p.24). 

A social constructionist perspective invites multiple interpretatwns of Stuart"s 

narrative testimony. Stuait presented his story as a 'narrated text" (Bruner, 1986) which 

represents only one of the many possible representations of his life. Although I agree 

with the &ct that the social constructnn of selC competence and identity is ongoing and 

dynamic, 1 also believe that certain personal traits of the individual remain constant even 

with the ever-changing spaces. Stuart's testimony of his literacy experiences provides 

proof to support this in that the stroke altered innumerable aspects of his life, but it didn"t 

alter the essence of his being. It may have strengthen his conviction that he was indeed 
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capable of doing anything he would set his mind to do. but it didn't seem to affect his 

optimism, his self-determination and his ^fiill-glass* perspective of the world. 

The balance of the social construction of identity, of competence, and of the self 

relays on the improvisations and on the agency we enact over our own lives. Stuart 

improvised as he rejected the typical role of the aphasic individual as compliant with his 

diagnoses as incompetent By doing this he opened the possibility for new interpretations 

to emerge as he retold the uniqueness of his personal experience with aphasia. 
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CHAPTER 6. -IT S LIKE MAYBE A RIDE THAT HASNT ENDED YET:" 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY OF LITERACY AND 

APHASIA 

Andrea: When you are trying to remember, is it stressful? 
Stuart: No. it is like a maybe a ...ride., that it hasn'/ ended yet. I'm getting 
used to it, though. It's like the fist time you get (m a. tfyoulike, inroller 
coaster, the first one is like wow!! (Moving his left arm to symbolize 
excitement. Because you don t know what it's going to be next... around 
the next bend. And then, the second time is kind of really, really fiat 
(Transcription, August I. 2001). 

In the spring of 1995. Stuart was sitting at Ken*s living room durii^ one of their 

weekly meetings, reading a newspaper article and preparing to write a response to his 

reading. When he began writing the date on his usual yellow i^al pad, he stopped for a 

moment, looked at the date on the newspaper, and said. ''It's been one year and one day 

since..." "The anniversary of your stroke?" Ken asked. ~Yea." Stuart sighted, as Kathy 

nodded her head, realizing that one year had gone by since April 8. 1994. "^ot a happy 

memory, ahT Ken inquired. "No. Well... it's... now it's ok... because...I have said this 

to you before... is that... you re-...renie-..." Stuart paused, and took a k>ng breath. He 

seemed to be having too much difficulty communicating his thoughts. "Are you thinking 

about how &r you've comeT Ken asked, provkiing some support to akl Stuart's 

participatk)n in the conversatk>n. *^0," he re^nded. *"11 was different... because of 

people... you don't know...what... or how...," Stuart had to pause again and this time, 

he looked at the ceiling, as if searching for the words he had k)st. Both Kathy and Ken 

provkied some possible phrases that woukl c£4)ture Stuait's meaning. "You don't know 

who your friends are? Is that wiiat you're trying to say?" Ken suggested. "Yea, before," 
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Stuait responded with a reflexive tone in his voice. Stuart explained how he had 

discovered who his real friends were after the onset of aphasia, and he commented on the 

curious ways some people respond to him when they know his story. '̂ Like, one lady 

yesterday says, now... whenever she...are., bitching about...her life., she...now says... 

that [...] she didn*t have to...** "Complain?" Kathy asked Xomplain for herself any 

more,** Stuart continued, "because if Stuait can.. .can do what he's done, then..'*She 

has no right to complain," Ken added. That's right,"' Stuait agreed, with his usual big 

smile on his f^. 

Ever since the beginning of his aphasia, Stuait's resilience and spirit proved to be 

a source of inspiration to others. **You've certainly been an example for people," 

commented Ken. **! guess so,~ he replied. don't know why they think I am sometimes, 

[...] I guess it's just me... Most of the time, I'm just, I don't know, Uke...." Stuart k)oked 

at Kathy for support. "EmbarrassedT she said. "Embarrassed about what I say. or about 

what they say," he commented. Stuart described how he felt "funny" when others gave 

him compliments, and he did not entirely understand how others could find his story to be 

'special.* Throughout their collaboration. Ken had come to understand really well why 

people in Stuart's life considered him to be an example to follow. As I have described in 

the previous chapters, I not only consider Stuait to be a source of personal inspiration, but 

a source of wonder as I embarked on a expbration of the nature of literacy under the 

presence of aphasia. 

This research presented a theoretical and descriptive case study in which 1 

investigate the nature of literacy competence in the life of Stuart, an English speaking 
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man who at the age of thirty-six, suffered from a left cerebral hemorrhage resulting in 

expressive aphasia and right side hemiplegia. By using a qualitative data set. including 

videotaped interactions, documents, interviews and fieldnotes, I trace the evolution of 

Stuart's literacy practices and literacy process after the stroke that took place in Afnil of 

1994. and search for the significant issues that shaped his experiences as a reader and a 

writer with aphasia over a lapse of seven years. 

The present study grew out of my concerns regarding the capricious ways in 

which portraits of competence get created, based on reduced and clinical images of 

performance. My questions for investigating literacy practices, literacy processes, and 

significant personal literacy experiences in Stuart's life were all shaped by my conceptual 

orientations towards language, literacy and research. 

In this chapter. I retrace and review the landscapes of Stuan's literacy competence 

that emerged during the study. I use the metaphor of'landscapes' as an interpretative 

construct that makes if possible to describe literacy competence as muhkiimensional as 

dynamic, and as closely tied to the overall structure of everyday literacy contexts. I have 

organized the multiple landscapes of competence discussed in this research into three 

broader categories: (a) Sociocultural landscapes of literacy competence; (b) Transactional 

Socio-psycholinguistic landscapes of literacy competence, and (c) Affective and personal 

landscapes of literacy competence. These are discussed in the first half of this chapter. In 

the second half of this chapter, I address the significance and possible implications of my 

research discoveries as they relate to theoretical, practical and methodotogical 

considerations of the study of literacy within, and beyond, the field of aphasiobgy. 
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Landscapes of Literacy Competence 

Kovarsky, Dunchan, &. Maxwell (1999) refer to the prevailing view of 

competence as "containment," where competence is "located and measured in an 

individual much in the same way one wouU measure liquid in a container'̂  (P-18). Stuait 

had numerous lived experiences with this definition of competence. **! can't remember if 

I toM the story to Ken about the c- candies that was left at the meal trays in the hospital'̂  

Stuart shared with me during our last interview. would hokl the candy and kept it in 

the...nightstand until... Kathy came to the hospital, and then, I get that out...** "And give 

it to herT I asked. '̂ Right.'" he responded, and then continued to say. "And she 

understood right then that what they are saying to her about me is totally fidse."" Stuait 

explained further. '*She says that to me, that I know that somebody is inside."^ ^And that 

person," I added, **is not the one that is being described by the exams and the doctors and 

the case study.*' "Right," Stuait agreed. 

There is a growing awareness within the fiekls of aphasiok)gy and education for 

the need for a more interactive and contextualized understanding of competence, "a view 

that allows us to see and understand how competence gets constructed, evaluated, and 

revised in the course of everyone's everyday life experience'' (Kovarsky, et aL. p.20). 

These studies have mostly investigated oral language competencies, including repair 

strategies of individual with aphasia participating in daily communicative events, 

foUowing the school of Hymes (1974) and his sociolinguistic framework (Armstrong, 

2000; Bk)nder, 2000; Dunchan, Kovarsky, & Maxwell, 1999). Other studies in the field 

of special education, in particular the work of Ruiz, Rueda, Figueroa, & Boothroyd 
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(1995) have pulled together numerous research findings that siqjpoit a ''contextualist 

view of behavior [which] emphasized the features of the learning situation as essential 

&ctors affecting the variability in individual student behavior" (p.623). The ethnographic 

work conducted by Ruiz (1995a. 1995b) with Latino students in special education 

classrooms, provided insightful evidence on the intimate relationship between the 

linguistic and contextual features of the learning context in relation to student's literate 

and linguistic performances. As the context of instruction varied, dififerent levels of 

linguistic and literacy conqietence emerged. Ruiz, et aL (1995) "'have chosen to call this 

theory for expanding learning abilities and disabilities the contextual performance moder 

(p.264) because it specifically deals with those instances where learners are able to 

uncover competencies that were hidden underneath a thick layer of contextual restrictwns 

and limitations. 

This partkular research story is one that draws form a multiplicity of frameworks 

to understand language in its oral and written forms. In additfon, I begin from a particular 

way of engaging in scientific inquiry; I k)cate my work following Luria's (1979) efforts 

to work within a 'romantk: science/ Most of all, I believe I create a particular space 

where it is necessary to talk about social, cultural, Unguistk, neurok)gk»l, and 

psychok>gical among others, a^iects of literacy and not to limit the discusswn to just one 

planes. Each of these specialized fields con^lement one another in fiiscinating ways, 

specially when we try to understaiKi literacy as experienced by a cultural and social 

being, who has been a victim of a neurok>gk:al change due to a stroke. The neurok)gical 
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change is there, yet there is an evident presence of sociocuhural uses of literacy as a 

competent language user. 

In order to uncover the nature of literacy competence in aphasia, I found it 

necessary to explore three interrelated spaces: (1) literacy as a social and situated 

practice. (2) literacy as transactional and sociopsycholinguistic process, and (3) literacy 

as influenced by affective and personal issues following the onset of aphasia. I believe 

that only by looking at these coexisting dimensions of literacy was I able to find evidence 

of the situated and nuihidiniensional nature ofliteracy competence in Stuart's life. Each 

of these spaces took my work to new landscapes of competence. Each added new 

possibilities to look at literacy from different theoretical standpoints. Finally, each space 

supported my rejection of simplistk; explanatk>ns of the relatwnship between aphasia and 

literacy, and made it possible to keep literacy as an object of study inextricably linked to 

Stuait's unique life experiences. 

Literacy competence in this research is understood as the ability to use written 

language for meaningful purposes, relevant to the lives of those who transact with texts 

within multiple contexts. To be a competent user of literacy implies that one can move in 

and out of different contexts using literacy for multiple purposes; in other words, to have 

the flexibility to use and reinvent functions of written language, and to acknowledge 

reading and writing processes as tools that not only support literate thinking but also 

actively shape thinking by mediating and distributing cognitive resources within social 

activities. Literacy competence implies that literacy is used to make knowledge, kleas, 

and personal meanings accessible for revision and critKal reflection; for constructing new 
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meanings, revisiting old meanings, and recreating present meanings into something new. 

Finally, it means to use literacy in order to have full access and participation within 

literate communities in empowering and participatory ways, recognizing the underlying 

power structures and the ideological nature of literacy in today's society. 

My definition of literacy competence in aphasia is framed under what Street 

(1993/2001.1995) identifies as the 'ideological' model of literacy. Street (1993/2001) 

make use of term ideobgy ''in the sense employed within contemporary anthropology, 

sociolinguistics. and cultural studies, where ideology is the site of tension between 

authority and power on the one hand and resistance and creativity on the other^ (P-434). 

Throughout the research. I present tensions between an authoritative medical model and 

Stuart's everyday inventions and creative strategies to resist established institutional 

narratives. Literacy competence in Stuart's story, is not an individual cognitive skill but 

a distributed cognitive resource located between the individual and the sociohistorKal 

context of activity. In what foUows, I elaborate on this multidimensional understanding of 

literacy competence through my discussion of the multiple landscapes of competence. 

Literacy Practkes: Sociocuhural Landscape of Literacy Competence 

This study questions the narrow and deficit-oriented conceptualization of literacy 

used in clinical evaluations to define what counts as literacy competence. Lytle 

(1991/2001), in her research with adults partkipating in literacy instructional programs, 

which sometimes view literacy as a set of isolated skills, believes that "it may be more 

fruitful to assume competency, rather than deficiency*^ (p.379). Lytle proposes to k)cate 

instances of what adults do with literacy outside of institutional systems. In Stuart's story. 
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it was necessary to locate instances of literacy outside of clinical settings in order to 

consider the fiibric of his everyday literacy practices in response to his clinical portraits of 

incompetence. 

The first question of my research investigates Stuart's perceptions of his literacy 

practices after the onset of aphasia. I contextualize this exploration by presenting two 

contrasting profiles, juxtaposing two different paradigmatic understandings of literacy 

and competence; a clinical and reduced view; and a sociocuitural perspective in which 

literacy is presented as situated practices. 

Results fix>m an Initial Cognitive Communication Evaluation, conducted on May 

10. 1994; a Cognitive Communication Discharge Summary, dated May 28, 1994; and a 

Moderate Psychological Evaluation, conducted September 29, 1994, serve to describe the 

clinical landscapes of Stuart's competence. Through document analysis of these reports, I 

present the written discourse used to construct an incompetent persona; one whose 

communicative weaknesses surpass his strengths, and whose psychological status after 

the stroke resembles a depressed and emotk>nally unstable individual This presentatk>n 

brings together clinical discourses of incompetence with Stuart's personal renditnn of the 

same assessment contexts. Likewise, it exposes the inherent contradictions found within 

the written reports, and Stuart's lack of voice durii^ the process, [Moblematizing the role 

of the evaluators' agenda when crafting written narratives of literacy competence 

(Dunchan 1999). 

In this research, Stuart's evaluation and discharge reports provide evidence of the 

evaluators' hidden agendas, based on their specific purposes for writing each type of 
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report. That is to say that initial evaluation reports mostly concentrated on delineating 

deficits that would guarantee that services would be provided once some d^ree of 

incompetence was established. Progress reports, on the other hand, highlighted the 

growth evidenced durii^ the time of treatment, offering just enough information to 

demonstrate the positive results of the 'intervention,' but presenting remaining deficits in 

need of more treatment. In addition, these written documents contribute to the social 

construction of competence and incompetence as part of the situated nature of evaluation 

contexts, which are influenced by the positionality of the evaluator and his or her 

overarching understanding of language and literacy. 

In contrast, alternative portraits of competence emerge as I descnbe Stuart's 

literacy profile and present his literacy configuration (Taylor & Dorsey Gaines, 1988). In 

other words, I address the multitude and personal ways in which Stuart uses reading and 

writing to shape and organize his world. My analysis concentrates on the types and uses 

of reading and writing found in Stuart's life, and describes the texts and activities 

associated with Stuart's literacy practices. Influenced by the ethnographic work of Taylor 

and Dorsey-Gaines (1988) and that of Barton and Hamilton (1998), 1 present a detailed 

description of Stuait's uses of literacy as a window into his literacy practices after the 

onset of aphasia. In this way, Thinking about the types and uses of reading and writing 

enables us to focus upon the social processes through which individuals and groups of 

children create literacy configuratk)ns that are functional in their everyday lives" (Tayk>r, 

1993, p.64). 
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I found evidence to demonstrate that Stuait reads and writes within everyday 

literacy events for numerous purposes. In additioiL a number of important discoveries 

sur&ced from this exploration of Stuart's literacy practices when considering a 

developmental perspective of his recovery from the stroke. According to Stuart his uses 

of reading and writing before and after the onset of aphasia remained mostly the same. 

Thus, any discussion of Stuart's literacy practices is grounded in his personal history with 

literacy prior to the aphasia. Le. he enjoyed reading for recreational fimctions a wide 

variety of texts, and he continued to do so after the stroke. In those cases where change 

was reported. Stuart referred to changes in his literacy practices mostly due the associated 

linguistic and physical difficulties resulting from the stroke. In the case of reading, for 

example, &tigue and distractibility because of environmental noises, had a negative 

influence on the amount of time he could read and his understanding of the texts. In the 

case of writing, the hemiplegia force him to learn to use his left hand to write and 

composing messages proved to be challengii^ and time consuming, yet possible. 

Giange was also doomiented in the manifestation of new purposes for reading 

and writing after the stroke. New uses of reading and writing emerged as Stuart entered 

the clinical work! of rehabilitation from aphasia. In this context, reading and writing were 

used for evaluative and clinical purposes, as well as for rehabilitation purposes. In his 

collaboration with Ken, reading and writing were used for exploratory purposes in order 

to understand the nature of his literacy |nx)cesses. One important new purpose for writing 

sur&ced during the collaborative literacy expforation, which I have identified as 

mediational writing. Stuart used writing for mediational purposes in the formulation of 
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his oral messages and for the representation of complex ideas related to his recovery from 

stroke. 

Across time, Stuart's literacy practices evolved to accommodate changes in his 

life and the growing demands with the arrival of aphasia. As his job changed from pecan 

Arming to keeping records at a cotton gin, for example, the type of texts and transactions 

with them as part of his work-related literacy were transformed. Likewise, with his desire 

and determination to recover from the aphasia and to minimize any resulting linguistic 

breakdown, Stuart used his '̂ texts of every day life* (Barton A Hamihon, 1998) in novel 

ways. One particular example was his reading aloud excerpts of magazines of 

newspapers for rehabilitation purposes, to gain more command of his oral speech and oral 

reading. 

The sociocuhural landscape of literacy competence creates a space to describe 

Stuait's unique literacy configuration after the stoke, and the ever-changing and dynamic 

nature of his literacy practKes before and after the beginning of aphasia. This landscape 

plays an important role in the rejection of an 'autonomous' model of literacy (Street, 

199S) in which literacy is conceived as an individual technical skill Furthermore, it 

extends an open invitation for further inquiry into a mostly unexpk>fed sociocuhural 

landscape of literacy practices in the lives of those living with a aphasia. 

Literacy Processes: Transactinnal and SncinpsychnlinginVaip f .anHsgape^ of Literacy 

Competence 

In this particular case study, a set of guiding questions ktoks cfosely at Stuait's 

literacy processes with aphasia. 1 investigate his reading and writing processes using 
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Goodman's (1994) transactional and sociopsycbo linguistic (TSP) model of reading as my 

framework. In addition. I explore the contextual features that hinder or support Stuart's 

participation in literacy events, and elaborate on the mediational purposes of his writing 

process when supporting his oral language. All of these components constitute the TSP 

landscape of literacy competence. 

1 construct Stuart's reading and writing profiles as he participates in a number of 

exploratory literacy events that took place while Stuart collaborated with Ken. between 

1994 and 1995. These profiles are crafted after conducting a detailed analysis of a 

muhitude of reading and writing events involving different types of texts, diffmnt 

situatk)nal contexts, and multiple degrees of chok:e and ownership of the process. In the 

particular case of reading, I use miscue analysis procedures (Goodman. Watson. & 

Burke. 1987) to analyze Stuart's patterns of miscues across time, in conjunction with 

observational and narrative data from videotaped interactions. Through this analysis. 

Stuait is seen as a proficient reader and writer with aphasia whose main goal is the 

construction of meaning through his productive and receptive transactions with texts. 

In reading, even though oral reading was affected by the associated apraxia of 

speech, miscue analysis data provide evidence that Stuart uses similar psycholinguistic 

reading strategies as other non-aphasic readers. His patterns of miscues across time 

demonstrate that Stuart is knowledgeable of the underlying structure of the English 

language, and that he makes efficient use of linguistk; cueing systems as he transacts with 

texts. An important discovery fix>m miscue analysis is the fiict that Stuart's drive for 

meaning is not affected by the aphasia, as evkienced, for example by high percentages for 
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semantic acceptability in the statistics for Procedure III (Y. Goodman, Watson. & Burke. 

1987) in five of the seven reading events analyzed (Table 13). 

In writing. Stuart developed a number of compensating strategies for &cing the 

associated linguistic difficulties of his expressive aphasia. In his creation of written 

discourse, his con^Knsating strategies involved both material resources, like his use of 

post-it notes when drafting a message, as well as linguistk resources for supporting his 

compositk>n process. In this last group of resources. Kathy played an especially important 

role, given that during the sessions with Ken, Stuart wouki turn to Kathy when he needed 

support for writing a specific word. Finally, Stuart found it useful to use writing as a 

mediatk>nal resource to support his oral language. He used printed texts aiMl drawings as 

mediatk>nal writing when his oral lai^uage was not enough for communicating his 

desired message. This partkular use of writing presents an interesting aspect of literacy 

process in aphasia that requires much more investigatnn in order to uncover the 

characteristks of this mediated form of activity. 

Perhaps one of the most exciting discoveries fix)m this landscape of competence is 

the realizatk)n that Stuart's proficiency with reading and writing was highly dependent 

upon a constellatwn of foctors. as represented in Figure 28.1 locate meaning construction 

as the core for discussing issues of reading or writing proficiency. Some of these 

influencing &ctors had to do with the intrinsic nature of aphasia. Le. the neurofogical 

changes that cause linguistic breakdowns in accessing the pronunciatkin or spelling 

patterns of certain words. Other issues relate to the linguistic nature of the text. i.e. 
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wholeness and authenticity of the text; and to the contextual features of the literacy event. 

Le. purpose, type of activity, availability of linguistic resources, and so on. 

Fragmented Whole 
+ 
^ 

Nature 
of 

Text 

+ Authentic 

- F.valuative 

Aphasic 
Related 
Factors 

+ 

Hindering Supporting 
Meaning Meaning 

Figure 28. Constellation of Factors Influencing Stuart's Process of Meaning Construction 

in Reading and Writing. Note: + - Indicate more or less meaningful transaction, 

respectively. 

1 did not find a simple correspondence between each of the identified &ctors and 

Stiiait's meaning construction process. In other words, each linguistic and contextual 

feature as represented in Figure 28 is intended to illustrate a bi-dimensional space with 

positive and negative influences on Stuart's overall meaning construction process. From 

these, the nature of the text emerged as one of the most influential factors for either 

supporting or hindering Stuart's focus on meaning. Analysis of his reading and writing 

processes illustrate that the more reduced and fragmented the text, the harder it was for 
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Stuart to construct meaning, and vice versa, the more he transacted with whole texts, the 

easiest it was to construct meaning. K. Goodman and Y. Goodman (1994) have provided 

a similar observation from their years of researching readings, writing and written texts. 

They explain that, ''Short texts provide limited cues for readers to build a sense of either 

style or meaning** (p. 121). Frank Smith (1983) offers another way of phrasing the same 

idea when he writes: **It is invariably easier to read meaningful texts than nonsensical 

strings of words, just as letters in words are easier to identify than letters occurring 

randomly** (p.60). 

K. Goodman and Y.Goodman (1994) go on to address the relationship between 

wholes and fragments of texts and its important repercussions in the evaluation of reading 

using reduced texts. They explain that. 

The disruptive effect of particular miscues on meaning is much greater in 
short texts. Longer texts offer redundant opportunities to recover and self-
correct. This suggests why finding from studies of words, sentences and 
short passages produce different results from those that involve whole 
texts. It also raises a major question about using standardized tests, which 
empk>y words, phrases, sentences, and short texts to assess reading 
profkiently (p. 122). 

This was found to be the case in Stuart*s clinical encounters with literacy and the 

observed reading and writing events during the bngitudinal study. In this respect, if the 

purpose of the event was more evaluative, his ability to construct meaning from text was 

negatively affected. The more authentic the purpose for the literacy event, the more he 

was able to make meaning. Both types of literacy events ofifered muhiple opportunities to 

support these arguments, which have not been widely explored within the field of 

aphasiok)gy. In a chapter entitled "Pragmatic Aspects of Communication in Brain-
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Damaged Patients,** Foldi Cicone, and Gardner (1983) are some of the few researchers 

that dedicate a section to the discussion of comprehension of texts by brain damaged 

patients. After reviewing the existing literature on the topic, they present a tentative 

conclusion stating that: 

Literal competence in language clearly depends upon an intact left 
hemisphere and accordingly, one can expect aphasic patients to have 
difficulties with all extended instances of text. Nonetheless, particularly 
when redundancy is present, or when the narrative is designed to highlight 
a few central points of conclusions, aphasic patients show a surprising 
preservation of the ability to detect the sense of a passage, or the 
underlying message or effect that is intended (p. 81). 

Analysis of Stuart's literacy processes support the findings discussed by Foldi and 

her colleagues (1983): '*We have seen that the more we rely on standardized testing, the 

worse aphasics... are likely to perform... But the more we deal with complex linguistic 

entities, with redundancies in the material, with meanings which extend beyond the 

literal and with various paralinguistic cues in the environment, the better the aphasic 

performance will become** (P-83). 

Therefore, as literacy contexts fluctuate, so does performance within these 

contexts, offering sometimes reduced samples of the underlying literacy competence of 

the participants. It is evidently problematic, then to build profiles of learners fix>m one 

isolate snapshot of performance. When we equate performance with competence, we &11 

under the &lse image of thinking that through our observatbns of specific events, for 

example, we are truly observing competence as a whole instead of interpreting the 

observed performance as instances of representations of an amorphous and ever-changing 

competence. 
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In this respect, the findings of my research challenge assumptions of the nature 

and complexity of reading process in aphasiology. For example, Webb and Love (1983). 

who identify the word and the sentence as the easiest unit of analysis in their reading 

tests, or Ewing & Pfidzgraf (1990) who believe sentences with simplified structure 

support the aphasic reader in their construction of meaning. In this research, only by 

looking at Stuart's reading and writing tongitudinally, by documenting his participatnn 

in multiple and varied literacy events, and combining qualitative and quantitative 

informatk)n, was I able to ofifer descriptions of Stuart's literacy competence as a reader 

and a writer with aphasia, and understand what factors supported or hindered his 

meaningful transactions with texts. In other words, the TSP landscapes of literacy 

competence provkles information about the multidimenswnal nature of literacy 

competences by tracing the diverse fk:tors that shape Stuart's process of meaning making 

when participating in a wide variety of literacy events. 

Aflfective and Personal Landscapes of Literacy Competence 

Aphasia delivers a crippling blow to that part which our culture proclaims 
to make a man a thinking, bright human being: the communicative arts. 
Whether the damage is slight, moderate, or total, no matter what his 
difficulties may be as he tries to express himself verbally, his mind is 
whizzing around at a lively pace (Wulf^ 1973, p.36). 

The third landscape that I describe through this study, relates to the significant 

issues that shape Stuart's experiences as a reader and a writer with aphasia. In this 

respect, as Wulf (1973) describes in the above quote based on her personal experience 

with aphasia, Stuart's story presents the possibility to listen to his vok« as he learned to 

read and write with aphasia and maintain his identity as an able and competent 
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individuaL This analysis reflects my attempt to capture the aphasic experience from the 

narrative account of the main stake bolder of this process. Using Stuart's narrative 

accounts of his lived-through experiences during the process of recovery from the stroke. 

I explore the overarching tensions that frame Stuart's literacy experiences. In addition. I 

describe the underlying strategies, inventions and coping mechanism that he devebped as 

he learned to deal with the transfonnatmns in his life after aphasia. 

Many related themes were klentified through the use ongoing analytic coding of 

transcribed interactions. I condensed the emerging themes into four major categories 

shaping Stuart's literacy experiences as he learned to live with aphasia. These inchide: 

1) The self as mediated resource 

2) Recovery as a process of releaming language 

3) The process of coping with change 

4) Resisting the construction of an incompetent identity. 

The four identified categories relate not only to Stuart's literacy experiences, as. 

for example, his strategies for coping with change permeate everything Stuart does in his 

life. However, given the focus and purpose of this research. I concentrate on describing 

the role these issues have as they relate to Stuart's transactions with written language. In 

this way. two large conceptual threads are woven within Stuart's narrative accounts 

within each category: the interplay between competence and performance in the 

construction of a competent identity and Stuart's ownership in the authoring of his own 

story. 
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This affective and personal landscape of Stuart's literacy competence offers the 

opportunity to know the intimate and personal stories that form part of the aphasic 

experience. Although all of the four resulting categories influenced Stuart's experience 

as a whole, his personality, his spirit and his self<ietermination emerged as the driving 

force of his process of releaming language, coping with change, and his ongoing struggle 

to resist the constniction of an incompetent identity, as represented in Figure 29. 

/T  ̂I—* Resisting an 
Releaming ^ Incomretent 

Identity 

Sdfmaoace 

Coping with 
Change 

J) 

Figure 29. Dynamic relationship of issues shaping Stuart's literacy experiences. 

Stuart's best and strongest mediational resource proved to be his own 'self.' 

Mediation understood in Vygotskian terms, is the ways ''human being interact with their 

worlds primarily through mediational means; the use of cultural artifacts, tools and 

symbols, including language, play crucial roles in the formation of human intellectual 

capacities" (Moll, 2000, p.257). Stuart's 'self was instrumental in his active and passive 

resistance towards those who attempt to construct him as incompetent due to the 

lii^uistic and physical changes associated with a stroke. His narrative accounts and the 
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resuhing issues resemble the story of others who are recovering from aphasia (Ewing & 

P&l^raC 1990; Parr, et aL 1997; Wulfl 1973). Nevertheless, this research also touches 

upon the uniqueness of Stuart's story and exemplifies the powerful role of narrative in the 

construction of a situated self (Bruner. 1986). 

Implications: Possible Sites for Further Inquiry and Reflection 

When I wonder about the implications of this work for the larger academic 

community I identify multiple audiences. Although it may be tempting to provide 

generalized implications of my work. I refrain from doing so because I believe that 

qualitative inquiry, such as the one I have engaged in. serves heuristic purposes rather 

than prescriptive ones. Instead. I present possible sites for further reflection of the main 

theoretical constructs discussed throughout this work, as well as possible sites for further 

inquiry that researchers in the fiekls of literacy. aphask}k)gy and educatk)n might find 

important to consider. 

Before I turn to the discussion of the aforementmned issues, it is important to take 

into consideration that this research is an in-depth exptoratwn of one man's literacy story 

after sufifering a stroke. As a qualitative researcher. I '*k)ok to the specific, both to 

understand it in particular and to understand something of the worki in general" (p.lS3). 

In this case Stuart's unique story has expanded my understanding of the complex 

relatk>nships that exist between literacy and aphasia. What I have illustrated throughout 

this study is that an alternative theoretical frxunework. one based on understanding 

literacy as both social practke and sociopsycholinguistk process, and an ahemative 

research methodology within the field of aphasiology, based on qualitative and 
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ethnographic principles, provide a wealth of unexplored territory into the nature of 

literacy, lai^uage and leamii^ after a stroke. One can only wonder the amount of data 

which could be yiekled to the fiekl if researchers would start from the assumption that 

even in cases where there is an irreversible neurological accident, the human capacity to 

use language to create and express meaning, especially through semiotk systems, still 

remains. Working with individuals with much more expressive difficulties than Stuart, 

Strauss (1999) raised provocative inferences about the communicative competence of 

stroke survivors under certain contextual spaces. A similar line of research has been 

undertaken by a group of researchers using &ce to face interactk>n and discourse analysis 

as the basis for their expk}ratk)ns (Bk)nder, 2000) 

An important aspect to point out is that medically-driven narratives on the aphasic 

conditk)n eliminates the possibility for people to share the stories. Thus, it is impossible 

to know how many other individuals sufTering from aphasia have related stories. 

However, there are a couple of exceptk>ns in the fieU; Luria's (1972), Ewing and 

Pfalzgrafs (1990), and Parr's work (1995,1996, 1997). These all represent similar 

aspects of the 'aphasic experience' that resonate very ctosely to that of Stuart's story and 

which have been critKal in the imerpretation of the existing data as they relate to larger 

sockxruhural context of living with aphasia. 

As I kK>k beyond the partk:ularities of my research, I ask myself a couple of 

questnns; How can we use Stuart's experiences to understand and learn about literacy? 

What can we learn fit>m Stuart's literacy processes about the nature of reading and 

writing processes? What can others learn from Stuart's literacy stories relevant to 
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rehabilitation in aphasia? I begin by offering some theoretical implications related to 

literacy practices and literacy processes, and then. I go on to discuss practical and 

methodobgical implications that present possibilities for further research. 

Theoretical Implications 

Lai^uage processes and their relationship with the brain have always been a 

matter of &scination. Early in the 19^ century, with the work of the first aphasiologists 

(Jacyna. 2000) it was discovered that language, human's greatest capacity to construct 

meaning and the tool for communication, rested in an incredibly mysterious organ, called 

the brain. With the study of patients with peculiar language disorders due to brain 

injuries, neurologists discovered how certain injuries would have different effects in 

different language processes. Since then, the knowledge and expkiration of the anatomic 

relationship between such an impressive meaning-making capacity and the brain has not 

stopped marveling neurobgists. neuropsychok>gists and the like. 

Nowadays, computer models, artificial intelligence research, and the use of highly 

sophisticated imaging technobgy (Battro, 2000). have uncovered some of the anatomical 

and neurok>gk;al secrets of the braia Nevertheless, the mystery of how the brain 

orchestrates the use of language has not been completely solved. During the 1990's, 

failure to learn to read and write within the time constraints and age benchmarks set forth 

by school systems became a disease, and explanations of these phenomena have been 

found in neurok>gical images of learning (Shaywitz, & Shaywitz,19%). 

Evidence of the pervasive influence of a medical model in the understanding of 

literacy is also found in the work of Snow, Bums, and Grifiin, editors of the report 
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Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children who write that, '̂ euroscience 

research on readii^ has expanded understanding of the reading process...All reading 

difficulties, whatever their primary etiology, must express themselves throî  alterations 

of the brain systems responsible for word identification and comprehension" (p. 24, 

emphasis added). They go on to explain how '̂ cognitive studies of reading have kientified 

phonological processing as crucial to skillful reading, and so it seems logical to suspect 

that poor readers may have phonological processing problems... [These] can be 

attributed to the underdevelopment or disruption of specific brain systems" (p.24). These 

claims resemble those made by scientists almost two centuries ago investigating the 

relationships between language and the brain during the birth of aphasiology. At that time 

(and in current days as well), information processing models dominated the field. These 

models," Roth and Heilman (2000) explain, '̂ mapped language function onto 

interconnected brain structures, and succeeded in associating specific language deficits 

with localized brain damage to one pait of the interconnected systems" (p. 12). 

Not surprisingly, the metaphor of the '̂ mind as a machine" is still currently used. 

In &ct, it is one of the most prevalent metaphors used to support certain instructional 

reading programs, as indicated by the research of Adams (1990) and Stanovich (1984). 

Because this medical model identifies the source of any learning difficulty within the 

learner, disabling narratives of labeling, deficit, and remediation easily find their way into 

stories of becoming literate (Taylor, 1991; Varenne, & McDennott,1999). 

What the research with Stuart has taught me is that we cannot understand reading 

and writing processes by looking solely at the brain. Battro (2000) presents a provocative 
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case smdy that has helped me develop this idea further, the stoiy of Nico. a child who 

underwent a "Yight fiuictional hemispherectomy because of intractable epilepsy at the age 

of three years and seven months'̂  (P-2). Nico's right hemisphere was removed, however. 

Battro reports how Nico attends school and is learning to read and write without much 

difHculty. One of the most thought-provoking ideas put forth by Battro's research is the 

need to find new metaphors to define the brain, as the 'machine' metaphor cannot, in any 

way. account for the case in which half a brain **is functionally transformed into a whole 

brain again"" (p.25). In Battro's words "It is obvious that chopping a PC or a Cray 

supercomputer in two is a rather costly and uninteresting action. A half-brain might work 

as a full-brain, a half-computer cannot. Modem hardware in no way corresponds to the 

architecture of the living brain"* (p. 17). 

I have embarked in this research project hoping to influence others in the field of 

literacy educatk>n, especially in a time when children are being diagnosed as being 

neurobgKally disabled because they &il to read. We cannot reduce literacy to the 

neuronal substrate of the brain. We need models that account for the complexity of 

socwcuhural, psycholinguistk, sock>linguistic, personal and all other issues raised in this 

research that define how literacy competence is constructed through situated transactk)ns 

with texts. In this research, Goodman's TPS (1994) model served to interpret the 

kaleidoscope of factors influencing Stuart's literacy competence. Observatk>ns of Stuart's 

reading and writing process supports Goodman's understanding of meaning making as 

the core for literacy processes, even in the case of neurok)gk:al transformations in the 

brain structure. Nevertheless, the TPS model of reading, writing and texts provides a 
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thorough framework as a starting point for exploring the nature of literacy competence in 

aphasia. Other dimensions were added to my overall investigation of literacy competence 

to account for aphasic related difficulties, or personal and affective issues shaping 

demonstrations of literacy competence. 

With this model in mind. I believe literacy competence is not solely a mental 

process: it gets constructed in the process of social interaction and it has an inner and 

social counterpart. Just as Vygotsky (1978) writes about the social and the personal 

spheres of knowledge construction, so literacy competence is both social and individual 

at the same time. 

From the research with Stuart, the conclusion can be reached that if literacy 

competence were only neurok)gically based, then context shouki have no effect on what 

happens with reading and writing. If it were housed only in the brain, then a stroke will 

be such a devastating event that no stroke survivor woukl ever be able to paitkripate in 

literate activities again. I strongly believe the multidimensk)nal understanding of literacy 

in aphasia addressed in this research will open possibilities for further theoretical 

inquiries that set to expk)re other dimensk>n of literacy competence fix)m ahemative 

theoretk:al frameworks than those currently prevalent in the study of literacy within 

aphasiok)gy. 

lmplicatk)ns for Rehabilitatron and Assessment PractKes 

1 believe implicatk)ns for rehabilitatk>n practKes are the hardest to present 

because usually these are the ones that tend to be taken as prescriptk>ns, rather than as 

invitations for further inquiry, as I mentk)ned before. I klentify practk:al implications in 
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two related fields, one is related to the rehabilitation and clinical experiences of 

individuals recoverii^ from stroke, and the second one is related to assessment of readii^ 

and writii^ processes. 

There is a strong drive in the fiekl of aphasiobgy to investigate the potential 

benefits of conducting functional assessment and functional rehabilitatnn (Fratalll 

1992). In both cases, concerns with a more realistic understanding of language within the 

lived experiences of aphasic individuals seem to be the main argiunent. However, as 

described by Parr (1996). even fiinctional assessment may end up being prescriptive 

when it is thought that by using everyday texts or more life related activities. 

rehabilitation outcomes will be 'generalized* to out of therapy contexts. In the field of 

literacy, proponents of a functional literacy approach to literacy instruction end up 

'pedagogizing' everyday literacy practices and end up reducing these into instructional 

activities (Lytle. 2001/1991). 

Contrary to beliefs that written language is secondary to oral language, written 

langiiage is essential in the process of being literate within this literate society. Contrary 

to the beliefs that patients who have suffered from a stroke do not need to read and write 

in a regular basis, this study provides evidence of the inherently literate nature of the life 

of one stroke survivor who was determined to read and write as part of his daily 

activities, just a he was a reader and a writer before the stroke. Pierce (1995) writes. '*It is 

difficult to avoid listening and talking, but people do not have to read or write unless they 

want to. It seems silly to make patients work on reading and writing skills that they do 

not want" (p.480). This statement reflects a narrow understanding of literacy as well as an 
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inability to conceive that any type of literacy rehabilitation should take into conskleration 

the type of literacy practices that shaped the life of the individual before the onset of 

aphasia. To imply that individuals sufifering form aphasia do not 'loeed to read or write in 

a daily basis." as Pierce does (1995). is to reduce their opportunities to participate in our 

literate society, in which print literacy has inundated our lives. I believe research into 

Stuart's literacy practices and literacy configuration may serve as a springboard for other 

researchers to investigate literacy outside of the realms of clinical contexts. Only by 

doing this do 1 believe that rehabilitation practices related to written language will 

address the needs of those individuals learning to read and write with aphasia within 

situated literacy events. 

In addition, a situated view of literacy fames current discussions of independence 

versus dependency within the field of aphasiology from a different perspective because 

literacy is not seen as possessed by one individual but as distributed within personal and 

social networks. Further research in this field could investigate how the notmn of 

distributed cognition (Salomon. 1993) applies to the interesting patterns of shared 

responsibilities in learning to live with aphasia, as hinted in the work of Parr (1995). In 

her research, she borrows from the social model of disability their view of the notions of 

dependency and independence: 

We do not use the term 'independent' to mean someone who can do 
everything for themselves, but to indicate someone who has taken control 
of their life and who is choosing how that life is led...The most important 
^tor the most important ^tor is not the amount of physical tasks a 
person can perform, but the amount of control they have over their 
everyday routine (Brisenden. 1986. p. 178. ched in Parr. 1995). 
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Other implications of this research for clinical and rdiabilitation practices are 

related to the need for ongoing and systematic literacy assessment of any individual. 

Assessment and evaluation should identify patterns of competence rather that measure 

performance as a quantifiable entity. To this respect, Sally Byng (1994) explored the 

negative consequences of framing aphasic therapy from a deficit oriented perspective. 

through which there is a careful investigation of the language impairment suffered by the 

stroke survivor in order to plan therapy. Oliver Sacks (1987) argues that. 

Neurobgy's &vourite word is 'deficit' denoting an impairment or 
incapacity of neurofogical fiuiction: k>ss of speech, k>ss of language. k)ss 
of memory ...For all of these dysfunctions (another fevourite terms), we 
have privative words of every sort- Aphonia. Aphemia, Aphasia, Alexia, 
Apraxia....-a word for every specific neural or mental function of which 
patients, through disease, or injury, or &ilure to develop, may find 
themselves partly or wholly deprived (p. 3). 

Within this deficit orientation to assessment and rehabilitation in aphasiok)gy, it is 

critical to introduce alternative theoretical viewpoints towards language and literacy. 

Holland (1994) reflects on how cognitive neuropsychok>gy has influenced the field of 

clinical aphasiobgy because of their models of language possessing and the rather 

simplistic opportunity for observing the breakdown of the process. Holland asks the 

question '*Shoukl the focus of the treatment be on the language that is preserved?^ 

(p.280). She notes that current clinical practices represent a broad spectrum of choices, 

some of which involve the preserved language as the foreground for therapy. She 

specifically states that "Just as explicit analysis of the deficit shoukl precede k>ss-

centered approaches, specific inventories both of preserved [nxKesses of language and 

communication and of the contexts that maximize good performaiKe shouki precede the 
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treatmeiit.'' (p.280). She goes on to argue that '*It strikes me as entirely possible to derive 

a box-and-arrow model for treatment that parallels the processing models for deficits." (p. 

280). I believe that data from this research contribute to the discussion of a 'strength-

oriented' rehabilitation program in which the individual recovering from a stroke should 

be able to use his or her underlying language and literacy competence to con^nsate for 

any k>ss or damage in the bnguage and literacy processes. 

In the case of the assessment this research has elaborated and contrasted profiles 

devefoped from clinical and ethnographic understandings of literacy. Comparison among 

these two profiles demonstrates that opportimities to perform with real texts and 

participation in muhiple literacy activities (Le. reading, writing, composing, dictation, 

copying, etc.) proved to be necessary to build a comprehensive understanding of Stuart's 

literacy competence. Furthermore, throughout Ken's and Stuart's collaboration, texts 

from everyday life (Barton & Hamilton, 1998) provided the ideal context for Stuart to 

demonstrate his strengths as a reader. I believe more research needs to be conducted to 

explore the use of texts that form part of individual's daily life and interactk)n with the 

printed work! in order to plan and conduct the evaluatwn of literacy as well as for the 

rehabilitatfon process. When these two types of texts coincide, I believe that clinicians 

will recognize a much more real representatran of what the individual is capable of doing. 

These same argument could be presented to educators involved in the assessment 

of reading and writing: the nature of literacy competence in crucial when we talk about 

the process of learning to read and write in the 21^ century. What is it that we mean when 

we talk about competent language users? How are we creating contexts for individuals to 
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demonstrate their underlying literacy competence through the use of standardized tests? 

How do we take into account the contextual and situated nature of literacy assessment? I 

agree with Kovarsky. et al (1999) when they write that. 

These contextual &ctors are often ignored by professionals and scholars 
who are a«e<8sing, studying, or working to aher competence in others. The 
prevailing paradigm portrays competence as contained and circumscribed. 
In the ''containments view^ contextual fiictor are depkted as variables 
affecting con^ietence rather than as central to the process of competence 
constnictk)n(p.l8). 

Furthermore, sociocultural theorists add another layer of analysis claiming that the 

way educatmn has approached performance assessment or notions of competent learners 

has to do with the kleok>gical, political and cultural contours of the context beyond the 

classroom, and beyond the school (Anderson-Levitt; 1996). That is, they frame the 

argument around the way competent performance has been historically defined by the 

ideologies of those in power. This makes the case stroi^er for a situatmnal 

conceptualizatk)n of literacy competence that is not only contextually defined but 

socKKuhurally created (Gee, 19%; Street, 1995). 

Methodotogical Implications for Literacy Research 

The study presented in this document &lls within the growing number of research 

studies within aphask)k)gy that foUow a more qualitative and ethnographic research 

paradigm (Damico, Simmons-Mackie, Oelshlaeger, Elman, & Armstrong, 1999; Damico, 

Simmons-Mackie, & Schweitzer, 1995; Kovarsky& Maxwell, 1992; Simmons-Mackie, & 

Damico, 1999b; Parr, 1995; 19%; Parr et al, 1997). I am hopeful that there will be an 
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equally growing number of studies that concentrate in literacy as social practice, and not 

only studies that concentrate on oral language in use (Armstrong, 2000; Bbnder, 2000). 

Given the history of research within the field of aphasiology, Ihe need to 

understand the authentic abilities of individuals with aphasia in real and natural settings'* 

(Damico & Simmons-Mackie, 1995, p.83) is actually not new. Researchers who follow 

the long stranding tradition of Luria's work in aphasiobgy may find it necessary to return 

to his claim for a 'romantic science' that is counterpart of what he called 'classical 

sciences' (Cole, 19%), not only to keep in sight the personal dimension of aphasia as an 

object of study, but to return to the rich descriptions of case histories previously found in 

the field (Luria, 1972). 

I believe aphasiology needs socially situated frameworks for the study of 

language and literacy which implies methodological decisions framed within a qualitative 

research paradigm. As Parr (19%) e}q)lains, '̂ qualitative methodology has been described 

as particularly appropriate for speech and language therapy, in that it aUows access to the 

social context and Actors influencing language use." (p.476). With these theoretical 

orientations, qualitative and more enthnographically inspired research may be conducted. 

As for literacy research, I believe the work I have presented offers interesting 

spaces to reflect further about the nature of research into literacy practices. A recent 

study by Purcell-Gates and collaborators (2002) investigated the outcomes of literacy 

instruction in the literacy practices of adults attending literacy programs. I found some 

aspects of their methodofogy problematic, such as the &ct that they base their 

documentation of home-based literacy practices through the use of a pre&bricated 
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questionnaire. However, I found it interesting to read their definition of literacy practices 

as "the reading and writing of specific texts for socially situated purposes and intents'* 

(p. 73) and the differentiation of their approach to literacy practices fix>m that described by 

Barton and Hamilton (1998). Purcell-Gates and her colleagues write *^we have chosen to 

focus on the central part of [literacy practices]: texts and the reading and writing of these 

texts" (p.73). 

On the other hand. Barton & Hamilton (1998) address the need to concentrate on 

the practice rather than on the texts. They state that ^the main focus of this book has 

been on literacy practices and events, on exploring cultural ways of using written texts. In 

our analysis of the data generated by our research study, literacy practices remain central 

and we examine how written texts fit into the practices of people's lives, rather than the 

other way round'' (p. 257). Nevertheless, 1 find it interesting that their six areas of 

'Vernacular literacy practices" (p.247) encon:q)ass a number of types and uses of literacy 

described by Taylor (1998/1983) and Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines (1988), and include the 

texts involved in the "doing" of literacy practices. 

It is my belief that this research provides a starting point to avoid artificial 

separations of looidng at texts without looidng at practices, or looking at practKes 

without kx)king at texts. I believe in each of these cases we end up finding the intimate 

relationship between texts and |n»:tices, through literacy events, which makes it artificial 

to say that you will concentrate on one without thinking about the other one. A mere 

listing of identification of texts without tiieir use wouki prove almost useless; a 

descriptwn of literacy practices without kx>king at the texts involved in the transactnns. 
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without the mediatonal means that shape the transactions would be almost impossible. In 

this research, my analytic framework moved along all dimensions, starting with the texts 

and going to the literacy practices and then back to the texts of everyday life. I believe 

there is room for methodobgical decisk>ns that encompass the wholeness of literacy 

practices, whether through the use of a multiplicity of texts, or through the fulfillment of 

numerous activities that require literacy as its central component. 

Final Thoughts 

''True research does not end. Instead, it points the way for yet another search** 

(Glesne, 1999, p. 199). As many qualitative inquiries, at the 'end' of the journey I k>ok 

back at my work and recognize that I have partkripated in multiple and ongoing searches. 

Some of them, I had previously imagined but were later reconceptualized, as I 

transformed and ennched my understanding of literacy in the case where there is a 

neurok>gk:al conditmn such as aphasia. Other searches were newly-found opportunities to 

delve into the complexities of understanding the subtle equilibrium that exists between 

individual, sockxrultural. and psycholinguistK mediated resources in the process of 

making meaning. 

Helen H. Wulf (1973) wrote the following words to portray the essence of her 

experience with aphasia: brain may be damaged, earthquaked, bashed, and yet one's 

mind can know the freedom of thought** (p. 15). Stuart*s mind indeed knows the fi-eedom 

of thought Throi^hout this research story, I have learned fit>m Stuait*s experiences to 

enjoy the 'ride* and to embrace intensely the wonders of language with every turn of life. 
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especially *i)ecauser as Stuart has shown me ^^you don't know what is going to be 

next... around the next bend." 

Sfuart: is like a maybe a ...ride., that it hasn't ended yet. I'm getting 
used to it. though. It's like the fist time you get on a... if you like, in roller 
coaster. The first one is like wow! (Moving his left arm to symbolize 
excitement). Because you don't know what it's going to be next... around 
the next bend AruJ then, the second time is kind of really, really fim. 
(Transcription, August I, 2001) 



APPENDIX A: EVENT LOG LANCUA(iE PROCESSES- SAMPLE 
VIDEO # 4 DATE: 11/ 6//94 PARTICIPANTS: Stuart, Kathy, Ken Goodman & Cameron 

r iMH KVr-NT I.ANGUAGK 
PROtl-SSES 

LLVKL CONTEXT M A T fi R 1 A i. 

00:00:00 1 Talking & 
Listening 
Writing 

Conversation/ 
Discourse 

Dr. G explains the content of the session: going over St. 's 
difficulties and strengths. They start talking about his 
writing and he explains how different it is to write with his 
left hand. He writes to support his oral language. He is 
having a hard lime explaining what he wants to say. 

Paper, St. wrote 
LEFT 

00:02:31 2 Talking & 
Listening 

Conversation/ 
Discourse 

Dr. Ci explores how St. feels about the fact that Dr. G 
tends to finish his sentences and tries to figure out what he 
wants to say before it is over. Q: Should 1 wait and let you 
work yourself? St. said No. because it is belter for the 
communication. Kathy says that this strategy is sometimes 
helpful and sometimes it is not because she would guess 
something different, throwing his ofT track. 

00:03:70 3 Writing lext St. takes out some samples he brought and explains 
something he had difficulty with the orientation of some 
letters and symbols. He writes his names back wards with 
out any difficulty, exemplifying how it would be easier for 
him to write from right to left. He is sharing one problem 
and one strategy at the same time. 

Planner and 
samples of 
writing St. makes 
some cheks and 
writes his name 
from right to left 

00:07:21 4 t alking & 
Listening 

Conversation/ 
Discourse 

ivxploration if this same problem with orientation happens 
in other places that his writing. St. shares his use of 
scissors trying to explain how hard it is being 

00:08:60 5 l alking & 
Listening 

text St. explains the written sample of how he keeps the 
records in his Job. I'hey go over what the records mean. 
He doesn't have any problem 

Explain a sample 
of his records at 
work 

00:09:85 6 l alking & 
Listening 

Numbers St explains he doesn't have any problem writing or 
reading problems. He reads the numbers from the scale 
and records. But if he has to say the number, that is the 
hard part 

Same sample 



APPENDIX B. 
TRANSCRIPTION LOG- SAMPLE 

KEY: K=Ken S= Stuart Ka-Kathy 
Vl/Ev LosKcd Text Ideas and Analysis 

V4E1 
Nov. 6 
1994 

0:01:39 S: It is really different... well just writing... it is different... 
Talking about writing with his left hand 

Self-reflection 

V4E2 0:02:25 Talking about the fact that Ken finishes his sentences 
S: I is better to go back and to go forward faster 
Ka: Sometimes he likes it and sometimes it throws him off track he was going a 
different direction than what I*ve guessed 

Communicative 
competence 

V4H3 0:03:50 S: This is what started...thinking... I got one of the things... this is what I do... Idea of "I've been 
(Sharing a written sample of a record Gin dated 11-5-94). Here is the thing that I thinking..." 
wanted to... that I did (pointing to a check in the record done backwards). It used 
to...it is easier if you just the other way—because you have... you are doing out... 
and instead you are doing (writing checks)... And then I started... it would be like 
this (writes Stuart Carter backwards). It is my name but it is backwards... You 
are pushing now (meaning writing with his left hand now) and the other way you 
are... rolling. 

V4E5 0:09:56 Talking about a sample of text ft'om his job 
S: Yea, this was ah... yesterday... last night... I want to show you about what we 
had... (Showing sample of scale ticket) —This was two... two trailers... this 
was...ah the... 8 (bales) 

Talk about text 
Cotton Gin Scale dated 
Nov. 11,1995 

V4E6 0:11:39 He has no difficulty reading numbers from the scale 
S: But it is also from the scale... that is big 

V4E7 0:12:08 Cameron and Stuart reading Time for bed Analyzed event 
V4E8 0:19:29 You are not embarrassed in front of your child to admit that you do not know a 

word 
S: Well, it shouldn't 

Self as resource 



APPENDIX B- Continued 

V4B9-I0 0:20:42 Talking about his writing from his job 
S: This is... this is another... another one... but this is a little tag that they get 
four things... I to take at home and then that one we keep in here... at the.... 
(writes OFFICE)— And one go to the...to the... trailer (moving hand to show 
that they hang it in the trailer)— and sometimes, this is someone else (pointing to 
a part in the text) But I did that one...and... this one and this one (pointing to 
text) because it's some of it., the stuff — the guy might.. .he has to go., the gra-
...graper...(grower) had to say that he... brought here, how much and who do., 
and ever, what ever, and then I have to do that when he's just... he's waiting. 
K: Are people patient? 
S: Yea. The one time I get...i help is things in... in.... like here (pointing to 
text). One guy yesterday has... It's (writes #772 #2) 
K: It's his number? 
S: His farm or whatever he does 
K: And you didn't know the number? Was he supposed to tell you that? 
S; Yea. that's fme, he only has one for the., all., and this is one yesterday was 
like this (pointing to his writing #2) — But I can't... I can't...when he says it 
that fast...I can't...This time I said, hold it.. He knew, he knows what I do., and 
why I'm this way. and I said one at a time. I said what is the first one, and I can 
get it that way 

V4II  0 :27:53  Reading  ora l ly  numbers  was  harder  than  reading  le t te rs  ora l ly .  
S: This is worst. 
K: It is harder for you to read the numbers than it is to read the letters? 
S: Yes. and I don't know why sometimes I get, I want to say 8 (writes 8) sometimes it 
comes out the one either way. 
He is not sure this same thing happens with letters. 

Text as resource 

Mediational Writing} 

Coping strategy 

What's difllcult and 
what's easy 
Numbers & Leters 

V4E12 0:29:00 Stuart talking about numbers 
S: On the numbers I try explain to her that I can't get., what's a really good., this 
has been., the., when you are taking from this one (writes the series of numbers from 1 to 

Mediational Writing 
Numbers 



APPENDIX C. 
TYPES AND USES OF READING IN STUARrS LIFE- DATABASE 

iReal Vi iEvcntl Type A Usc« 1 1 Type A Uses 2 1 TcitTypc 1 StatusWithStroke 
No VI E02 CLINICAL-EVALUATIVE Explanational Words & Sentences- Self produced text Could read words and write sent. 
SI VI E04 Explorational Informational Newspaper- Arizona Daily Star Frequent reader before and after 
SI VI E06 Explorational- Shared Reading Sentence- Self produced text Could read almost all the words 

No VI E lO  Instrumental Agenda- self produced text Continued after stroke 
No VI E lO  Educational Academic Texts from Geology from school Did before stroke 
SI VI E l l  Explorational Isolated words Able to read almost all of them 
SI VI E I2  Instrumental Recreational Catalogue Received catalogues in home 
SI VI E I4  Explorational Catalogue-Prices- Numerical text Able to read numbers in context 
SI VI E I5  Explorational- Spelling Newspaper- Word Hard time naming letters 
S( VI F-16 Explorational- Letter identification Text w/random letters & numbers No problem identifying letters or # 
SI VI E I9  News Related Financial Magazine-Consumer Report Knowledge & reader of magazine 

No VI E2I  Educational Recreational Magazine & Books Kept "stacks by the bed" 
No VI E22 Scientific News related Magazine- Smithsonian He used to get it in his house 
No VI E23 Recreational Educational Books-History Continues after stroke 
No VI E23 INFORMATIONAL Explanational Self-Produced list of books Silent reading just fine 
SI VI E24 Instrumental News related Magazine index Silent reading of index 
SI VI E24 Explorational- Shared reading Magazine article- paragraph Could not follow along 

No VI E26 Social Interactional Children's book Has read with Cameron post-st. 
No VI E26 Environmental Print on Highways for driving Continued after stroke 
No V2 EOS CLINICAL-EVALUATIVE Tests Acute phase after stroke 
No V2 EOS Instrumental Faces Acute phase after stroke 
No V2 E I2  CI.INICAL-EVALUATIVH Test Acute phase after stroke 
No V2 E20 CLINICAL-EVALUATIVE Test-words and letters Acute phase after stroke 
No V2 E2I  Rehabilitation Book Could not read after the stroke 
No V2 E22 Instrumental (,abel Acute phase after stroke 
No V2 E24 SELF-MOTIVATION REHABILITATION Books & magazines Acute & recovery phase 
No V2 E26 Financial Instrumental Bills, financial records (inferred) Previous to the stroke 



iRcal VI 1 Event 1 Type & Uscft 1 Type & Uses 2 1 TcxtTypc StatusWUhStroke 
No V2 E3I Rehabilitation Texts with SLP Acute & recovery phase 
S« V2 E32 Instrumental Agenda/Journal 6 months after the stroke 

No V2 E37 Work related Scale records Cotton Gin Continued after the stroke 
No V2 E39 Interactional REHABILITATION Agenda/Journal- self-produced text Read aloud his writing to Kathy 
SI V2 R4I  Explorational Agenda/Journal- self-produced text Read aloud his writing to Ken 

No V2 E43 REHABILITATION Self produced text Acute & recovery phase 
No V2 E47 Conflrmational Agenda Recovery phase 
No V2 E50 Social Interactional Agenda/Journal- self-produced text Ok participation as a listener 
No V2 £51 Work related Financial Financial records, accounts, checks Continued after stroke 
No V3 EOl Rehabilitation Sentences Initiated after stroke 
No V3 E03 Rehabilitation REHEARSAL Agenda/Journal- Self Produced text Began after the stroke 
SI V3 E03 Explorational- Oral Reading Agenda/Journal- Self Produced text Same difficulty with oral reading 
SI V3 E04 Explorational- Silent Reading Agenda/Journal- Self Produced text No difllculty with silent reading 

No V3 E09 Historical Baby Book/Pictures/Texts Could retell stories from the photos 
SI V3 E lO  Explorational- Oral reading Baby Book- names of parents Could read 
No V3 E I 3  Historical Baby Book- Newspaper Newspaper in his life since young 
No V3 E I4  News related Instrumental Political texts, campaign materials Did before the stroke 
No V3 CIS  Historical Confirmational Dates in family pictures Read dates on pictures bef & aft 
No V3 E I 8  Social Interactional Children's books Can help Cameron after stroke 
SI V3 E I9  Explorational- Oral reading Children's book- Soccer Game Difficult oral reading after st 
SI V3 E20 Explorational- Oral Reading Children's book- Time for bed Difficult oral reading after st 
SI V3 E26 Explorational- Silent Reading Magazine article- Nature's Conservancy No difficulty after stroke 

No V3 E27 Confirm ational Rereading Magazine article- Nature's Conservancy Could reread to find info he needs 
No V3 E34 Environmental Signs, labels. Packages, etc No problem after stroke 
No V4 EOS Work Related Scale Ticket, Trailer tags No problem after stroke 
No V4 E06 Work Related Numerical texts- reading the scale No problem after stroke 
SI V4 E07 Interactional- Shared reading Children's book- Time for bed Could read with Cameron 

No V4 E lU  Confirmational Trailer tags- Numerical text Could read to identify some tags 
SI V4 E l l  Explorational- Oral reading Letters forming a word Could read-name letters 
SI V4 E l !  Explorational- Oral reading Numbers he wrote Was much harder to read ^ 



8 iReql Vi lEvcntl Type A tJ»e» I Type & tsw 2 
Si  V 4  E l3  E xp l o ra t i ona i  
S i  V4  E I9  Exp l o ra t i ona i -O ra l  r e a d in g  

No V4 E28 instrumental 
No V4 E33 Environmental 
No  VS  E I 8  Techn i ca l  
No VS E42 Rehabilitation 
No V6 EOl Scientific 
No V6 E03 Explorationai 
S I  V 6  E lO  E xp lo ra t i ona i  

REHEARSAL 

Rehabilitation 
Instrumental 

TcitType 
Math addition 
Note on scale ticket- self-produced text 
To do list & Agenda 
License plates and Insignias 
Mcintosh computer magazzine 
Maga/ine-Newsweek 
Reading about aphasia 
Seed Catalogue, the funny paper 
Maps 

I StatugWithStr«»ke~ 
Could read and resolve addition 
Had difficulty with oral reading 
Could read afier st 
Could read after 
Read in Jan 1995 
Begun after the stroke 
Begun after the stroke 
Begun in Jan after the stroke 
Bef and after the stroke 



APPENDIX D. 
TYPES AND USES OF WRITING IN STUART**S LIFE- DATABASE 

Rca 1 Video 1 Event 1 Losied Typei&UsesI 1 Types&Usesl TextType 1 StatusWithStroke I 
No VI EOl 0:02:19 Clinical-Evaluative Words Nonsense w/ real letters-1 week 
No VI EOl 0:03:00 Clinical-Evaluative Sentences Could write sentences from words SI.P 
No VI E02 0:05:30 MEDIATIONAL Fragment of word Began to write to aid his oral Iang. 
No VI B04 0:12:25 MEDIATIONAL Fragment of word Began to write to aid his oral iang. 

Yes VI E04 0:12:45 Exploralional Words Requested to write a word 

Yes VI EOS 0:13:39 Exploralional Prompted writing Words & Sentence DIfllculty beginning sentece. Could summari/e 

No Vt E06 0:17:25 MEDIATIONAL Words & Abbreviations Writing to aid oral language 
No VI R I O  0:26:00 Academic Educational School work Me had 30 hours of Geology degree 

No VI E lO  0:26:06 Instrumental Agenda Osed it before the stroke to manage life 
No VI E lO  0:26.00 MEDIATIONAL Explanationai Numbers I Ised it instead of saying 500 acres 

Yes VI E lO  0:25:12 Explorational- Name & Address Print before the stroke and after the stroke 
No VI E I2  0:33:40 MEDIATIONAL Fragment of word Used to aid his oral reading 
No VI E I5  0:42:33 MEDIATIONAL Letters Used it to help him name letters 

Yes VI E I7  0:45:44 Exploralional- Letters & Numbers Wrote letters and numbers when dictated 
No VI E I8  0:46:35 MEDIATIONAL Fragment of word 
No VI B I9  0:49:00 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to explalin the purpose of a Maga//ine 

No VI E I9  0:47:36 MEDIATIONAL Fragment of word Wrote to aid oral reading of title of Mag 
No VI E22 0:51:29 MEDIATIONAL Explanational Words Wrote the title of the maga//ine he liked 
No VI E23 0:52:25 Recreational Informational List of books Wrote a list of hooks he's been reading 
No VI E26 1:01:33 MEDIATIONAL Fragment of word Strategy used after stroke 

No V2 E02 0:08:40 MEDIATIONAL Letter Strategy used after stroke 
No V2 E03 0:09:58 MEDIATIONAL Fragment of word I Ised it to aid his oral language 
No V2 E06 0:14:20 Substitutional Representational Drawing Draw to explain his idea of his brain functions 
No V2 E l l  0:20:30 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid oral langauge 

No V2 EI2  0:21:50 MEDIATIONAL Number Wrote to aid oral langauge 

Yes V2 EI4  0:25.00 Clinical-Evaluative Sentences Wrote sentences for SLP 

Yes V2 E I7  0:32:18 Clinical-Evaluative Letters and words Acute pha.sc after the stroke for assesement 



RealVideo 1 Event iLotscd TypesAUsesl 1 Type«&Uses2 TeitTyne I StatttsWithStroke 
Yes V2 EI8  0.32:36 Clinical-Evaluative Name Had to write his name 
Yes V2 E20 0:34:35 Clinical-Evaluative- Words Acute phase after the stroke 
No V2 E2I  0:37:45 Rehabilitation Phrase & nonwords He wrote 5 hours after surgery 
No V2 E22 0:40:24 Instrumental Memory aid Label He could copy fi^ any text with out difllculty 

Yes V2 E28 0:49:50 Explorational Creative Numbers He could express emotions, jokes through ^vr. 

Yes V2 E29 0:50:48 Explorational Signed his name He could print his name after the sUoke 

Yes V2 E32 0:55:45 Explorational Autobiographical Agenda/Journal He kept a tog after the stroke for Ken 
No V2 E36 1:00:19 MEDIATIONAL Numbers & Abrev. Wrote to aid oral language 
No V2 E37 1.04.20 MEDIATIONAL Numbers & Words Wrote to expalain his work 
No V2 E37 1:01:15 Work Related Gin Records 6 months after was able to keep gin records 

No V2 E37 1:01:15 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to explain his work 

No V2 E38 1:05:20 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid his oral explanation of his work 

No V2 E40 1:11:11 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid oral language 
No V2 E43 1:19:20 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid oral language 
No V2 E47 1:27:29 MEDIATIONAL Letter Wrote to aid oral language 

No V2 ESI  1:37:28 MEDIATIONAL Words & Fragments Wrote to aid his oral language 

No V2 E51 1:36:44 MEDIATIONAL Fragment of word Wrote to aid oral reading 
No V2 ESI 1:34:00 Work related Financial Financial records Continued as a treasurer after stroke 
No V2 ESI  1:36:27 Work related Accounts, checks Continued doing his work 
No V3 EOl 0:00:07 Rehabilitation Sentences w/ prompts 6 months after the stroke.. From sample 

No V3 E02 0:01:20 Social Interactional Substitutional Message for co-worker Could DRAFF a written message 6 m af st 

No V3 EOS 0:06:10 Social Interactional Autobiographical Agenda/Journal Could document his life in writing 

No V3 E07 0:09:20 Substitutional Instrumental Message for co-worker Could DRAFT message & then did final copy 

No V3 E08 0:14:13 MEDIATIONAL Memory aid Words Wrote to aid oral explanation of his writing 
No V3 E09 0:15:57 MEDIATIONAL Numbers Wrote to aid oral language 
No V3 E lO  0:20:29 MEDIATIONAL Words. Fragments & Numbers Wrote to aid oral telling of stories 

No V3 EI2  0:29:18 MEDIATIONAL His B-date Wrote to aid oral language (substitutional??) 

No V3 E I3  0:30:45 MEDIATIONAL ^'s A Abbreviations Wrote to aid oral language 

No V3 EI4  0:35:04 MEDIATIONAL Words. Fragm. & Numbers Wrote to aid oral telling of his father's story 

No V3 EI7  0:51:30 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid oral language 



RealVideo lEventlLouedl TvpesAUsesl 1 Types&Usesl TextType 1 StatusWithStroiw 
No V3 E I 8  0:54:40 MEDIATIONAL Numbers Wrote to aid oral language re! to nunit)ers 

No V3 E2I  1:10:47 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid oral reading 

No V3 E2I  1:08:37 MEDIATIONAL Numbers Wrote ft to aid oral reading of function words 

No V3 E2I  1:12:21 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid oral reading 

No V3 E25 1:20:25 MEDIATIONAL Explanationai Words Wrote to aid his explanation of strategies 
No V3 E27 1:25:35 MEDIATIONAL Letters, Fragments Wrote to aid oral retelling of reading 

No V3 E30 1:32:35 Educational Rehabilitation Words Could edit and revise his own writing 
No V3 E3I  1:34:59 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid oral lang 
No V3 E32 1:39:32 MEDIATIONAL Word-Fragment Wrote to aid oral lang 
No V3 E34 1:44:42 Memory Aid Phone Message Wrote a message froni a phone call 

No V3 E35 1:47:37 instrumental Agenda Writes next meeting with Ken on his calendar 
No V4 EOl 0:01:00 MEDIATIONAL Words Writes to aid oral lang 

No V4 E03 0:03:45 Work Related Scale Ticket Could fill scale ticket from Oin after stroke 

No V4 E09 0:21.29 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid oral language 

No V4 E tO  0:32:04 MEDIATIONAL Numbers Wrote a trailer # he couldnt write before 

No V4 E lO  0:22:40 Work Related Writing tags for trailers Wrote tags for trailers in gin 

Yes V4 E l l  0;25;50 Explorational- Numbers & Letters Can take dictation 

No V4 EI2  0:29:00 MEDIATIONAL Explanationai Numbers & ordinal Can write a series of numbers 

Yes V4 E I3  0:33:06 Explorational Math functions Can add on paper after stroke 

No V4 E I5  0:37:00 MEDIATIONAL Words Wrote to aid oral retelling 
Yes V4 E I6  0:38:55 Explorational- Words A Abbreviation Had difficulty with longer word 

No V4 E2I  1:04:10 MEDIATIONAL Fragment Wrote to aid oral lang 

Yes V4 E23 1:13:25 Explorational- Words Took dictation of words Ken gave him 

No V4 E26 1:19:35 MEDIATIONAL Letter Could write letter to aid oral lang. 

No V4 E28 1:25.26 Instrumental Memory aid To do list Did before and after stroke 
No V4 E28 1:25:26 Autobiographical Agenda/Journal Did for Ken after st. 
No V4 E2g 1:26:45 Financial Lists of payments, checks Still manages his financial situation 

No V5 EI6  0:43:07 Financial Technical Financial Records Before the suroke 
No V5 E22 1.00:00 Financial Tax forms Before the stoke 

No V5 E33 1:25:20 Memory aid Lists for shopping Did it before the stroke but needs it more now 
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